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EVALUATION

Thia contract was awarded to Sylvania to investigate HF and UHF
antenna designs capable of withstanding the effects of repeated nuclaar
attacks. The program pmrvided analysis, electrical test of models, de-
sign data and cost estimates of several very attractive antennas. These
antennas represent the latest in the field of hardened antennas and pro-
vide better performance, electrical and physIcal, and lower cost with
greater confidence than any previous systems.

The information obtained during the contract is part of a continuing
effort in the area of survivable comicnmication-. Upon cowmletion of this
program the focal point for hardened antennas was established at FADC.
These results will be used as the technological base for continued efforts
in antenna survivability ati. in providing consulting, services to the vari-
ous using conrands and system offices.

~xi
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SECTION 1

INTRODUCTION

This program was a 12 month engineering investigation of Hr antennas

designed to with stand the effects of a nuclear weapon. The results are

presented in two volumes entitled:

HARDENED HF ANTENNA STUDY

Volume I - Electrical Investigation of Hardened HF Antennas

Volume II - Survivability Analyses of Hardened HF Antennas

Volume I contains the results of an electrical investigation of 12 HF

antenna techniques considered in this study together with the results of an

experimental investigation of the four most promising types, the Annular Slot,

Linear Slot, Wire Slot, and Log Spiral Antennas.

A detailed theoretical analysis of the behavior of the Annular Slot

antenna with and without a debris cover is presented together with the

results of an experimental program on a HF Annular Slot located in Warrensburg,

Missouri. Scale models were used in the experimental evaluation program of

the other three antennas.

Volume II contains a detailed analysis of the nuclear weapon threat

together with mechanical analysis of the various HF antenna configurations

as to failure modes, cost estimates for each of the hardened antennas con-

sidered, design data, and specifications for the most promising antenna types

designed to withstand particular overpressure levels.

Hardness ratings for the antennas have been classified as A, B, C, D in

Volume I and are discussed in Volume I1. Lowest Hardness rating is class A.

maximum hardness is class D.

1. 1 SULI'ARY

The Hardened HF Antenna Study was conducted at Sylvania's Applied

Research Laboratory located in Walthm, Massachusetts. The electrical study

I
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program was divided into two phaass. l'h~se I was concerned with a theoretical

study of the suitable antenna techniques iA HF region and Phase II involved

an experimental program to demonstrate *ome of the electrical characteristics

predicted in Phase I.

The HF band encompasses a frequency range of 2 to 30 Mc and antennas

optimized for operation in this band are inherently large structures.

Additional constraints placed upon 0hhe atten.es in this study were their

capability for hardening and ability bD operate with reasonable efficiencies

under the effects of a debris cover. Techniques used at UHF and higher

frequencies such as debris pits around or integral with the antenna and

ground plane could not be utilized at HF because these features seriously

degraded the hardness of the antenna,and sharply increased the cost. Thus

it became apparent during phase I of this study that antenna techniques

capable of exhibiting reasonable radiation efficiencies when radiating

through a debris layer were to be investigated. This property coupled with

the ability to design such structures to carry a maxim=m hardness rating at

a reasonable cost was our basic approach in this investigation.

During Phase 1, 12 different types of antenna techniques were studied

for application in the HF region. Our approach has been to study each

technique with regard to feas4bility. configuration required, broad band-

width possibilities, efficiency, radiation pattern and directivity, polariza-

tion (preferably vertical), hardness rating and the degrading effects of

debris on the antenna electrical performance. The 12 antenna techniques

fall into the following three general categories:

(a) Antennas in air

(b) Antennas flush with the ground or of low profile
embedded in asphaltic concrete

(c) Antennas buried in the ground

2



Under category (a), the following four types warc •onsidered:

(1) Wire slot

(21 Log-Periodic vertical monopoles (LPM type)

(3) Spherical antenna

(4) Prolate-spheroidal antennas

The wire slot antenna represents an attractive, simple, and relatively

inexpensive HF technique especially in the 10 - 30 Mc region. This antenna

falls into categories (a) and (b). It represents a directional type antenna

having a directivity of approximately 5.3 db (compared to an isotropic antenna

above perfect &round) and can be used down to 2 Mc at moderate costs. Three

configurations of the wire slot antenna are feasible -- a four-foot high wire

slot above ground in air (hardness class AB,C), one embe'ded in asphaltic

concrete above ground (hardness class D) and another located in a trough be-

low ground (Hardness class D).

The results of our initial studies indicate that the log periodic vertical

structure represents an expensive antenna of low hardnese rating. The cost

of s-,.c' an antenna is high because of the size of reinforced concrete founda-

tion required for this case. Electrically, the log periodic structures possess

desirable broad band characteristics, however the cost to performance ratio

is high for the vertical monopole array.

Spherical antennas with a narrow slot between the two hemispheres and

the prolate speroidal design were considered because of the broad band

characteristics at HF frequencies. The evaluation of these antennas from

the hardness point of view indicated the need for extremely large and costly

foundations for a hardness ratings class A; thus, they are not reconmended

for the HF region.

The antennas that fall into category (b) are as follows:

1. Annular Slot

2. Linear Slot

3. Log Spiral

4. Wire Slot

3



5. Letter Rack Flush-Slot Array

6. Direct Driven Resonant Radiator (Hula Hoop)

7. Surface Wave Typs

8. Helical Antennas

All of these antennas with the exception of the surface wave types can be

classified as very hard antennas capable of withstanding overpressures in

hardness classification D. The surface wave type antennas carry a C hardness

rating.

Annular and linear slot antennas represent attractive medium cost tech-

niques for HF commnmication, possess high efficiency (25% to 65%), desirable

radiation patterns and directivity. The effects of debris on the efficiency

of an annular slot has been experimentally determined on a full scale HF

antenna and the results indicate a degradation in operating efficiency of -3

to -7 db in the frequency range of 3.5 to 13.5 Mc. This degradation is for

a one foot full cover of debris on a 60 foot diameter antenna optimized for

opetation in the 3-5 to 13.5 Mc range and located in Warrensburg, Missouri.

The log spiral antenna was found to be a desirable HF technioue and may

be in the form of a spiral with conductive arms or spiral slots backed up with

a. cavity. The efficiency of properly designed spirals neglecting dielectric

losses is approximately 50% with cavity backing. It appears at this point

that a four-arm spiral operating in the second higher order mode displays

a desirable onmidirectional radiation pattern for this frequency band. The

spiral technique is aL.ractive from the broad band characteristics of such

devices, constant input impedance, efficiency, hardness rating, and moderate

cost.

Investigation of the wire slot antenna indicated operation at maxi-mu

efficiency when such structures are built above the ground and periodically

supported with dielectric rods. Antennas supported in this manner carry

a hardness rating of A.B at the low end of the HF band, and higher ratings

C in the 20-30 Mc region. Embedding this structure in asphaltic concrete

increases the hardness rating to D with a sacrifice in operating efficiency

4
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due to asphaltic losses and burial depth. Calculations indicate efficiencies

of 8 to 25% are realizable from 8 to 30 Mc for a four foot high wire slot

embedded in asphaltic concrete.

Utilization of the log periodic principle in the design of a so-called

letter rack flush slot array in the ground was also investigated. The letter

rack flush slot array, when embedded in asphaltic concrete, was found to be

a moderately good, medium-cost, antenna for the HF region. A fine-slot arrry
showspromise as one with broad bandwidth possibilities (- 2:1), high efficiency,
and desirable radiation patterns and directivity.

Consideration was also given to an open-pit type letter rack antenna

with a debris pit at its base. A cursory investigation indicated that such

a design required a rather elaborate concrete foundation and carried a very

low hardness rating (category A), thus the results derived from this investi-

gation show that such an open pit structure is not practical in the HF region.

The Directly Driven Resonant Radiator (DDRR) or Hula Hoop antenna is in

essence a top loaded monopole, in the form of an inverted L antenna, where

the L is bent into a loop. This antenna requires only a short height (4 feet

at 2 Mc) and yields good efficiency if mounted above ground in air over an

excellent ground screen; however, its bandwidth is very small (about 1/3%)

In order to harden this antenna to rating. of class Cw D it must be embedded

in asphaltic concrete. This reduces the efficiency by a factor of approxi-

mately 50 so that the resulting efficiency of the hardened antenna is ex-

tremely low. Comparing the Hula Hoop antenna with a top loaded monopole of
the top hat type with the monopole in the center, one finds that the top hat

antenna has a greater capacity for the same cylindrical volume and therefore

results in a more efficient use of a given volume. Therefore the top loaded

monopole is preferred to the HuLa Hoop as a hardened antenna in the 2-6 Mc

region.

Surface wave type antennas in the HF region were not foamd suitable
because of their large size, and relatively high cost to overall performance

ratio. Hardness rating of such structures is class C.

5
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Helical antennas were also considered as to their application in the

UF region. Two nodes of operiLion Were considered -- the normal mode and

the axial mode. In the normal mode of oper.tion, the radiation pattern of

a helix is similar to that of a short monopole and top loading tachniiues

would have to be used to increase the effective height and efficiency of the

antenna. In effect, top loading reduces this antenna to a top Loaded monqpole.

Also, the helix operating in this mode is a very narrow band antenna.

Operation of the helix in the axial mode (the usual mode of operation)

results in a radiation pattern along the helical axis with directivities of

the order of 10 db. The physical dimensions of such a structure are very

large at HF freauencies Thus from above, the helix does not seem to offer

an advantage over other competitive types in the HF region and was eliminated

from further study.

Antennas buried in the ground represent the third main classification of

HF antennas. The configurations available in this category are subdivided

into two groups as follows:

I. Buried Horizontal Dipole Arrays with Standing Wave Current Distri-
bution

1) Buried Horizontal Dipole Linear Array, Directional Type

2) Buried Horizontal Dipole Crossed Linear Array, Omnidirectional
Type

3) Buried Horizontal Dipole Circular Array, Omnidirectional Type

II. Buried Horizontal Wire Antennas with Traveling Wave Current Distri-

bution

1) Linear Antennas, Directional Type

2) Horizontal Loop Antennas, Omnidirectional Type

Thesa' insulated wire antennas, when buried to a depth of 4 feet, re-

present a relatively low-cost structure with a high hardness rating (class D).

Reducing the depth of burial results in a more efficient but lower hardness

antenna. Another advantage of such antennas is that debris degradation is

6



less than with antennas of category (h) which are embedded in asphaltic con-

crete, because the former are designed to work in a medium having charecteristics

similar to those of debris. Standlng Wave (Type I) are recommended for use

in the 2-6 Hc region for narrow band operation; above 8 Mc, the lower operat-

ing efficiency together with debris degradation make it inferior compared to

the annular or linear slot, the log spiral or wire &tot.

Broad band operation can be achieved from bur|kd horizontal wire antennas

(Type II) operating in the traveling wave mode. The buried Zig-Zag antenna

and particularly the buried rhombic antenna provide radiation patterns of com-

paratively high directivity but lover efficiency than the corresponding

buried wire antenna# of Type I which are only useable over a narrow band.

Buried Type II wire antennas display constant input imnpedance characteristics

over a wide frequency band and exhibit radiation patterns that change slightly

with freauency. Omnidirectional patterns are obtained wIth horizontal scuare

or circular configuration using a number of turns. Theve antennas also have

constant input impedance characteristics which are slightly affected by

changes in soil conductivity; in addition, they have an efficiency in the

order of 0.5 to 1 percent, require only one feed cable, and are lover in

cost than Type I antennas.

The buried horizontal square or circular configuration is suggested for

application in the 2-4 Mc region as a low-cost, wide band antenna covering a

2: 1 frequency range. Computed performance of this buried antenna appeas to

be down approximately 3 db from the Warrensburg Annular Slot antenna (- 60' dia)

at 2 Mc (without debris) and comarable for the case of a uniform half cover

over the Warrensburg antenna.

The results of the theoretical studies conducted in Phase I indicated

four antenna techniquet warranting experimental investigation. They are as

follows:

1. Annular Slot

2. Linear Slot

3. Wire Slot

4. Log Spiral
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Phase 2 was concerned with an exp vimen'tal evaluation of these four

antenna techmiques with and without a debris cover.

The experimental evaluation of the annular slot antenna was conducted

at Warrensburg, Missouri on a full-stale antenna mbedded in asphaltic concrete

and having a dimter of approximately 60 feet. This antenna was built by

Sylvania Electronic Systems - East during investigations for the Hinutm

Antenna Program and provided en opportunity to correlate theoretical pre-

dictions with actual performance in the HF range.

Evaluation of the linear slot, wire slot, and log spiral antennas was

performed at the Sylvania Antenna Site in Waltham, Massachusetts shown in

Figure 1-1. Scale models of these antennas together with a reference(X 14)

monopole were built and laid out as shown in Figure 1-2. The antenna site

occupied an area measuring 39 z 32 feet. Drainage for the site was provided

by a 12-inch gravel base. An asphalt pad, six inches thick, was placed on

the gravel to provide a good ground base for all the model antennas. This

type of base results in minimim degradation of the antenna back-up cavities

because of nonuniform ground effects and results in optimum efficiencies.

A fine mesh (copper wire insect screening) was laid down over the asphalt

pad and provided the base for the back-up cavity used with each model antenna.

This also served as the ground plane for the reference (X/4) monopole.

The sidewalls of the back-up cavities for each antenna were fabricated

from plywood and the screening stapled to it was soldered to the base scree,.

A cavity depth of 18 inches was used for all antennas. Loam fill was placed

on top of the asphalt pad to a depth of 18 inches. All feed coaxial cables

to the antennas are approximately LO0' in length and are passed through an

underground pipe system to a test shed located approximately 30' from the

antenna site. A 40' diameter air-inflatable radome was used at Sylvania to

cover the entire antenna site and protect the antennas from the effects of

weather, thus reducing the down time in running antenna tests. Figure 1-3

shows a layout of the antenna site together with location of field intensity

monitoring stations and coordinator used in the experimental program.
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The design frequency for each of ti antennas is as follows:

Log Spiral - Frequency range 60- 240 Mc

Linear Sloc - Design center frequency is 90 Mc

Wire Slot - Frequency range 76-90 1c

A reference A/4 nopole adjustable in height, was used throughout this

program for field intensity comparison with the above mentioned antennas.

Additional detail drawings and specifications for the antenna site are

given in Appendix B

The mechanical engineering investigations as presented in Volume 11 on

the HF antenna study program were concerned with an analysis of the various

HF antenna configurations as to their ability to survive all of the effects

of a nuclear weapon such as overprassure and dynamic pressure, thermal

radiation, nuclear radiation, ground shock and debris. It involved the

specification of antenna geometry for particulr overpressure levels, cost

estimates, and included an evaluation of the mechanical failure modes for

each of the basic antenna classification categories; i.e.

1) Antennas of low profile embedded in asphaltic concrete, such as
the Annular Slot, Log Spiral, Wire Slot, etc. D Hardness Rating.

a) Wedge Action - Sections of antenna being blown off from
slope of structure.

b) Shear Bending - Shear between the loaded and unloaded portions

of the antenna.

c) Rebound or Bouncing Effect - Antenna bouncing out of ground

due to tensile waves induced in
asphalt.

d) Sliding - Structure moving along ground.

e) Crack - Natural and others due to environmental conditions.

f) Heating and Nuclear Effects.

1?



rI Antennas fluish with the ground such As the linear slot and letter

rack slot-array. D Hardness rating.

a) Shear Bendins.

b) Rebound or loucina Effect.

c) Cracks.

d) Heating and Nuclear Effects.

3) Surface Wave Types - C Hardness rating. Failure modes are the same
as (a) through(f) under paragraph (I), above.

4) Log Periodic Monopoles in Air - A,B, C Hardness rating.

a) Failure is in combination flexure and shear as a cantilever
beam.

5) Buried Horizontal Wire Antennas - D Hardness rating for a 4 foot
burial.

a) Failure of individual dipoles or elements and feed transmission
lines in tension.

b) Failure of transmission line and junctions due to ground
shock.

c) Probably no temperature or nuclear effects.

6) Antennas flush with the ground - open-pit etructure haring a
hardness rating of class A

Letter-Rack Slot-Array - Technique No. 1.

a) Wires will break under wind and thermal heat loads or a com-

bination of both. This limits rating to class A.

b) Uneven ground upheavel.

c) Concrete foundation carries rating of class A.

Letter-Rack Slot-Array - TeLhniaue No. 2.

a) Cantilever action of concrete walls which separate the indi-
vidual cavities of the array under reflected and dynamic
pressure limit rating to class A.

13
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SECTION 2

ANNULAR SLOT

2.1 T•EORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS

2.1.1 Introduction

Figure 2-1 shows a cross-section of an annular slot antenna. It consists

of a disk and a cylindrical back-up cavity. From the hardening viewpoint

this type of antenna is attractive, since it is flush with the ground and

can withstand enormous overpressures if the cavity is filled with a suitable

dielectric material which has low losses and good compressive strength. It

has been found that asphalt concrete, if properly treated and prepared, is

well suited for this purpose and is economical so that it can be used in

large quantities. We consider first the radiation characteristics.

2.1.2 Radiation Characteristics

Radiation characteristics of the annular slot have been considered by

several authors. 1' 2 ' 3  The effects of a back-up cavity have been examined by
4

J. Galejs and T. W. Thompson. For dimensions of the annular slot antenna,

which are very small compared to the wavelength, the antenna can be treated

as a top loaded very short monopole which has a large top hat capacity. 5 ' 6

The radiation pattern of the annular slot (also called Circular

Diffraction Antenna) has been calculated by Pistolkors. The electric

field intensityE in the far field over perfectly conducting ground, at

distance D is

k= V x Jl(x sin!) VgV= (2.1)
E=- 2 - J I(kP0 sin 0) =---_ = n)- V - (2.1)

a+b
P = a + average slot radius mo 2

2: = ~i~ 2-° elevation angle
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Jl(x) u Bessel Function, first order

V8 - Voltage across the slot.

F(x,O) a x J (S sine) is the field pattern function. (2.2)

Nor lizing this with respect to the field on the ground (0 = 900) yields

the normalized pattern function.

J N(x sin) F(x,S)

n ) i x) F(x, . ) (2.3)

The relation between the field intensity E and radiated power PR is given

by the basic equations

g - E2  2

42D120w 9g 'R R

Thus

ED= 30 gP1  N V9 (2.4)

GR is the radiation conductance referred to the slot voltage Vg, and g is

the directivity of the antenna compared to an isotropic radiator.

The relation between the directivity g, the pattern function F, and

the radiation conductance GR is obtained by combining Equations (2.1) and

(2.4):

F2 (xe) xJ2j 1 (x sine)
g ~ 1- (2.5)

30 St30GR

The directivity g is a function of the angle 0. Along the ground (9 = 90 )

the directivity is

x 1(x)

go 30 GIR
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It is convenient to compare the field intensity of an annular slot, as

given by (2.4) with the field intensity obtained from a short vertical

monopole over perfect ground. The vertical monopole has a sinusoidal field

pattern with the maxi=nm field intensity on the ground, and a directivity of

3. The field intensity is therefore (ED) n 4i3.30P The ratio of the

field intensity of the annular slot and that of the vertical monopole in the

sa direction (0) defines the K-factor;

K (ED),,. = K (2.6)

Thus

x1 l(x sine) -

K= -- 0- C

and the field intensity of the annular slot is

(ED) K .(ED)VM= 490 PR .K (2.7)

$5 xJI(x sinO) = F(x,O)

The radiation conductance GR of a narrow annular slot in a conducting

plane (perfect ground) has been calculated by Pistolkors without limitation

of Lhe size of the slot diamter:

Is



GRz8 /2 ' (X J, (z (2.8)o 3/2 2 7/ ..2

L- j I4 P_ J2  (x) + 6 J3 2 (x) +
3 6 0  2x3  32 lox

x4 I 2 x4 4
"3- I '- + M'... I =-'I C8

H-0 5 56360 g

Plots of GR and K° as a function of X are shown in Figure 2-2.

For electrically small antennas (x = l%° << 1) the basic equations (2.2)

(2.8)assume a very simple form:

2
F(x,G)- "- sin 0 (2.2a)

F (W)- sin 0 (2.3a)

4G2x4 (2.8a)

R 360

Sx 2 x2 sin2 . 3 sin 2 (2.5a)
4 -4.30x

The directivity and the K-factor on the ground (0 9 90) are

g90 3 ; K=I

and the field intensity on the ground is

(ED)o 43 .,bo P. = 90 P. (2. 4a)
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It is evident from these relations that the annular slot of small electrical

size has the sa characteristics as a short vertical monopole: The elevation

pattern (Figure 2.3) Is sinusoidal, the directivity S0w3, therefore Kul, which

means that both antennas yield the saea field intensity when energized with

the some power.

As the relative size of the annular slot antenn& is increased radiation

pattern, directivity, and radiation conductance change. 16 patjrn function

and directivity are functions of x and the angle 0. x = = is

proportional to frequency for constant antenna dimensions.

The normalized radiation pattern F n, referenced to the ground field

intensity is given by (2.3). This is the pattern for constant slot voltage

V • The variation of F with x for a given antenna size; i.e., the variationg n

of pattern shape with frequency for a fixed medium slot radius p 0 is shown

in Figure 2-3. The dimensions of the antenna ore suitable for operation up

to a frequency of 30 Mc.

Cavity radius b a 20 ft 6 m

Rat radius a V 15 ft 4.57 m

Slot width b-a * ft 1.525 m

•+b
Madium slot radius P• L- -= 17.5 ft 5.29 m

It is seen that the pattern is sinusoidal as long as b < X(x « 1).

As i.e., the frequency is increased the pattern broadens until x a 1.84

where the Bessel function JI(x sin 0) has a maxuim=. Up.to this point the

maximim of the pattern is on the ground. As the frequency is further

increased the main lobe lifts off -he ground and increases in size. The

radiated power increases also as ts evident from the increased area covered

by the pattern. The lobe maxiaum is at an angle Om determined by the

first maxiamm of J 1 (X sin 9 which occurs at x sin 0. M 1.84. Thus

sin B - 1.84/x.
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The radiation pattern for constant radiated paver is given by (2.1).

The field intensity at constant distance in the far field is proportLional

to K. The variation of the field intensity on the ground 19 = 900) is

represented by K 0 - - anc is plotted on Figure 2-2 as a function of x.

Figure 2-4 shows radiation patterns at various frequencies for the same

antenna (b - 20 feet) as used for Figure 2-3. As the frequency is increased

the ground field intensity is reduced and a lobe develops whose elevation

increases as the frequency is increased. The reduction of the ground field

intensity is due to the fact that the radiation is more and more concentrated

at higher elevation angles and therefore, with the same total radiated power,

the radiation at the lower angles is reduced. This is in contrast to tne

case of constant slot voltage V where constant ground field intensity isg
maintained at the expense of increased radiated power. When the frequency

is increased to the point where x = 3.83 or Po/; = 0.61, the Bessel function

J, passes through zero and the ground field is zero, K° = 0 OFigure 2-2).

All the energy goes into higher elevation angles, the maxinmm of the lobe

appearing at an angle given by sin Gm= 1.84/ At still higher frequencies

(x > 3.83) a second lobe develops on the ground, giving rise to a ground

field intensity that is almost as large as it is at low frequencies (x e 1:.

This is apparent from Figure 2-2 which shcws K 0 I at x = 5.4.
0

The directivity g of the annular slot is given by (2.5). It is a function

of x and the angle 0. Of particular interest is the dire.tivity (go) in

the direction 0 = POO (along the ground), and the directivity g in the

direction of the first lobe maximum. From (2.5) we obtain

Ix J 1 (x)] 2
go -30 G - 3 K0

[x J'(x sin @M)]2 F 2(x,o M)
9m 30 GR -

3 0 GR
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These directivities together ith the elevation angle e m 90 0 0 of the

first lobe max5imj are plotted versus x = k p0 on Figure 2-5. For x < 1.84

the lobe maxim= is on the ground (E. - 00) and go U g*. The directivity

go = 3 for x < 0.5, and decreases (because of pattern broadening) until

go w gm w 2.42 at x = 1.84. With increase of x beyond 1.84 (x > 1.84), the

main lobe lifts off the ground, and go0 (which is proportional to the radiated

power density along the ground) decreases to zero at x - 3.8, since J 1 (3.8) = 0.

At thle point the pattern has a null on the ground. For x > 3.8 the ground

directivity g0 increases again up to value of 2.8, which is close to the

value at low frequencies. In this same range x > 1.84 g., after a very

slight dip, increases rapidly past the point x - 3.8 where the ground field

has its null (g. = 0), until a maximum is reached. This occurs at x a 4.4

where gm = 8.9 and the lobe elevation angle cM = 650. In the range
0 0

1.84 -, x <,.3 the lobe elevation angle increases rapidly from 0 up to 52

Forx> 3 the increase of 4 in somewhat slower.U

2.1.3 Admittance of the Annular Slot Antenna

To establish the efficiency and bandwidth of the annular slot antenna,

as well as the tuning and matching circuits, one must know the terminal

admittance of the antenna. Since the radiation or far field of the antenna

is due almost entirely to the fringing of the electric field maintained

across the gap between the disk and adjacent highly conducting ground it

was possible to derive the radiation characteristics by consideting the

circular diffraction of an annular slot in a perfectly conducting screen.

To obtain the admittance one must consider the enwironment of the annular

slot. Below the top disk at a distance h is a highly conducting ground

screen. This together with the surrounding earth forms a cylindrical cavity.

Thus the antenna may be considered as a cavity backed annular slot with an

electric field across the slot producing the radiation. An analysis of the

performance of a cavity backed annular slot antenna - without a lossy layer
4

of debris over it - has been given by Galejs and Thompson. Their results

have been expanded by Caleja and Row (ARL Research Report No. 359) to cover

the question of debris effects on the performance of the annular slot antenna.
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The analysis of the cavity backed annular slot antenna without debris

cover yields the admittance across the slot. The edge of the disk and the

edge of the cavity are considered as terminals. The actual feed points

of the antenna are at the center of the disk and the ground plane forming

the bottom of the cavity. To obtain the terminal admittance at this point

the slot admittance must be transformed to the center feed point, wihich can

be accomplished by using radial transmission line analysis. (See Section 2.2.7)

The admittance Y across the slot is composed of two parts:

Y T = Y + + Y'

Y+ is the admittance reflected to the slot plane by the outside space,

Y is the admittance reflected by the cavity.

Using a zero order approximation of the field distribution across the slot

(Eo(P) = ao /P) one finds:

+ (kP 0) 4 ....L.. 29

- 360 1 5 + 56 + (2.9)

rp SP 122
+ J i-• n2 .. 2  - + 1 (kPo) + G. .j + G B+

where 0 = (a + b)/2. This is in agreement with the principal mode admittance
0

seen by a coaxial line that radiates into a half space, as calculated by

Levine and Papas.
2

The real part of x+ is the radiation conductance GR which is in agreement

with (2 8). The imaginary part of x is a capacitive susceptance (BS) repre-

senting the slot fringe capacity due to the outside field. Both GR and BS

are independent of the dielectric constant of the medium ins.de the cavity.
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The admittance reflected by the cavity is

(Pe oa)2  I& a 1? h (2.10)

1 0 (A9a Xab G -+ j BI

where the height h of the cavity is taken negative : h < o. X is defined

by J(A qb) 0 0. kI is the complex wave number: q

UK- o';~ "l aIr

C is the dielectric constant of the cavity fill material elr and a I are

the dielectric conitant and conductivit respectively of the cavity fill

material. Its loss tangent is tg 61 n and this determines the magnitude

of G" - 0. It is apparent that, while 1 Y+ is dependent on k1, Y- is

dependent on k1 . This means that Y+ is not affected by the dielectric in

the cavity, but Y Is affected because the velocity of propagation inside

the cavity is reduced by a-tj"

The total admittance is then

YT (GR + G ) ÷ j (BS + B') G GR + J BT (2.11)

witt

GT = GR + G and BT =-BS + B
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Consiell o f he b usc/ptance 9., one finds that it is capacitive for

smell values of b/k. Then all the cavity modes are below cutoff and the

cavity reflects a capacitive suseeptance. Since B Is also capacitive,

representing the slot capacity due to the outside field, the total susceptance

BT is capacitive for small values of b/A. An the frequency Is increased

one of the cavity modes will propagate. R-w cutoff occurs when A 2k 20(21/A) 2 fit
and where the A q are determined by the roots of 3 (Xq b). In the case of

roots of Jo(Xqb) the following relations are obtained:

Xqlb - 2.403 - bk

kq2b - 5.52 - bk (2.12)

Xq3 b a 8.65 a bk1

This results in b/A values as tabulated, both for air in the cavity and

asphalt (lr = 2.8 and elr 3 3.65).

b/A for air b/i for asphalt b/X for asphalt
bkl Ilr = 1  Clr a 2.8 Cir = 3.65

2.40 0.384 0.23 0.20

5.52 0.878 0.525 0.45

8.65 1.385 0.822 0.72

Thus, the first propagating mode storts when b/A> 0.23 or b/A> 0.20 if the

cavity is filled with asphalt which has a dielectric constant, cir- 2.8

or clr ' 3.65, respectively.

For the case b/X « 1 the antenna acts like a radiating capacitor. The

total capacity 's that of the disk against the cylindrical cavity. including

the fringe field. The capacity CT is approximately equal to the cepacity of

two parallel plates at a distance h, one of the plates being very large,

representing the ground plane.
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The computation of the admittance of the annular slot antenna can be

accomplished with a digital computer after the dimensions of the antenna

have been chosen. The cavity diameter 2b is determined by the desired

radiation pattern at the upper end of the frequency band in which the

antenna shall operate, in our case 30 Wk. The szeof b determines the

midtum cavity radius Por Aj+k and thereby x m LT- p where A is the

wavelength in air. It should be noted thar. the radiation characteristics

are not affected by the dielectric in the cavity, whereas the admittance

depends on the charac ta-istics of the cavity fill material. Therefore the

relations describing ti. radiation characterictics as presented before can

be used without change.

The limits in the choice of x; i.e., of p0 are determined as follows:

If z is made large, lobing of the radiation pattern occurs and the energy

is radiated at high elevation angles. Thus with a choice of x a 3.84 one

would obtain a lobe elevation "ngle of 600 and there would be no radiation

along the ground. On the other hand, the efficiency drops as b is made

smaller, since the radiation conductance GR is proportional to x4 and there-

fore drops very rapidly as x and therefore b is decreased, as shown in

Figure 2-2. This then determines the lower end of the useful frequency band

of the antenna.

The computation of the admittance was carried out for the antenna dimensions

shown in Figure 2-1. The radiation patterns of this antenna are shown on

Figure 2-4. The results of the computation are shown on Figures 2-6, 2-7, 2-8.

and 2-9 together with curves describing the effects of debris covering the

anteina Figure 2-6 shows Im iYoI = SS = BT versus frequency (curve

marked 0 debris). The total sBusceptance PT is composed of two parts. B$5 is

the susceptance of the fringe capacity CS between the edge of the disk and

Effects of debris will be discussed in a following section
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the cavity. Its value changes slightly vith frequency, and varies from

approximately 300 wie at 2 mc to 25e W at the upper end of the band. I-
is capacitive until the first cutoff freque*y is reached. This is the caset

for b/h) a 0.23, f a 11.5 1c, for a cavity fill material with C 2.8.
hc r

At this point 9 becoime very largo and changes sign. As the frequency is

increas above f' b represents an inductive susceptance which decreases

with frequency goes through zero, and becoms capacitive again until the

second cutoff frequency is reached at the point whae b/i) a 0.525; fc 2 = 26.2 Me.

At this point 5 has a positive mxium again, but not as pronounced as at I
the first cutoff frequency, changes sign and becomes inductive, thus repeating

a similar variation as occurred at the first cutoff frequency. BT is MW

parallel combination of the slot susceptince % and the cavity susceptarce

S. Its variation is shown on Figure 2-6. The cutoff frequencies are easily

recognizable at those points where I abruptly changes sign. This is similar

to the serise resonance of a series L - C circuit. In between the two cutoff

frequencies, a parallel resonance condition is reached at about 18 Mc. This

is the case when 8 = - I.e., when there is parallel resonance between

the capacitaMce Bs of the slot and the inductance of the cavity.

The real part of the admittance YT or total conductance is uhown in

Figure 2-': Re "T - CT - % + G'. The total conductance is composed of

two parts. GR is the radiation conductance, which is the sam as in the

air case (CItr 1), Equations (2.8) ami (2.9). The variation of G, with

frequency is shown in Figure 2-8. %R is extremely small at low

frequencies and increases very rapidly with the forth power of the frequency.

At x a 3 a maximza is reached with CR U 0.03 sho, at a frequency f - 26.9 Mc.

The cavity conductance G has been computed using a loss tangent of the

cavity dielectric tg 8 - -L Figure 2-7. GC has two pronounced mzixmn of

4 who and 1.5 mho at the cutoff frequencies: 11.5 W- and 26.2 Mc. These

are rather high values and, since the cavity susceptance is almost zero at

these points, this has a shunting effect. The slot is shunted bh a compare-

tively low resistance, so that a power loss is Lxperienced at these frequencies.

Beetween the two cutoff frequencies the conductance G is low, reaching a
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minimum at about 15 Me. Figure 2-9 shows the conductance/susceptance ratio

of this antenna as a function of b/k(asphalt). There are three points where

the GT /B ratio has extreme. These are

b/A(asph) 0.39 0.58 0.88

A (asph) 15.4 0O.3 6.83 m

•A r= 2 .8 k (asph) 26.0 17.3 11.4 M

f 11.5 17.4 26.A mc

The first and third extremzm are at the cutoff frequencies of the cavity.

Here G representing losses in the cavity is comparatively large. G,= GC+ CR

is therefore also comparatively large. At these points the efficiency of

the antenna is low, as will be shown in the following section.

The point in between at f = 17.4 4c is of a different nature, as far

as G is concerned. C is very small at this frequency and C, is considerably

larger than G" so that GT = C + % is again comparatively large. But in this

case the efficiency is high because G,>> G' and G R - GT. As will be shown

in the following section, parallel resonance occurs at the middle frequency

(18.4 Mc) and this is the condition for high efficiency. At the cutoff

frequencies there is a series resonance condition which yields very low

efficiency. In all three cases the total susceptance BT = 0 and changes

sign, but at the cutoff frequencies the losses (C ) are high, whereas at the

parallel resonance frequency the losses are small.

Knowing the variation of the admittance with frequency as described by

the BT and CT curves one can define an equivalent circuit which has the same

resonance points and similar behaviour over the frequency range of interest.

(Figure 2-10) and is useful in describing the general behaviour of the

admittance variation. The circuit consists of a susceptance BS representing

the slot capacity. Parallel with BS are series circuits of L,C and small R,

one for each cutoff frequency. At the cutoff frequency woLl W 1 for the
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1
frst cutnff frequency fl, and w2 L2  C -- for the second cutoff frequency

f 2. etc. Figure 2-10 ohwm two sories dirguits for the two cutoff frequencies

occurring in the frequerncy range 2-30 Mc. In addition there are the conduct-

ances. GR representing the radiation losses, C- representing cavity losses,

and GC representing ground losses. The parallel resonances are obtained

when the susceptance BS of thO slnt capacity is equal in magnitude to the

inductive susceptance of the series circuits; i.e., every ti when B-= - .

The slot capacity is than in resorcmce with the resulting inductance of one

of the series circuits. As mntioned before these are important conditions

since they yield high efficiency.

The parameters of the equivalent circuit can be obtained from the

computed cnductance as a function of frequency. For this purpose we consider

the admittance of a series resonance circuit near resornce.

1 1+1w G ,1_ - - 2C . B

+, - 0 1 + (26Q) 2

with

w L

-W0 4W

The conductance of this series circuit has a frequency dependence near its

resonance frequency which is quite similar to the computed conductance curve

of the annular slot antenna near the cutoff frequencies. The conductance

G has a shapr peak of magnitude C0 at the resonance frequency f which is

thereby determined. The bandwidth aw is det-rrined from those frequencies

where C has dropped to one half of the peak value. From w 3 Got and

46w one obtains
0
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c 0

and finslly

CL z Az
WZ ; z- - R -2 . Z 26

0 0 q 0

If, on the other hand, one does not have the conductance of the ante_,,P &1£

a function of frequency one can estimate th!e static cApacity of the antenna

and thereby get C. Then the losses in the antenna cavity can be estimated

from the q of the cavity filler material. The cutoff frequency it equal to

the resonance frequency, thus yielding w . From these L, R and Z can be

calculated.

This technique describes only the behavior of the admittance close to

the first cutoff frequency. It can be refined by assuming several series

circuits, each resonating at the consecutive cutoff frequencies as mentioned

before. The determunaticm of the various components of the equivalent circuit

becomes then rather cumbersom.

A sin.pler representation of the behavior of the admittance frequency

function using transmission line analogy is given in the following section

In connection with efficiency considerations.

2.1.4 Efficiency of the Annular Slot Antenna

The efficiency of an antenna is determined by the ratio of the radiated

power to the total input power of the antenna. The total input power is

composed of two parts: the radiated power and the power caused by the losses

in the antenna. There are two kinds of losses in the antenna proper (not

considering the tuning circuit); i.e., losses in the dielectric filling the

cavity, and ground losses in the surrounding ground including copper losses.

The dielectric losses are V 2 G-, the ground losses are V 2G . The radiated
2 g gg9

power is V 9GR' hence the efficiency
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A " *(G +) G +C Olt L L+ ÷LCR

where GL a c- + G represents the sum of al losses in the antenna. in the

case of debris covering the antenna the brounA !qsnes are increased. result-

ing in an increase of G . The total susceptance of the antenna is B T = BS+ B

2.1.4.1 General Efficiency Considerations

To obtain a first estimate of the losses which determine the efficiency

of the antenna we maks use of sore basic energy relations. In circuits as

well as in transuissi"n li.,es the effect of losses can be estimated by

considering the ratio of the average stored electromagnetic power and the

average dissipated power which is the Q-factor of the system. In a component

with the admittance Y - G + JB the average stored power is V2B and the

average dissipated power is V1 G, so that Q a B/C. If there are a number of

cowponents in parallel connection one has the total conductance

GT - C1 + C 2 + C.. Gn

The average stored total power ir. a circuit of parallel components

with the sm voltage applied to each of them can be expressed by Wp = V2 .

B is a capacitive susceptance which contains the same stored power as the

whole system. In a resonant parallel system of L, C and G, Be =Yo f

whereas at very low frequencies B3= c and at very high frequencies 5 = fiC.

Relating the conductance of each component to the average total storedBc
power in the eircuit one obtains the Q of each component as Ln and

the following expression for the total QT' which is defined as

QT= cT
TGT

B B B B

c 
c C
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With the aid of the Q-factors the losses in the circuit can he evaluated,

Oince the Q-factors 4ro characteristics of the components and materials and

can be readily estimated.

In an antenna the active power divides Into two parts: radiated poL-er

and dissipated power. The ratio of radiated power and stored power defines

the radiation power factor p of the antenna, which plays an important role

in efficiency considerations:

p . Gi'Bc= =L

The radiation power factor is the reciprocal of the radiation QR.

With respect to efficiency the antenna is characterized by the following

data:

The effective susceptance designating the stored piwer Bc

The radiation power factor p = GR! BC

The loss-Q of the antenna QL= Bc GL

The total-Q of the anterniT = Bc'iGT

With

QT QR + LL P L

and

PQ= G G
L R L
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11e afficianry can be "Xpresse ds

17z -R p PQL1

G T 'rP l '+GL/G R

QT is related to the bandwidth 6w of the antenna considered as a circuit

loading the generator:

Hence

-1ýn( p-G
QT W = C

The efficiency bandwidth product is equal to the radiation power factor

which, therefore, is a measure of performance of the antenna. Electrically
small antennas have a small radiation power factor because the radiation

conductance is small, and have a QL which is much smaller than i/p so that

the efficiency '1 x p QL, and the efficiency bandwidth product are small.

The only way to increase the efficiency of the small antenna is to make

QL as large as possible; i.e., decreasing the losses,thereby reducing the

bandwidth.

Electrically large antennas, however, have a large radiation power

factor because the radiation conductance is large. The loss QL can be small

or large depending on the resonance conditions. Parallel resonance conditions

are favorable since QL is then relatively large, resulting in p >L .

In this caae the efficiency

S= 1I - = 1 - G /G
PQL L R

can be quite high, depending an QL"

42
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The antenna Icises are convenihotly determined from c of the antenna.

The controlling factor are the dielectric losses in the material with which

the antenna is filled. Considering only the dielectric losses one obtains

Qc =-- 1/G1 = 1/tan6

where tan8 is the lose tangent of the dielectric. Measurements of the loss

tangent of asphaltic material in the frequency range 0.5 to 30 Mc show

that Qc values ranging from 50 to 100 and higher can be obtained. To these

dielectric losses ground and copper losses can be added thus reducing Qc.

Our measurements indicate that 0 values of 25 to 40 and up to 70, including
"C

all losses, for frequencies up to 18 Mc are realizable.

Both the upper and lower limits of Qc have been used in the computations.

The preceeding results of computations of the prototype annular slot

antenna show that the admittance of the antenna across the slot is similar

•n behavior to that of an open ended transmission line with low losses. A

brief analysis of a resonant transmission line using the basic energy

relations outlined above will be useful in explaining the behavior of the

efficiency and admittance dependance of the antenna.

To bring out the basic characteristics of the antenna in the simplest

form. we consider a uniform transmission line open at both ends whose length

is an integer multiple of quarter waves (n X/4) and therefore displays

series resonance phenomena for odd multiples of X/4, and parallel resonance

phenomena for even multiples of X/4. One open end represents the slot of

the antenna. The voltage and current distribution on the line are practically

sinusoidal oince the losses in the line are assumed low. The voltage maximum

V appears A/4 removed from the slot and the current maximum appears at the

slot if the line length is an odd multiple of A/4, and the conductance at

the slot is high. The role of V and I are reversed if the line length is

an even multiple of X/4 and the conductance at the slot is low. In both

cases of resonance the average stored power on the line is
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2  V3L B2 4 4Z0

B is the susceptance representing the average stored power in the line.

B al Y is proportional to the characteristic admittance Y of the linec 4 o 0
and proportional to its length.

The average dissipated power on the line, considering both dielectric

and resistive losses, is

z2 V2}
0

=V2 01J + P- I n
z~ {2+~ 4

0

Thus the liln- -Q is given by

I W G1  R1

iC.= = - t•1 + 1L

QC can be estimated from the Q factor representing the losses in the dielectric

material of the line, for instance asphaltic concrete. ard from the Q factor

representing ohmic losses.

From the radiation conductance and the average stored power the radiation

power factor is determined as:

GR GR Z° 4

c
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Finally the conductance at the end of the line, representing the slot.

is needed for the calculation of the efficiency. Conditions are different

for the series resonant quarter-wave line, and the parallel resonant half-

wave lina. In the first case (n f 1,3,5 .. ) the current is maximm at the

slot end, and the power dissipated in the slot conductance is equal to the

total dissipated power in the line: /1 This yields the slot

conductance GL for the A/4 - case

v2 Q 4Q
L 1/4  Z 2  - Z 2 B - nfZ

0 0 C

and n = 1,3,5

QL: = Zc __R" (a_ "
C4 4 Qc~

The frequency dependence of the conductance G1/4 near resonance points is
characterized by a high peak of magnitude 4Qc/n% Z0 as shown above and a

bandwidth 6w/w0 = 4 , where Aw is the difference of the frequencies at

which the conductance CL has dropped to one half of the peak value. Thus

&0, 1

a c

The bandwidth of the GL curve is determined by the Qc of the line.

Having found a simple expression for GL and the radiation power factor p,

the efficiency at the A/4 points is readily obtained as

PQL 1 1

I+- l 1+LI Qc 4

P QL G R Zo0 n
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with

GRZ04 GRZ nT

P - PQL Q 4

In most cases PQL << I so that

.R.o n <
QC 4

Hence the efficiency is small at the quarter wavi., resonance points, depending

largely on I/QC. Sumnerizing the essential points for the X/4 - case, we

find that:

4Q€
a) the maxismm of GL = n4rZ is proportional to qc

0

b) QL is inversely proportional to "he line -Qc hence low

c) the Q of the lime, not QL determines the bandwidth of the GL curve:

Qc A

d) the efficiency is small, proportional to GRZo/Qc. GL and the

efficiency can be estimated from a knowledge of Qc and the

characteristic Impedance Z0.

In the half-wave resonance points (n = 2,4,6 ... ) conditions are inverse

to those at the quarter-wave resonance points. The voltage is maximum at

the slot end. Thus VG1/2 = W. This yields the slot condu, 2nce for the

A/2 case

B
L = /2 1/2 W c n-

and

QL = Bc/GL Qc
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The frequency dependance of the conductance GI/2 around the resonance points

is characterized by a very smmll variation with frequency, and a small

magnitude of C The bandwidth is broad. The relation between the minima

of Gl12 at the A.s2- points and the maximum of the first A/4 point (n = 1) is

1/2

n Y2

G1 / 2  n 2C n 2,4,6 ...

oF 1/4

G1/2 and C /4 are inverse to each other.

The efficiency at the A./2 - points is

P7 L -I
I+PQ. T1 + I in

with

RZo4 4

P R n0 and PQ = GRZoQ 4

If Q is sufficiently large, then PQ • I and
c L

1 nir 1nw~lGRZoQ

can assume values greater than 0.8, thus yielding efficiencies of 80 percent

and more.

Following are the essential results fcr the A/2 - case.

a) The slot conductance GL is not constant, but varies strongly

with frequency, assuming low values at the X/2 - resonances,

and high values at the A-4 - resonances. The minimum value

of GL = n- is inversely proportional to Qc

47
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b) QL =QC" QL is determined directly by the line - QC

c) The efficiency for sufficiently higjh line Qc is high and can be

estimated from a knowledge of ac and Z0 .

Having outlined the behavior of the antenna at the resonance point there

t-#o out!te t re qe-,ency 4,!-,onee of the antenna in the region

below the first quarter-wave resonance. The antenna behaves similar to a

short open-ended transmission line with a comparatively high Qc . The

conductance at the slot end

2Y Q cP Yg(P0)3

T2ý 2 2 2Q~

where the second expression is an approximi•ion for 13( << 1 ; i.e., for

small line length f compared to the wavelength. For this case the radiation

conductance is approximately

GR a A}360 according to equation (2.8), and the efficiency

a 1 
QC (k()

"1 " + G%/G - IS P)3+Qk
1 0 ko( lci

for k( a 2 << 1.
180 (0/k) 4

with

0/k = x /Ac

X wavelength in air

S= wavelength on transmission line.
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For an electrically mall antenna (Bf << 1) the radiation cosductance

GR is very small so that a small loss conductivity and hence a large Qc are

required to get the best possible efficiency. Ve effictiea- I* proportional

to Qc and increases linearly with, Of; i.e., with frequency for constant

length.

24 the frequency increases and the quarter wave resonance is approached

GL. Z-VT become large and the efficiency drops to a MiniffLma. aL 4e quarter

wave Point. At a frequency below the quarter wave resonance a maximum of

efficiency is reached at a point where the rapid increase of G. is out-

weighed by the increase of the lose conductance GL. A comparison of the

results of the preceeding transmission line model with the computations of

the admittance and efficiency of the annular slot antenra yields the following

table, which summrizes the basic facts.
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Two kinds of resonance phenomena (Q >> 1)

Series or A/4 Resonance Parallel or X/2 Resonance
at cutoff frequencies in betwen cutoff frequencies

Slot SuSceOPnce

T a
LarSe negative slope dBT/dw Small positive slope dBT/dw

proportional to Qc proportional to l/Zo

GL 41c- Loss Conductance

S0 c
High sharp maxim=m Low flat winimsm
proportional to Qc Proportional to 1/Q€

Bandwidth of G vs , curve

Aw 1 412

0 C

Narrow Wide

Loss QL

QL LOW QL'4Q c-High

High losses Low losses

Radiation Power Factor

PA- G Z
GZ = R 0oPQ-AW RZ << G GL " Q/ % :• 'c>

Q= 
1 

W 'L 

4L 

= A -

41  
n- Ro0e

2_= c

L (a-.) M

1
Efficiency n = I I

GZo

,lmin •L " -' Ro 1 -i close to 1

Deep and sharp minimtm Flat maxilax
The bandwidth of the n vs frequency
curve, where -q 1 2nof is

Aw 1

0 c
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In both cases: With a knowledge of the loss Qc and the characteristic

impedance Z the quantities GL, QL, -nd 17 can be estimated.
0

The cavity acts similarly to a radial transmission line consisting of the

disk and the ground plane (bottom of cavity). The line length is approximately

equal to the average slot radius P. = (a + b)/2. The characteristic impedance

varies with radius. The resonance phenomena, as described in above table,

are therefore shifted in frequency, but they are in principle the soma as

those of the uniform transmission line.

2.1.4.2 Results of Computations of Efficiency

The efficiency of the annular slot (Figure 2-1) has been computed and

is plotted in Figure 2-1I by using '1 = GR/GT. T The main source of losses is

the dielectric material which fills the cavity. These losses are taken into

consideration by using a complex wave number

a 1 1-

where -- i the loss tangent of the dielectric, and the reciprocal of this

is the Q factor: qD a1  as value of 70 - was chosen. This actually

includes all the losses in the anterma. Considering the curve marked "0"

debris in Figure 2-11, and 2-12 the following results are obtained:

At the cutoff frequencies the efficiency drops to very low values,

causing deep notches in the efficiency curve.

At the same frequencies the BT curve (Figure 2-6) passes with a high

slope through zero and the GTa GL curve (Figure 2-7) has a high, sharp

peak. Thus all typical series resonance phenomena are exhibited. The

bandwidth of the GT and 17 curves =- 1 I, according to the assumed Qc" From
TW '70'

0

G = 4,3 mho and 1.6 mho at the first and second cutoff frequency an estimate0

of the characteristic impedance Z° M 21n and 190 respectively is obtained,
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using the relation GL = 4 qC/(nx Z.). The radiation power factor is compara-
tively high for all frequencies beyond the first cutoff frequency, but pQL-P'/Qc

is low because of the high Qc? so that the efficiency is very low. The high

loss conductances at the cutoff frequencies have a shunting effect on the

slot and thus cause these efficiency notches.

At f = 18.5 Mc we find the typical phenomena of parallel resonance:

BT = 0, and .he BT curve has a small slope at this frequency, the loss

coindvctance GL and therefore the losses are very low, down by a factor of

2/Z 2 _ 1/200 from its value at the first cutoff frequency, and also smaller

than GR. The efficiency is therefore high, reaches about 88 percer and

exhibits a flat maximum. Using the linear transmission line formu _s similar

results are obtained by using Q. = 35 and Z = 20, and GR = 20 millimoho

as obtained from Figure 2-8. This gives p = 0.255, pQc = 8.9 and n
(I - I-) 100 = 89 percent.

It can be seen from Figure 2-11 and 2-12 that the optimum operating

frequency band of the annula- slot antenna is between the first and second

cutoff frequency. This particular antenna with a cavity radius of 20 feet

is capable of covering a frequenc, band of 2:1, extending from 12.8 to 25.8 Mc

with an efficiency higher than 25 percent.

Below the first cutoff frequency there is a maximum of efficiency which,

however, is much lower than the main efficiency maxirnum,because at this low

frequency x = kP is small and therefore the radiation concuctance GR is

small. This maximum is at 8 Mc and reaches a value of 29 percent. The

explanation of the maximum is, that at low frequencies GR increases with the

fourth power of the frequency, but GL increases only with the third power,

as outlined earlier. As the cutoff frequency is approached the increase of

CR slows down, but GL increases fast and reaches a high value at the cutoffR L R

frequency. The maximum of n - G + G lies chere where the rate of increase

of CR and GL are the same.
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At very low frequencies the efficiency is very low, amounting only to

a few percent and less.

Above the second cutoff frequency another efficiency maximum is reached

which is however lower than the msri maximum because losses increase at the

higher frequencies.

It is evident from these observations that the optimum frequency range

of operation of the annular slot antenna is between the first and second

cutoff frequency.

The effect of varying the cavity depth h is shown of Figure 2-13. This

shows efficiency curves for two cavity depths: Zi = 2.5 ft andZi = l0 ft

this is 1/2 and 2 times the cavity depth which was used in Figure 2-11. The

cutoff frequencies remain unchanged. The effect of increasing the cavity

depth from 2.5 ft to 10 ft is to slightly broaden the efficiency curve. The

difference in efficiency near the maxium is small, amounting only to a few

percent. However at frequencies closer to the cutoff frequencies the efficien-

cy of the deeper cavity can be 2 or 3 tinses greater. It is to be expected,

of course, that the deeper cavity gives higher efficiencies, but the gain in

efficiency is at the expense of volume; i.e., cost. The 10 foot cavity has

4 times the volume than the 2.5 foot cavity and therefore would cost about

4 times as much since the whole cavity has to be filled with dielectric

material. In view of these facts a cavity depth of 5 feet, as has been

chosen for the computations appears to be a practical compromise.

2.1.4.3 Effects of Debris on The Annular Slot Antenna

In the preceeding section the performance of the annular slot antenna

under normal conditions has been described; i.e., with no layer of lossy

dielectric above the top hat.

An analysis of the performance of this cavity-backed annular slot

antenna - without a lossy layer over it - had been worked out by Galejs and
4

Thompson and could be used to compute the admittance appearing across the

slot due to the asphalt filled cavity. This analysis has been extended by
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7
Calejs and Row and has been used for the computations. This analysis was
originally designed for electrically small antennas. Only a linear fpld

distribution across the slot was considered. At the higher frequencies the

slot width may be a considerable fraction of the wavelength, and a different

field distribution may result. It is therefore possible that the validity

of the analysis in its present form is limited to the lower frequencies.

Results of measurements indicate that good agreement between theory and

measurements is reached up to the second cutoff frequency of the cavity.

Above this cutoff frequency measured efficiencies are considerably lcoer than

theoretically predicted. However this can have several reasons, and need

not necessarily reflect on the invalidity of the analysis. It is well

possible that greater losses in the antenna are incurred at the higher

frequencies which were not accounted for. The results of the computation

are therefore presented with this reservation.

Figure 2-14 shows the geometry of the model adopted for the debris

analysis. The top hat is backed with a conducting cavity of radius b and

depth zi. The cavity is filled with a lossy dielectric with wave number

ki which also overlies the top hat to depth d. In practice this dielectric

will be asphaltic concrete. The debris then is represented by a uniform

layer of conductivity ad » w f . The space above the ground plane instead

of being infinite is bounded at radius C by perfectly conducting cylindrical

walls so that it forms a circular waveguide of diameter large compared to

a wavelength. The reason for choosing a waveguide is that there are funda-

mental analytical difficulties in treating the problem of radiation into

an inhooogeneous half space such as made up of conducting dielectric layers

of finite thickness. It can be shown that the calculations of the slot

admittance are made practicable if the slot is assumed to radiate into a wide

waveguide instead of an inhomogeneous half space. Since the admittance of

the waveguide of finite diameter approximates the admittance for an inhomo-

geneous half space and the fields in the vicinity of the slot are not affected
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by the presence of the weveguide vawll, which are far remved from the slot,

this geometry yields realistic susceptances and also realistic estimates of

losses in the lossy dielectric and debris layers.

Using this model the slot admittance follows as

4W a2 + 2 1 -+ -Bn J(A f a) -3 0(A b) 2
Y 2 X .j I

] og k 2 n.2 1j' 3nJ n I n

90 + JU 1 1 + B m J (X ma) - J (A mb) 2 Y

==I w( y. 1 B Mm 03 t

where

J (X Nb) o (A nc) 0

'Ihe reflection coefficient B is determined from the rtquirement thatS

Ep(P,z, 0. This gives

The reflection coefficient Bnj are determined after matching the E and H

components across the dielectric interfaces at z z and z2. A computation

results in

Bnj -- e -Ln + Dn )

where
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r 2Yn(j.Zj 
+2)S + n(j

"DynL-, ."n(J-1)j " Bn(J.1)

and where j = 1 or 2. The computation starts by determining Bnl with B no= 0

(there are only outgoing waves for z > 1). This value of Bnl is then used

for computing B.., which completes the determination of the slot admittance.

The radiation conductance GR may be determined after computing the

power flow for z > aI. C1 is given by

G 21 R -
R 0n jU

where

-Vl' Yl' y2z 2 n z
Anoe + Bnle +B e

[ 0 V nl onz l eyn z12 + eni Yn1z2

r2(a +JY K )J o(,x a) -- J ( b)

(log (1 B2yn2 n 1 ~ncj

These fornulas have been evaluated by a digital computer both for the

annular slot antenna of Figure 2-1, and for the large Warrensburg antenna.

The results for the 20 ft cavity radius antenna of Figure 2-1 are shown in

Figures 2-6, 2-7, 2-8, and 2-11 for a 1 and 2 foot debris coverage together

with curves for no debris coverage, marked "0" debris. For these computations

a debris conductivity ad = 0.01 mho/m and dielectric constant Cr = 6 were taken.
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Extensive measurements of soil conductivity in Warrensburg, Missouri, and

comparison with other measuremtnts (see Appendix A) indicate that these are

realistic values for the frequency range 2-30 Mc. Following are the results

of computations of debris effects fcr the 20 ft antenna Figure 2-1. Figure

2-6 shows the effect of a 1 foot and 2 foot debris coverage (o a 0.01 .*A/w,)

on the susceptance B1T of the antenna. The curves marked

a 1 (B T) debris T"t•l foot debris and

A = (B T)o debris -(BT) 2 feet debris

indicate the change of susceptance by 1 foot a•2d 2 fept lebris covprate

respectively. For I foot of debris A1 is always negative. This means that

the total susceptance with debris is positive almost over the whole frequency

range, except at a frequency which is slightly greater than the cutoff frequency

between (11.? - 11.9 Mc). The change of sign of BT at the second cutoff

frequency disappears and the parallel resonance frequency (BT - 0) no longer

exists. The debris therefore increases the capacity of the antenna. The

same is true for the 2 foot debris coverage. The susceptance BT remains

positive at the first cutoff frequency, but changes sign at the second

cutoff frequency. The parallel resonance frequency (aT = 0) is still present,

but shifted to a higher frequency (- 21.5 Hc).

Figure 2-8 shows the effect of debris on the radiation conductance. This

iz ,ncreasingly reduced with increasing height of debris. The reductior of

CR is roughly 40 percent for the 2 foot coverage at the high frequency end,

and decreases to about 25 percent at 10 Me.

Figure 2-7 illustrates the effect of debris on the total conductance

CT = GR + C At the cutoff frequencies GT peaks up to high values. These

peaks are hardly affected by the height of debris. Away from the cutoff

frequencies GT is much lower and is substantially increased as the debris

cover increases.
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Of particular interest is the effect of debris on the efficiency, which

is calculated as 'U Y CR/T. This is shown on Figures 2-11 and 2-12. Both

figures contain the sam information, Figure 2-11 on a semilog scale,

Figure 2-12 on a linear scale.

Considering the optiimu frequency range between the two cutoff frequencies

one finds that the reduction in efficiency between the maxims of the 0 and 1

foot debris curves is from 0.9 to 0.3 (i.e., about 5 db) and between the

maxima of the I and 2 foot curves is from 0.3 to 0.15 (i.e., about 3 db).

This indicates that the first foot of debris coverage causes the greatest

degradation whereas additional debris coverage causes a relatively smaller

degration. In other words the degradation of efficiency is not proportional

to debris thickness, but increases at a less than linear rate.

Looking now at: the efficiency maxima at the frequencies below the first

cutoff frequency one finds that the efficiency peak with zero debris is about

1/3 of the peak in the optmru- range. Furthermore this peak is now reduced

to 1/6(by - 8 db) by a I foot debris coverage, whereas the second foot of

debris cAuses a further reduction of only 1.6 db. Thus the electrically

moll antenna suffers much -ore by dabris, particularly for the first foot

of covera&e, then the largemc antenna. This again points out tV:at the optim&m

operating range is betweer• the first and second cutoff frequenciLs.

Beyond the second cutoff f requency the curves show a very marked increase

of efficiency which almost reaches 'he same level of the peak between first

and second cutoff. It must be pointe,! out however, that these high efficien-

cies beyond the second cutoff frequercy .-- Fld not be measured with the

Warrensburg antenna, so that it is questonable if such high efficiency

are realizable in practice. There are a niunber of reasons explaining the

lower efficiencies at the high end of the be.- which are discussed elsewhere

in this report.
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2.2 EXPERIMENTAL INVESTICATION AND CO1PUTATIONS FOR THE HF ANNULAR

SLOT ANTENNA LOCATED IN WARRENSBURG, MISSOURI

2.2.1 Introduction

The results of our initial studies in the field of Hardened HF Antennas

indicated that the annular slot antenna shown in Figure 2-15 has desirable

electrical and mechanical properties (i.e., hardness capability to withstand

high overpressures) warranting further study. Following the theoretical ana-

lysis of the performance of this antenna in the HF band as presented in

Section 2.1 an experimental investigation of a full-scale HF annular slot

(approximately 56 feet in diameter) in Warrensburg, Missouri, was carried out.

The performance of the actual model is in close agreement with the theoretical

predictions from approximately 2 - 15 Mc and deviates from theoretical pre-

diction in the 15 to 30 Mc region. This section presents a detailed report

of measured performance in the HFI annular slot antenna in Warrensburg with

and without a debris cover.

2.2.2 Annular Slot Computation

Based upon the theory for the annular slot antenna presented in Section 2.1

and using the physical parameters of the Warrensburg Antenna a theoretical

solution tar the efficiency and admittance of a full scale annular slot antenna

was generated in the frequency range 2 - 30 Mc.

The parameters used for the computation are:

Average slot radius p = 28 feet

Cavity depth Zi= 5 feet

Qc representing all losses Qc= 25

Dielectric constant of
asphaltic concrete fR= 3.65

Debris constants used in the computer solution were obtained from the

debris measurerants made in Warrensburg. The measured value of debris con-

conductivity varied from approximately 10-3 to 30 x 10-3 mho/s from 2 to 30 Me.
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Computer solutions were generated for a equal to 1.5, 5.5, 10 and 30 aillivhos

and then appropriate value based on the debris conductivities data plotted

in Figure 2-13 in Section 2.2.6 were used to plot the theoretical efficiency

versus frequency curve in Figure 2-21. A full uniform cover of debris having

thicknesses of 12 and 24 inches was assumed in the thsnretical computer

solutions. This represents the worst possible debris loading condition,

probably more pessimistic than reality. Studies in the area of debris

loading indicate situations whereby the debris as a result of nuclear weapon

would be randomly distributed in mounds of varying heights over the surface

of the antenna. Some portions of the antenna would be loaded one, two, or

several feet depending upon weapon yield and range, and others would be clear

of debris. Operation of the antenras in such an environment would always be

better than that under a full uniform debris layer. Measurements at Sylvania

showed no degradation in the annular slot performance over the no debris case

when only the top hat was covered with debris; i.e., the slot not covered.

Degradation occurred only when the slot was covered with debris.

2.2.3 Discussion of Predicted Results

The results ot .:omputatlons using the parameters listed in Section 1.2

are presented in the following figures. Figures 2-16 and 2-17 present the

inside conductance Gin due to cavity losses, and the inside susceptance Bin

reflected by the cavity as a function of frequency. The series and parallel

resonance conditions showing the cutoff frequencies and anti-resonance fre-

quencies characterized by the maxima and minina of the conduc;ance are clearly

indicated.

Series resonance (cutoff) frequencies are at 6, 14, 22.6 Mc

Parallel resonance frequencies are at 11.5, 21, 30 Mc

The maxitmr conductances at the cutoff frequencies taker from Figure 2-16,

and the effective Qc computed from the bandwidth of these curves, together

with effective characteristic impedance, computed from Qc and CL max

(Z 4 Q/n GL) are listed in Table Ia.
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TABLE Ia

fco i _n c~ 0o

me "ho ohm

6 0.76 15 25

14 0.42 15 15

22.6 0.22 15 17

There is a great difference betveen the maximum and minimum conductances as

seen from the curves in Figure 2-16, and the maximumz conductance at the cutoff

frequencies is quite high. The Q taken from the bandwidth of the G-curve is

lower than the Q which was used for the computation (QC = 25). It appears

that Qc when used for crude estimates should be about 1/2 of the cavity filler

material.

Figures 2-18 and 2-19 show the conductance Re1Y 0o= G0 and susceptance

I m Y 0= B which are due to the field outside the cavity. This outside

admittance is affected by the coverof asphalt above the disk and the debris

layer, whereas the inside admittance is not affected by these.

The outside conductance G shown in Figure 2-18, is practically identical

with the radiation conductance, if no debris is present. The only difference

stems from the losses in the asphalt cover above the disk. Debris increaqes

the outside conductance by adding losses, due to dissipated power, to the

radiation conductance.

Figure 2-19 shows the variation of the outside susceptance with fre-

quency. It stems from the fringe capacity of the disk against the outside

space. The musceptance curve shows a flat portion indicating a decrease of

the fringe capacity with frequency in this range. The effect of debris is

generally to increase the suaceotance.
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Figure 2-20 shows the variation of the radiation conductance GR with

frequency. The difference GO - GR represents the effect of debris and

asphalt losses in the asphalt blanket above the disk. At low frequencies

there is no effect of debris on GR. At the higher frequencies the curves

separate and GR increases with thickness of debris cover. This increase of

GR with debris does not show up if the debris conductivity is chosen higher

than it is here, as is apparent from a comparison witr Figure 2-8 where the

debris conductivity is 0.01 mhofm. It is doubtful if the increase of GR as

shown in Figure 2-20 is realistic or due to inaccuracy of the theory at

higher frenpencies resulting from idealizations in the assumptions.

The final result of this computation is presented in Figure 2-21

showing the variation of efficiency with frequency. Points of maximum

efficiency and debris degradation are listed in Table Ib: The

last two columns contain the radiation power factor and estimated efficiency

at parallel resonance using the transmission line approximations and Qc and Z0

listed in the preceeding Table Ia. The maximum efficiencies range between -

60% to 80% without debris for the first two parallel resonance frequencies.

Comparison with the crude estimate based on the simple transmission line

mode indicates that the maximum efficiency can be estimated with a fair degree

of accuracy if the effective loss Qc is assumed about one-half of the Q of

the dielectric filling the cavity. The first mauim=m of efficiency at 4 Mc

is low since the cavity radius/wavelength ratio is low at this frequency

and there does not exist a parallel resonance condition at this point, which

would reduce the effective losses appearing across the slot. Degradation from

debris is predicted as ranging from 1 to 10 db for a one foot debris cover.

and increasing to 2 to 14 db for 2 feet of debris cover.

The versatility of the computer program permitted the theoretical in-

vestigation as to the effect of the thickness of the asphalt blanket for a

40 foot diameter annular slot optimized for operation from 10 to 30 Mc on

the radiation efficiency. As shown in Figure 2-22, the efficiency of the

antenna is essentially independent of asphalt blanket thickness whether or

not a debris cover is present, thus the criterion for this parameter is
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deteruined by thermal ablation requirements. For a multiple hit capability.

a two foot asphaltic blanket is indicated from theoretical ablative con-

sideretions,

Comparisons of the above mentioned predicted performance parameters

vith actual measurements for the annular slot in Worrk burg are presented

in Sections 2.2.5 and 2.2,9.
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2.2.4 Warrensburk Antenna Site

The configuration and dimensions of the HT annular slot antenna are
shown in Figure 2-23. The antenna consists of a ground mat 63 feet in diameter,
a top hat 48 feet in diameter, and a slot width of 7.5 f-et. Spiaq betwen
top hat and ground mat is approximately 4.5 feet.

The antenna is completely embedded in asphaltic concrete having a Q of
25 and a dielectric conatant of 3.65. An access hole is provIded in the
center of the antenna for making connectiv;is from the undo.rground coaxial
feed cable to the antenna input terminals. A test shed located approximately
287 feet from the antenna feed point was used throughout this experimental
progran for exciting the antenna and performing input impedance measurements.
The radiated field intensity along the ground was measured at a point 385
feet frc7, the antenna. Figures 2-24 and 2-25 indicate the experimental test
set-up at Warrensburg and expanded view of access hole. Photographs in

Figures 2-26 and 2-27 show profile views of the annular slot antenna.

Electrical meas%.roments made on the RG-220 coaxial feed cable indicated
a physical cable length of 287 feet. Cable measurements also showed that the
feed line Is a multiole half wavelength (i.e., series resonant) at the
following frequencies.

f SR in m 1.15 m where m = 1,2,3,4 .....in mc

The frequencies at which the line length is a multiple quarter wavelength
or anti resonant is as follows:

fAR i 0.575 n where n = 1,3,5,7 ... (odd integer)
in mc

llectrical line lengths were established for each of the interested

frequenc.es in the HF band (2 to 30 Mc) and having the measured value of
antenna input impedance at the shed (i.e., Zshed), standard transmission
line techniques were used to roll back the impedance toward the antcenrs

terminals to establish the input impedance or Z ant. Lumped LC networks or

appropriate series capacitors were used to efficiently match the antenna for

•-e fieid intensity measurements.
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Figure 7-23. Conf;guriaton of the Worrensburg Antenna.
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Figure 2-24. Experimental Set-up ot Wmrensburg.
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Figure 2-25. Expmuded View of Accem Hole Showing Electrical Connection to the Antenn.
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2.2.5 Measured Terminal Input Impedance and Field Intensity

Meesurements were med. as to the termina1 input impedance, and radiated

field intensity along the ground. These were mede for the following con-

ditions shown in Figure 2-28.

(a) Antenna with no debris cover

(b) Antenna under condition I

(c) Antenna under condition 2

(d) Antenna under condition 3

The soil in the vicinity of the antenna was used to provide a debris

cover for these measurements. Electrical measurements were made on random
samples of the soil so as to establish debris parameters for the cover. A
detailed discussion of the test procedure and tabulation of debris parameters

for the HF region is given in Section 2.2.6 of this report.

Input impedance measurements for the antenna are presented in the Smith
plots of Figures 2-29 through 2-34.

The field intensity as measured on the giound at the test point located
385 feet from the antenna is plotted in Figures 2-36 through 2-38. All curves
have been referenced to the theoretical field strength at 385 feet for a

short vertical monopole (of 100 percent efficiency) having a power input

of 1 watt. This corresponds to a field intensity along the ground of 98 db

above 1 jv/m: therefore, the left hand ordinate in Figures 2-35 through 2-38 is
field strength along the ground in db referenced to a short vertical monopole.

The right hand ordinate for Figures 2-35 through 2-38 is the deviation froe.

theoretical monopole (100 percent eficiency) for the Warrensburg annular slot

antenna as derived from the computer solution and includes the effects of

lobing (i.e.,the K-factor discussed in Section 2). Taking the difference

(in db) between the solid and the dotted curves of the field intensity plots

provides the antenna efficiency, either theoretical or measured, for the

antenna. Fo. example, Figure 2-35 is a plot of the field intensity with no

debris cover. At 12 Mc, we have
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I ' "field - 92.2 db mneured for Warrensburg Antenna

i2 - ife134 a 93.S db theoretical for Warrensburg Anteona

I - afid- 96.4 db for theoretical annular slot of 100 percentefficiency

(Theoretical Ifflciency)ntheo.a 32- 3 3 - (93.5 - 96.4)db - - 2.9 db or 51%

(Mmewred Zfficiwy)nsctua, w 21 - I3 m (92.2 - 96.4) db = - 4.2 db or 39%
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Figure 2-29. Teimlnal Imnpedence of Antenna, 1.16-13 Mc, No Deibris.
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Figure 2-30. Terminal Impedance of Antenna, 11.2 -25 Mc, Ne Debris.
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Figure 2-31. Terminal Impedance of Antenna, 2-17.2 Mc, Half Cover Condition 1.
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Figure 2-33. Terminal Impedance of Ar, tenna, 0.44-24. I Mc, Full Cover Condition 2.
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Figure 2-34. Terminal Impedance of Antenna, 0.44-24.1 Mc, Full Cover Condition 3.
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2.2.6 Debris Maracteristics at Antena Site

1..6.1 Debris Measurment Technique

The conductivity and dielectric constant of the ground surrounding the

annular slot antenna in Warrensburg, Pissouri were both measured by the

impedance bridge technique. The soil in the imediate vicinity of the annular

slot was used to provide a debris cover for the antenna. Basically, the

debris parameter measurement technique consists of determining the impedance

of the debris between two parallel plates of a capacitor. Figure 2-39 shows

the basic setup. A JR type 1606" impedance bridge together with a NP 105

field intensity meter for the null indicator were used.

The debris masuremaents were made on samples taken from each of the four

quadrants of the antenna top hat and at random from regions near the radiating

slot. Measurments were made on mamples taken from both the first and second

12 inch covers, in addition, the effects of soil compaction and rain were

observed.

2.2.6.2 Sumary of Debris Parameter leasuremnts

Figures 2-40 and 2-41 are plots of the actual reactance and resistance of

the debris saples so measured on October 28, 1963 (first 12" cover) and

October 29, 1963 (second 12" cover). The following should be noted.

Iudnl

I is from SE quadrant of antenna

2 Is from SK quadrant of antenna
3 is at random from vicinity of radiating slot

4 is from NZ quadrant of antenna

S is from North half of radiating slot

5' is sample 5 after 0.13 inches of rain (2 hr rainfall)

6 is from central region of antenra near the input
terminals

An initial calibration was wade on the test set-up of Figure 2-39 with

a dielectric of air and is presented below.
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METER OF BRIDGE
4yWC INCH WIDE STRAPS WERE USE,) FROM

HIMP•EDANCE BRIDGE TO CAPACITOR PLATES
TO MINIMIZE .EAV INDUCTANCE

Figure 2-39. Technique for Measuring Debris Parr- ters.
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Figure 2-41. Plot of R debri Versus Frequency for Debris Cover.
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Frequercy Z.i (for air dielectr-c)

Mc ohms

2 0.1 J352

6 0.3 J 308

io 0.3 j1 7 5

II 2 9.2 - 7

21 1.8 - j47

25 1.75- j19

These measurements were used to compute the effective series lead inductance

in the circuit which had an average value of 0.383 ýLh.

2.2.6.3 Calculation of Debris Parameters and Summary of Debris Constants

The measured data of the reactance versus frequency for the parallel

plate capacitor filled with debris approximates that of a series resonant

circuit shown in Figure 2.42. From Figure 2-40, the rate of change of the

reactance X versus frequency (9W at resonance 1- 1i Mc) is 4.5 ohmsIMc, thus

1 dX
2 dW

and for

dX -- 4.5

L (-L) (4.5) 0.358 ý.h
2-2

This value ot series lead inductance closely correlates the previous calculations

of L (within 7%) made from the impedance measurements in air. Having

ablished a value for L, impedance measurements were made on the circuit

Figure 2-42 with debris as the dielectri- in the parallel plat-. capacitor. C.

Since the GR 1606A impedanc:e bridge measureý net reactance (i.e., XL - Y,

it is necessary to add the reactance of the series inductance L to the measured

reactance so as to obtain the corrected value
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0-

RS

ZIN

L

0T

WHERE

R. REPRESENT DEBRIS LOSSES

L, REPRESENT SERIES LEAD INDUCiANCE

C REPRESENT DEBRIS CAPACITANCE

ZIN w RS . j XS AS MEASURED ON GR 1606A BRIDGE

WHERE XS XL- XC

Figure 2-42. Equivalent Circuit for Dtbwi; Meowring Circuit.
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for XC, the reactance of the debris loaded capacitor. Having Xc, the relative

dielectric constant and Q oi the debris is computi-d ei follows:

LR XC~iLR C( debrt s)
I for any frequency

where XC(air) at 2 Mc is 952 ohms, and

XC(debria) 1

Odebris- RS(debris) - tan 5

where tan b is the loss tangent of debris. Now the debris conductivfty is

found knowinr tar. 5 from formula previously derived in Appendix A.

i~e.,

tan E

where

c = mho/7, is the debris conductivity

N= wavelength in meters

L- relatlve cý±--nt6%

tan I = loss tangent of dielectric

Table II presents a computed sumwrer, of the debrls parameters fLo"' the measured

parameters of the first and second 12 inch debris cover. Figure 2-43 is a

plot of the deb:is conductivity iersus frequency fron which the followinq

can be concluded.
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TABLE I I

*SUMMARY OF DEBRIS CONSTANTS COMPUTED FROM THE
MEASUREMENTS AT WARRENSBURG, MISSOURI

f f R Odebris tan ' C

mc - - - mno/m

2 10 1.37 0.73 0.8 x 10"3

6 6 1.86 0.S32 I - 103

10 6 1.73 0.579 1.9 x 1O"3

i5 6 1.31 0.764 3.9 x 10-3

21 8.6 0.8 1.25 1.25 x 10

25 9.8 0.6 1.67 2.5 x 10- 2

Where tR' %debris' and are average values of all samples measured at

particular frequencies.

tan 1/ /debris
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I

0

10-1

10 20 30 !oC

FREQUENCY MC

- 1 -02 MHOS/M BY 97 CPS TEST

Fgure 2-43. Debris Conductivity a Warrensburg Verus Frequency.
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Fro- The Soil Conductivity is

.6 Mc - -- r -hO/m

-36 -10 Mc 1.5 x 10- 3 hc/,rr

10-15 Mc a x 10- mho/m

15-20 Mc a- x 10-3 mho/m

20-30 MC 3 x 10" mho/r

The effects of rain on the debris parameters at Warrensburg, Missouri

do not appear to be significant until i condition is reached whereby the soil

becomes essentially a paste-like or heavy liquid. The measurements indicate

an essentially negligible increase in the relative dielectric constant and

series resistance after a 2 hour rainfall in which the total accurrulated

rain wrs 0.13 inches. Soil compaction by bull-dozer and walking over debris

samples has the effect of increasing the dielectric constant, ER1 slightly.

2.2.6.4 Conductivity Measurements by the 97 CPS Probe Technique

Debris cond..ctivity measurements were made at 97 cps using the buried

four electrode technique or Vibraground Tester shown in Figure 2-44. The

separation between electrodes was 6 inches and the depth of burial was

approximately 12 inches.

The sumrary of the debris parameters measured at 97/ cps are lited ýn

Table3 where it is shown that the average measured value of debris ccn-

ductivitv was ten milli-mhr's per metcr (1." mmim) .

Frnrn ahmvp it can be concluded that measurements of debris conductivity

by the 97 cps technique produces results that fall within the range of values

measured by the impedance bridge technique from 2-30 Mc.
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VIBRAGROUND

TE[STER

97 CPS

GROUND ~~~COUPLED PRICOES S IG I ET

EXCITED PROBES$

F;"gu 2-44. Debr; Conductivity Measurements by Four Electrode Method.



TABLE III

I Depth of Sep ret ion R
S armple I Probe (D) R av,

eps Tested inches 3nches

97 05 I 12 6 90 8.62 x 10 3  1.16 x 10-'

3 -2
97 #4 ! !2 600 . x 10 1.04 x 102S6 i100 9.6xi0+ 3  OxO

97 04 6 6 4150 x 1. x0.7 x 10

where

R D R x 191.51avg

D Separation of probes in feet

- Vibraground meter readinjg in ohm.s

and

R
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4.2.1 Evaluation of Impedance Measurement. of Annular Slot Antenna

Correlation of Theoretical and Measured Terminal Inmpedance of Antenna. No
Debris.

The admittance of the annular slot antenna has been calculated by
3Galt.js and Thompson . The antenna is a cavity ba.ked annular slot and it is

assuimed that the radiation or far field is due almost entirely to the

fringing of the electric field maintained across the gap between t'2c di,-

and the adjacent highly conducting ground. The admittance across the slot

is calculated, i.e. the edge ot the disk and the edge of the cavity are con-

sidered as termninals. In practice, however, such an antenna is fcie fror the

center by inserting a coupling network between the center of the disk and

the ground which forms the bottom of the cavity, In the Warrensburg antennr ,

the feed network at the centter of the antenna consisted of a vertical wire-

fan, length 1.2 meters, made of three wires which were connected to a coax

feed cable. The ground screen was raised in *he center and connected to the

outer conductor of the feed cable. (See Figure 2-25).

The impedance of the antenna was measured at point P where the feed

cable is connected to the raised ground screen. Since the impedance was

measured in the center of the antenna, ard was calculated at the slot it .s

necessary to establish the analytical relation between the impedances at the

two terminal points. The following approach was chosen.

The antenna structure is considered a radial transmission line shown in

Figure 2-45 which is formed by the disk (hat) and the ground plane with

asphaltic cuncrete as the dielectric. The average radius between disk and

end of cavity ro = l + t__ The inside radius r is the average radius of

2
the wire-fan at the feed point. The transmispion line is loaded at the
outer end by the admittance (Y out) reflected to the slot plane by the outside

space. This has been ccynputed using the results of Galejs and Thorpson

%nalysis of the cavity backed annular slot. Y out = DC where GR is

t.e radiation conductance of the slot and CS is the edge capacity of the

disk against the surrounding ground. At the inncr end (near the center) the

radial transmission line is connected to the short fan-shaped lane. Thau is

cont1dered as a linear transmission line of short length (corresponding to

the phy..ucal length) and air is dielpctric. The outSide admittance
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I ,

qAD1AL TRAN5 Lt-E

-1- ADMITTANCE OF47 ANNULAR 
SLOT

COAXIAL FEED CABLE

Figure 2-45. Radial Transiss;on Line Model for Annular Slot Antenna.
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(load admittance) is transformed by the radial transr-issicn line to the input

admittance at radius ri: which then is the load admittance for the short

linear transmission line. This transformation is accomplished by the fol-

lowing relations 4 which are valid for the dominant L-type mrde ki.e., aro,

n-o).

Y'(r1) = j . Y'(rn) ,(xy) ct (x.y) (18)
Ct(xy) + j Y'(r ) .(x.y)

where

ct(x.y) =J 1 (x)N0 (y) -NI(x) Jo(y)

Jo0 (x) N0 (y) -No(x) JO(Y)

Ct(x.y) = Jl(y) No(x) - NI(y) Jo(x)

J1 (x) NlIy) - N!(x) Jl (y)

•(X.Y) = J0 (x) N0 (y) - N (x) Jo (y)

J 1 (x) N1 (y) - Nl(x) J1 (y)

x = kc r I y kc r0

Y (r )z

Y(rI) 1 Y Y(rI) Z. 1Y I Z(ri)

Y~r zY (r ) 0 = Y(ro0 0 0

Z and Z are the characteristic impedances at the inner radius ri and

".uter radius r0 respectively
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Ib bz 2- r 2- r0r

where b is the distance between the two plates of the radial transxission

line. The dielectric in the radial transmission line is asphaltic concrete

which has losses which can be expressed by the Q - factor. kc is there-

fore complex and is expressed by the complex dielectric constant which is

given by

Ec E o Cr (1 j
Cr

-= - .: tg

=2 2 2(2 - ) )
c 0 c 0 0 r r

2 A IE E (

0

k 0
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Using these equations x and y are found to be

x k - r Lr (--
o rr1 20

20

= 7T q-_ j
y k k Tr r 0 fmcf r ro (1 -j)

For the characteristic impedances one need not use the complex dielectric

constant since 0 is large. Thus Zi and Z° are real:

120 rb b 60 b

Z 60 b

r

The constants were chosen to give best agreement with the measurements, and

they are in aAgreement with thp physical dimensions of the antenna. The

relative dielectric constant of the asphaltic concrete is c r4 which varies

between 3 and 4. A value of 3.65 was chosen since this agrees with the

second notch of the field strength versus frequen-y curve at 14.6 Mc. The

outer radius r is the average between disk and cavity radius. The inner

radius ri is not critical. A change of rI between 0.1 and 1 meter hardly

affects the impedances The following values are used for the computations;

r, Jr = 0.3 ro fr" = 15.9

r= 0.157 m r = 8.35 m

(The average outer radius is 7L3 ÷29. = 8.45 m)2

b = 1.37 m =3.65 0=25
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With these data the characteristic impedance at the outer radius

Sa bo - 9L-6 51.9 ohms
r 15.9

and the characteristic impedance at tbe inner radius

i a60 = -§ = 276 ohms
rifr 0'1

Th" efficiency of the annular slot antenna, using the radial line

technique, is calculated from the basic line equation:

V(U) = V(ro) (Cs(xy) - j ZoI(ra) sn (xy)

Zi (r) = Zo0 (r.) cs(xy) - I v(r0) Sn (x,y)

* = IV(ro)l 2 GR) c 12e r
where IV(r) ReY(,i

V(r 0 ) is the voltage at the outer radius r and IV(ro)1 2 GR is the radiated

power, V(r) is the voltage at the inner radius ri. and Y(r 1 ) the irput

admittance at this pointand V(rifRe.Y(r.) is the input power.

The input admittance Y(r.) and the normajized input admittance Y'(r)

are related by

Y(r 1 ) . Y (r.) Y'(r.) is given by Equation (18)
Z

V(r ) = V(ro) CS(Xy) - j Y'(r ) sr. (xy)"
10 0

= V(r ) F (x.y)

Thus

GR

F(x.y) 2 ReIY(r1)I
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Best agreement between measured and theoretical jmp•dances was acrh.eved
by using a short linear line in series with the radial transamssion line.

The product of characteristic impedance and line lerngth of the linear line

was chosen so that the calculated reactance was equal to the measured reac-
tance at the frequency of 3.43 W. At this frequency the input reactance of
the radial line is -8.0 ohms, and the measured reactance is + 21.3 ohm'.

Thus the linear line should give a reactance of 21.3 + 8 = 29.3 ohms at f =

3.43 Mc. The reactance of the line is

k= = 0 0

Thus 2293 300 408 ohm meters
2- 3.43 -

The physical length of the linear line is 1.2 m

Hence Z = 408 = 340 ohms
1.2

The value of the characteristic impedance corresponds to the average

characteristic impedance of the wire fan which constitutes the line.

The equivalent circuit which was used to calculate the input impedance
is shown in Figure 2-A6.

The radial line is loaded at the outer end with the outside dditittance

Yout GR JC of the cavity. The radius r° =l + '2 is the average be-
2

tween disk and cavity edge. The impedance (R + )X) at a small radius r is
calculated by radial transmission line theory, This impedance (R + IX) is the

load for the short linear line which transforms the load impedance to the
input impedance (R 1 + jX 1 , using conventional transmission line theory (Smith
Chart). The result of this computation is given :.n the following Table IV

and is plotted on the Smith Chart (Figures 47 and 48) together with the,

meanured impedance (referenced to an impedance of 50 ohm). it can be seen
that the agreement between theory and measurement up to a frequency of about

13 mc ia very good, in particular with respect to the reactance. At the low
frequencies the theoretical resistance values are smaller than the measured

ialues. This could possibly be due to the fact that the actual Q value of
the radial line, which is determined by ground losses and dielectric losses
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PI =RFIlFN(,f PLANE FO0 ZIN (ANTINNA INPUT IhAEDANCE)

P 7- REFERENCE PLtýE FOR RADIAL UNE (CORESIPONDS TO I )

Figure 2-46. Equ~valent for Computing Antenna Input Impedance foe Radial Line Model.
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in the asphaltic concrete, is different from that chosen for the cconputation

(Q -- was chosen). Theoretical reactance is somewhat slippino bo'hind th-

measured reactance in particular at the higher frequencies. Between 14 and
16 Mr the meastred impedance forms a srall loop or the Szn.lth Zlart. This
does not shcw up in the theoretical curve and it is not clear what causes
this loop. It might perhaps be a higher mode of the radial line, which
starts propagating. The third loop of the measured curve (20-25 Mc) has a
smaller radius and is shifted to higher resistances and reactances than the
corresponding theoretical loop in this frequ-ncy range, The shift to higher
resistances is probably lue to a lower Q in this band. Measurements indicate
that the arztual 0 drops to 5 and below at the high end of the band. thus ex-
plaining higher input resistances and lower efficien'-y. The increasing
slipping of the re-ictances with increasing frequency 3eems to indicate that
the outer radius r0 of the radial line is a little bit too small. A small
increase in r0 will have an effect on the input reactance which increases
with frequency. It would hardly be noticeable at low frequencies but have
an appreciable effect at hiah frequencies. So it is possible thaz a slightly
larger ra will produce better agree!ý.ent between theoretical and measured
data. From this comparison of theoretical and measured data the following
conclusions are drawn:

The input impedance of the annular slot antenna can be predicted with a
fair degree of accuracy by using a model shown in Figure 2-46 consisting of a
radial transmission line which is loaded at its outer end with the outside
ad;-ittance of the cavity, and is connected close to the center of the line
with a short linear transmission line. The constants of the radial line are
deter-mxned by the average outer radius r i 2 . the inner radius ri.

2
which is very srall %r I -' r 0 )r less. not critical), the height of the

JisK aboive tre ground, and the dielectric constant and Q factor of the
aielectric which fills the cavity. The characteri.;tic impedance and 1½!ngth
of the linear transmission line are corresponding to the average diameter of
the wire which rakes up the line. and to the physical length of this wire.
which is about equal to the aistance between the top hat and ground of the
ante,. . For this cape, Z° was taker, equal to 340 ohms and the length of
line was 1.2 r-eters.

F:ýrther stuay is required to deter77ine the effects of debris on the an-
'tr.r.d i,-peiar-e. Debr:s -v.verage will affect the outside slot adrittance

diU possibly the attenuation and characteristic impedance of the radial

L.-n-•mission line.



2.2.8 Matsured Nropexties of Asphaltic Concrete

2.2.8.1 Q Factor

A calcalation of the asphaltic 0 of the antenna was made from a measure-

ment of the input impedance at 440 kc. A GR-1506 A impedance bridge was

connected across the input antenna terminals in t.e access hole of the antenna

fur these measurement.

Thus

Zin cR - c

2- J50

and

X
"Gasphalt - . 5 = 2 5

The antenna at these frequencies represents a parallel plate capacitor hdving

a capacitance of 6900Vf.

Another measurement of asphaltic 0 was made in the HF region. A small

screen was pl'aced over the top of the antenna and impedance measurements were

made as to the capacitance of this plate to the top hat of the antenna. The

results of these measurements are plotted in Figure 2-49, and indicate a close

correlation to the measurements at 440 kc. Another interesting point shown

in this figure is the roll off of the asphaltic 0 beyond 12 Mc. This may

be a contribuqing factor as to the low efficiency exhibited by the antenna

beyond 15 Mc, and is probably due to the cracks developing in the antenna

asphalt blanket, especially in the vicinity of the central access port.

This cracking wbe due to the bulldozers and associated construction equip-

ment used to put on and take off the debris cover on the Sylvania investiga-

tions of the annular slot antenna for the minuteman program.

2.2.8.2 Dielectric Constant

The calculation of the dielectric constant of the asphaltic concrete

was made from the antenna input impedance measurements at 440 kc and the

measurement of the second notch in the field intensity versus frequency curve

(Figure 2-35).
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Now the antenna input impedance measurement at 440 kc indicated the

followinga

Zin - 2 - j50

from which the capacity of the antenna embedded in asphalt is 6900 ,f, or
4 times that of the antenna with a dielectric constant of unity (i.e..

capacitance in air).

From Section 1.3, Admittance of the Annular Slot Antenna, Equation (2.12).

the notches in the efficiency and field intensity curves versus frequency occur

when

b Roots of Jo (X b) Ci

37 wT - a7~7

where
- 2.403 for 1st notch, a 5.52 for 2nd notch, - 8.65 for 3rd notch

b - outer radius of annular slot,

A = wavelength

f I dielectric constant of asphaltic concrete

Considering the second notch which was measured at 14.6 Hc, we find that

for an E1 (asphaltic concrete dielectric constant) of 3.65, the theoretical
and measured notches coincide -- i.e.,

S[ Vairbfai] 
2

where

di = 5.52 at second notch
V

Vair = 1000 x 106 ft/sec (velocity of propagation in air)

b = 31.5 ft

f = 14.6 Mc
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I

4 thus

- 25.52 x lo00 - (1.91)2 3.65
2f x 31.5 x 14.6

The value of dielectric constant as measured in the "r range was used in the

computer program for evaluating the theoretical performance of the annular

slot antenna.

4

I
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2.2.9 Analysis of fDet. aind ConclusiOUG

A comparison of theoretical predictions and the measured parameters of
the annular slot antenna in Warrensburg. Missouri yields the following
conclusions!

2.2.9.1 Notches in Efficiency

The predicted notches in the efficiency from 2 to 30 Mc were observed.

They are due to the multiple series resonant frequency of the back-up cavity

at which point the cavity presents a low impedance across the radiating

aýnular slot. The predicted and measured notches are as follows:

Measured fnotco Predicted f notch Commnts

4.5 to 5 Mc 6 mc Shift in position of
measured notch may be
attributed to antenna
lead in series inductance
slight changes in both
asphaltic dielectric
constant and effective
radius of radiating
slot.

14.6 Mc 14.6 Mc Both notches coincide
for an average radius
of 28 feet, and an as-
phaltic dielectric con-
stant of 3.65.

21.6 Mc 21.6 Mc Both notches coincide
for an average antenna
radius of 28 feet. This
null is due to the sky
wave effect or shift in
elevation of the main
lobe of the antenna at
the upper end of the
HF band.

2 2.9.2 High Efdiciency

The predicted regions of high efficiency in between the notches were
measured. For an asphaltic 0 of 25, the actual antenna efficiency curre
approximates the predictions from 2 to 15 Mc: above 15 Mc, the assumption
such as uniform excitation of the annular slot both radially and
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circumferential, constant asphaltic Q do n:t hold; therefore a greater

deviaLion exists between theoretical predic•ions and actual measurements.

The Warrensburg antenna appears to be an optimum physical design from
3.5 to 13.5 Mc where the efficiency, with no debris cover, is equal to or

greater than 10 percent. From 5.5 to 12.5 Me the efficiency, with no
debris, is greater than 25 percent and approaches 40 percent. These
efficiencies are for a measured asphaltic 0 of 2>,- if the asphaltic Q were
70, antenna efficiencies in the order of 85 to 90 per%..vt would have been

possible.

2.2.9.3 Performance of Antenna Under a Debris Cover

The effects of debris having measured parameters from 10-3 to 30 x 10-3

mho/m. were observed under conditions 1,2, and 3, Measurements were
made as to the field strength at a point 385 feet from the antenna. The
teference used throughout these tests was the computed field strength. Et 385
feet for - short vertical monopole (100 percent efficiency) having a power
input of I watt, or a theoretical field strength along the ground of 98 db
abcve I mIrrovolt/meter. Tables V and VIsummarize some of the significant
data taken from the field intensity plots in Section 2.2.5.

From the 4ýove, and curves in Section 2.2.5, it can be concluded that:

(04 Antenna degradation due to debris is a minimum at frequencies
for which the antenna dimensions are optimized, i.e., a diameter-
to-wavel,.jth ratio (D/!) of 0.9 to 1.

(b) Debris !vgradation is very low in the optimized frequency
range under Londition 1; i.e., approximately -1 db.

(c) Debris degradation is greatest under condition 2; condition 3
appears to degrade the antenna slightly, i.e., approximately
0 to -2 db.

(d) Debris degradation is more severe at frequencies for which D/A
approaches 0.25. Thus in the frequency range of 2-4 Mc,
degradation increases from -7 db at 4 Mc to -18 db at 2 Mc .

(e) At 25 Mc or the upper end of the band. tho antenna efficiens'y
appears to be lower than in the 5.5 to 12.5 region by approximately
14 db (with no debris). The deterioration in antenna efficiency at
the upper end of the band indicates either an increase in total
attenna losses or conversion of the uniform excitation of the slot.
Increased losR at the upper end of the band may be attributed to a
decrease in asphaltic Q and increased ground losses. Further in-
vestigation is required into this effect.
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Debris degradatIon in vicinity of 25 Mc is only 2 db for condition 2.

(f) Debris cover has the effect of daping out and shifting the location
of the notch irequencies.
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2.3 DESIGN PROCED1UE FOR THE ANNWLAR SLOT ANTENNA

Measurements have indicated that the optituR frequency range of operation

of an anrular slot antenna is between the first and second cutoff frequencies

Operation below the first cutoff frequency is possible with decreased efficiency.

The radius of the cavity, therefore, is chosen so that the second cutoff fre-

quency is slightly above the upper end of the frequency band in which the

antenna in supposed to operate.

The cutoff frequencies are determined by bk I RU where Rn are

the roots of J (X)

k i 2 'W lr f W1 300
kl A 41 .... 300 c 300

C lr dielectric constant of cavity filler material
(asphaltic concrete)

With f given as approximate 1.0b f to 1.1 f the cavity radius b is

obtained as follows: (fn = highest operating frequencyA

where

R R 47,7R
and b n 300 n _ n

kaI - 21f f• -

For the second cutoff frequency R2 = 5.52 and b = 263 1 [ml

with f 2 in Mc. (second cutoff frequency)

This is the cavity radius which gives optimvn efficiency between the first

two cutoff frequencies, whose ratio

f2 !/f I R24R1 = 5.57/2.403 = 2.3
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The maximus efficiency occurs betveen ft and fP namely at the first paralle

resonance frequency. The efficiency at this frequency (without debris cover)

can be crudely estLmated by using the equivalent linear transmission line

operating In the A/2 mode with maximam voltage at the open end. The Q of

this line can be estimated from the Q of the dielectric which fills the

cavity. With asphaltic concrete Qc will range approximately froa 25 to 50.

The characteristic impedance Z of the antenna circuit can be estIiated

by considering the cavity as an radial transmission line, whose characteristic

impedance at any radius r is given as

Sh 6 0_ . h
Zr "-r 2wr " •r

Sr

'here h - distance between disk and ground.

An approximate value of the effective characteristic impedance of the
b

equivalent line is obtained by using an average radius r ft b The depth

h of the cavity has to be estimated. Normally a dopth between 1 and 2 m

is adequate. The greater depth viii give a slightly increased efficiency,

but the cost increases approximately proportional with h.
120 h

Having chosen h one obtains Z

The radiation conductance GR of the annular slot antenna depends on the

average slot radius P = (a&b)/2 a b - w where v is the slot width. This

has to be estimated. A first choice of w equal to one to two times the

cavity height will be adequate in most cases. Thus the average slot radius

0 is fixed and the radiation conductance GR can be obtained from Figure 2-2

u s i n g x = --
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At the parallel resonance frequency f the efficiency has a mauimum.P
f is estimated as the geometric mean between the adjacent cutoff frequencies:p

fp .r. At this frequency the radiation power factor if- obtained fr=-

Qc' Z . and GR as

2 .1
P G ,Z and, with nn ,GZoQ

the efficiency

71m a x X ( P Q -)

This is the mexi-mm efficiency occurring at the parallel resonance frequency

f p- The efficiency drops to practically zero at the cutoff frequencies.

Below fI it increases again, reaches a maxim, which is much lower than

the main maxiu, and then decreases rapidly approaching zero for very low

frequencies. However, experiments show that the null at the first cutoff

frequency is not as deep as predicted by theory, but actually is hardly

observable, so that practically the efficiency dect ses monotonically from

the main maximum as the frequency is decreased.

Having determined b and p0 the radiation pattern obtained with this p0

in the operating frequency range has to be examined with respect to the

elevation angle of the lobe maximum, the directivity on the ground and in

direction of the lobe maximum. The following points are of interest:

Zero ground field will be obtained when

2Po Wf10Pfx - = 3.83
.150
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3.83 x ,150
i.e., at a frequency f. 38 x5

To50 *1

Combining this with p 150
0 f 3 -•" i

one obtains the following relation between f and f2

foPo 150 x 3.83

f2p 0  ivrr50.R 5.5

0.O, 95 ý fir

Thus for fi 6 r E >207 f > if > 2.07 the fre-
IV ir 07 0 o= 2 Ir "

quency which gives zero ground field is greater than the second cutoff

frequency and therefore is outside the frequency range of interest.

The quantity x = 21po A which determines the dir ctivitv at any frequency

f Ss given by x = Tfo

The directivity g at the frequencies of interest and the elevation anglc of the

lobe maximum can be found from Figure 2-5.

Having determined the pattern characteristics for a known cavity radius p0

one has to examine if the pattern characteristics (lobe elevation angle

directivity) meet the required specifications especially with regard to pro-

pagat ion requirements.

This procedure establishes the approximate cavity radius b and average

slot radius p0 and maximum obtainable efficiency if the highest operating

frequency is given. It was necessary to estimate the cavity depth h, and

slot width w from practical considerations. With the data then a computer

solution for the efficiency variation over the whole frequency band of interest

should be made, in order to obtain an exact knowledge of the frequency
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dependence of the antenna with the chosen parameters. The results have to be

compared with the specified requirements, and if necessery, changes in the

parameters a, b, h and the material Qc have to be made until the required

performance is achievdJ.

The design procedure is summarized in the following table.

Cavity Dimensions and Maximum Efficiency

Given Highest operating frequencN fn and

Operating frequency range

Choose

Dielectric

fIr .8 - 3.8

Qc 25 -50

Cavity Depth h 1- 2 m

Slot Width w w (1 to 2) h

Determine

Second Cutoff Frequency f 2 • 1.05 fn

First Cutoff Frequency f1 = f 2 /2.3

Parallel Resonance
Frequency fJp = ff

Cavity Radius b 263S •lr f2

4Disk Radius a= b-

Averege Slot Radius Po b - w/2

I1
i
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Effective Characteristic 120 h
Impedance Z 0 -

!' fPoI
x at f = f X i V

p p 150

Radiation Conductance G = F(x)
at f = f R from Figure 2-?P

Radiation Power Factor p = G
at f= f 

R 

f
P

pQL at f = f pPQL =PQc/2

Max. Efficiency at 7 1

f = f p QL

Computer Solution for q over the frequency range to determine exact performance.

Pattern Characteristics

Ground Null Frequency fo f /f = 0.695 lr

x 150
Frequency f where lobe lifts f 0 =0

off the ground, x = 1.85 g P o m
S

S=r g o 2 . 4

Directivity at highest operating
frequency f n

n 150 m
from rigure 2-5

Directivity at f = f gm with
appropriate x.

f p

.p = 150 0

m - 134



An example will illustrate this design procedure.

Cavity Dimensiorns anid Maximum Efficiency

Highest Operating Frequency f = 25 Mc

hoice. Q= 250

h = 1.5 w 1.5 m

Determine f 2 = 25.1.05 = 26.2 Mc

f, =26.2/2.3 = 11.4 Mc

fp 26.2 x 11.4 = 17.3 Mc

b = 263¶2v. 8x26.2)= 6 m

a = 6 - 1.5 = 4.5 m

Po 6 - 0.75 = 5.25 m

Z = 120 x 1.5/(N'2.8 x 6)= 17.9 ohm

v 17.3 x 5.25 1.9p 150

R = 18 x 10"3 mho

p = 18 x 17 . 9 x 10-3 =0.205

pL = 0.205 x 25 = 5.1

1 1
7P=

S1 + (5.1) 1.19 0.84
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Pattern Charactert3tics

Ground hull Frequency fo a 26.2 x 0.695 x

- 30.5 mc

Frequency f& where lobe lifts off

the ground, am 0 o a 1.85 x 1508 . 17 Me

x= 1.85 ; go 2.4

Dire( civity at f = f8 go -g =2.4

Directivity at f f 'e = 470
n Is

where x= 25 x 5.25 2 7 5n 150 .5sm- ,

go = 1.5

Directivity at f = f (e. - i5s

where xp a 1.9 gi = 2.4

go a 2.4

The complete solution for this design

b =6.0 m a = 4.5 m h = 1.5 m

is shown in Figures 2-6, 2-7, 2-8, 2-9, 2-11, and 2-12.
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SECTION 3

LOG SPIRAL ANTENNA

3.1 INTRODUCTION

The equiangular spiral antenna represents a relatLively simple structure

exhibiting some very interesting anid desirable propertie:, in the HF region.

Investigations by Dyson8"9'10 and others11,12 at UHF and microkave frequencies

have demonstrated the essentially frequency independent radiation and im-

pedance characteristics over bandwidths in the order of 10:1. The design of

the antenna is specified entirely by angles and its performance appears to

be independent of frequency. The equiangular log spiral antenna has the

property that the specifications for the highest and lowest frequencies of

operation are independent; i.e., the highest usable frequency is generally

determined by the inner diameter of the spiral and the lowest usable frequency

is determined by the outer diameter of the antenna.

The two-arm planar log spiral antenna provides a circularly polarized

bidirectional beam on the axis of the antenna. This is shown in Figure 3-1.

A four-arm planar spiral, on the other hand, with appropriate feed system

produces a more desirable radiation pattern for HF comunidication. A typical

radiation pattern for a four-arm• log spiral operating in this so-called

"Second Mode" is also shown in Figure 3-1.

3.2 DESIGN PROCEDURE

The equiangular spiral shown in Figure 3-2 may be defined by the equation

p = k eai where p and 0 are the polar coordinates of a point on the spiral.

The constant, a, controls the rate of spiraling about the origin and k

determines the radius p or size of the terminal region.

A physical antenna is generated by considering the following curves.

and P = k ca( '- ) = 1
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2 ARM IN FUNDAMENTAL MODE

4 ARM IN SECOND MODE

/1'

PLANE OF LOG SPIRAL

Figure 3-1. Raiadtion Pattern of Log Spirals.
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TANGENT AT P

0

Figuire 3-2. Pcoranoter for Equiangular Spiral.
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where

-a P2
P
1

Thus if c consider at antenna with a couductor having its edges speriffed

by p, and P 2 (which is p, rotated through an angle 6), the arm width is inawe-

diately specified by the fixed rotation angle 6.

A planar balanced spiral consisting of four such conductors represents
one form of the spiral antenna capable of operation in the second mode.. An-

other form of this antenna consists of a spiral slot cut in a large conducting

sheet. An appropriate backup cavity is required to support such a structure
and limit the radiation to that hemisphere above the ground. The con-

figuration of such a backup cavity should be such that the basic properties

of the log spiral in air are not radically disturbed.

Design criteria for the spiral geometry based upon Sylvania scale model

tests at 90 Mc is as follows:

P1  = 0.05 Ae0"3"A

P2 = 0.9 p1

where

Outer dieter = k (determine the lowest usable frequency of
I operation f,)

Inner diameter = • (determine highest usable frequency ofoperation f 2 )

A = wavelength in asphaltic concrete at f

Backup Cavity Height = 5' (in asphaltic concrete)

Using these relations, a 45 foot (OD) and 7.5 foot (ID) log spiral would

theoretically cover the frequency range of 8 to 30 Mc at maximum efficiency.

The spiral slot antenna has been found to be the most useful form since

it permits the feeding of such a balanced structure in a completely balanced
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manner by embedding the coaxial feed cable in the ground plan.. Figure 3-3

shows this technique as used in the experimental evaluation of scale model of

the XF spiral. Dyson refers to this method of feed as the "Infinite balun."

Figure 3-4 show, the technique that should be used to excite the four arms

of a spiral slot antenna operating in the second mode.

3.3 RADIATION PATTERN

The antenna radiation patterns are relatively insensitive to the number

of turns used although there may be optiamns ranges of operation. Good patterns

are generally obtained for spirals in the order of 1 to 1.5 turns.

The log spiral radiates a circularly polarized field (axial ratio - 2:1)

for frequencies in wdhich the spiral arm length is equal to or greater than a

wavelength. For frequencies such that the spiral arms are short in terms of

A, the radiated field is linearly polarized. This would be the case for

frequencies below f1 " In the vicinity of f2, the terminal region of the

spiral becomes the radiator and since this approaches a half wave dipole, the

radiated field in the vicinity of f2 becos linearly polarized.

3.4 IMFT IMPEDANCE

The input impedance of a log spiral antenna converges rapidly as the

spiral arm length exceeds a wavelength and is generally a function of the

factor K = L2 . In general, for conduction arm or slot spirals, the antenna
Pi

is rarely mismatched by more than 3:1 to a 50 ohm line and as exhibited in

the Sylvania experimental program, the VSWR is usually less than 2:1 over

the operating frequency range.

This feature of the log spiral antenna is outstanding in that once the

design of the antenna is established, operation over a broad frequency band

is possible without the use of matching networks. In adaition, the constant

input impedance characteristic of the log spiral appears to be maintained

under the effects of a debris cover; in the experimental program at Sylvania,

for a 10 ft diameter spiral, the input impedance improved with debris loading.
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3.5 EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF THE LOG SPIRAL ANTENNA

The experimental investigation of the log spiral durit' Phase 2 was

concerned with the measurement of input impedance, bandwidth, field ITntensity.

and the effects of debris on these parameters.

Measurements made at 90 Mc on random samples of the farm loam used as

a debris cover indicated an average conductivity of 3 x 10.3 mho/m and a

relative dielectric constant of 3.3. Appendix F contains a discussion of

the test procedure and tabulation of dehris measuremenrs at Waltham,

Massachusetts.

The log spiral scale model used in the experimental program is shown

in Figure 3-5. It is 10 feet in diameter and was fabricated from copper

wire insect screening attached to a plywood form. Design details together

with appropriate equations for each spiral slot arm and feed cable are shown

in Figure 3-3.

The four-arm spiral slot antenna investigated at Sylvania (Figure 3-5)

was placed over an 18-inch backup cavity and is shown in Figure 3-6. Addi-

tional construction details are given in Appendix B.

An infinite bali feed arrangement is shown in Figure 3 3 together

with an expanded view of the central region in Figure 3-4. Dummy cables

(RG-8_/U short circuited at both ends) were used to maintain structural

symmetry on the other three arms.
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TEN-FOOT DIAMETER

FEED CABLF

COPPER WIRE INSECT SCREENINGEOUATIONS -P t

P2- Kpl

. "05. FOR DIA OF SPIRAL 2- HEIGKT AOVE EDGE Of

A, "2o INCHES FOR f= 60 MC ACK UP CAvITYZ 7 4
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Figure 3-3. Log Spiral Antenna.
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TOP VIEW

COAXIAL CABLE

SIDE VIEW

RG- A)J FEED CABLE STRIPPED OF INSULATION
AND SOLDERED TO SPIRAL SCREEN

DUMMY CABLE SCREEN

SHORT CIRCUITED AT 1OTH ENDS
FEED FOR OTHER ARMS OF SPIRAL

Figure 3-4. Log Spiral Antenna F ed Arrangement.
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Input impedance measurements on the four-arm spiral antenna from 95 to

120 Me are shorim in the Smith plot of Figures 3-7, 3-8, and 3-9, for no

debris and for coinditions 20 and 21. Figure 3-10 presents a composite plot

of these conditions %here it can be seen that the measured input impedance

with no debris closely approximates the design criterion of 50 oams. Load-

ing the log spiral antenna with debris improved the input impedance match

to a 50-ota line.

The debris cover was placed on a plywood platform spaced approximately

6 inches above the plane of spiral by glass blocks. This spacing served to

simulate the isolation effects of an asphaltic blanket placed over an actual

antenna to orotect it from the ablative effects of a nuclear weapon.

Because of the weather conditions existing during the experimental pro-

gram, soil was packed in 50 pound bags and stored at above freezing tem-

peratures until actually used. The log spiral was tested under two debris

blankets, the only difference being in the way the debris bags are placed

over the antenna (completely random) and the distribution of the glass blocks

underneath the plywood platform supporting the debris (also random).

The radiated field intensity from the spiral antenna was measured at

seven stations situated on a circle 53 feet from the center of antenna site.

These stations are shown in Figure 1-3. A plot of the elevation pattern of

the log spiral at statt on 6 is shown in Figure 3-11 for the vertically

polarized component of electric field, Ev" Bandwidths of approximately 200

were measured fnr E with and without debris (first cover). The field in-V

tensity under condition 21 increased by 3 db over the no-'ebris and is due

to a conversion of energy from the horizontally polarized component E., to

the Ev component. This fact is illustrated in the data plotted in Figure

3-12 where

E is the vertically polarized electric field with no debris

Evd is the vertically polarized electric field with full cover of
debris (second cover)
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I IMPEDANCE OF 10 FT DIAMETER LOG S - NO D IS

Figure 3-7. Input Impedance of 10' Diamueter Log Spiral No Debri.
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\I

LOG WPIRAL ANTENNA IMPWANdSCE DEBRIS CONDITION # 20 (1/2 COVER)

Figure 3-8. Input Impedance of 10' Diameter Log Spiral Half Cover of Debris.
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Figure 3-9. Input Impedance of 10' Diameter Log Spiral Full Cover of Debris.
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Figure 3-10. VSWR Verm Frequency for Lag Spiral With and Witlwut Debris.
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EH is the horizontally polarized electric field with no debris

Ld is the horizontally polarized electric field with full cover
of debris (second cover)

The ordinate in Figure 3-12 is normalized to the field intensity which

would be received from a 100 percent efficient X/4 monopole over a perfect

ground (a = a) at a range of 53 feet. Its magnitude would be 85.7 db above

1 gzv/m for an input power of I milliwatt. This is a standard reference

ue 1. tL." ..- &" uLA ..,is report.

Referring to Figure 3-12 we see that loading the log spiral with full

layer of debris (second cover) had the following effects at station 6:

(1) Magnitude of % decreased approximateLy 8 to 10 ib for elevation

angles of 7 to 30 degrees.

(2) Magnitude of Ev decreased slightly at low elevation angles

(7 to 130) and then remained essentially constant to 300. It can
be seen that Evd at an elevation angle of 300 is greater than Ev

(no debris case) by 12 db.

(3) Circularity ratio (Ev,/EH) improved significantly with debris

load.ng especially at the higher elevation angles where its value
was unity.

An elevation pattern taken at station 6 indicates the change occurring in

the radiation pattern of a spiral under second debris cover. These patterns

are plotted (Figure 3-13) from data of Figure 3-12 and correspond to a full

debris cover at a range of 53 feet. The radiated field intensity received

from the A/4 reference monopole at station 6 is also plotted in Figure 3-13.

Figures 3-14 and 3-15 summarize the measured field intensity at stations

5 and 1 for the log spiral (with and without debris) and the reference

X 4 monopole. The measured data of E H versus at these stations followed

the same behavior as at station 6; i.e.. it decreased with debris loading
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whereas in Figures 3-14 and 3-15 E increased with debris loading. Thisv
was consistently observed during the experimental program And appears to be

a characteristic of the log spiral antenna.

The azimuthal radiation pattern of the log spiral (for Ev) at a fixed

elevation angle of approximately 180 is shown in Figure 3-16 together

with that of the reference monopole. These field intensity plots were made

at 90 Mc with an antenna input power of 1 milliwatt. For the case of a log

spiral operating under a debris cover, radiated field was only monitored

at stations 1, 5, and 6. Referring to Figure 3-16 we see that the log spiral

exhibits lobing in the azimuthal plane with an increased gain over a monopole

(- 4 db) at 0Az of 450 to 900, a null at eAz of zero and a second maximum

at 9Az equal to -45°. Debris loading appears to fill in the null in the

azimuthal pattern without significantly affecting the second maximum in the

NW quadrant.

3.6 SUMMATION OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The experimental invebLigation of the 10 ft diameter log spiral antenna

with backup cavity with and without debris resulted in the following con-

clusions.

3.6.1 Input Impedance

The measured input impedance closely correlated theoretical predictions

over the frequency range used in the test program. The input VSWR from

7 to 120 Mc decreased with debris loading as shown below and approached a

matched condition (Z = 50 ohms)
1
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TABLE VII

Input VSWR

Frequency No Debris Full Debris* Cover

w -c

75 2 1

80 1.65 1.1

90 1.70 1.2

100 2.25 1.25

110 1.9 1.4

120 2 1.5

a debris ~-2 to 3.3 x103 mhkolm

aR d s 3 2 to 380 to 100 Mc frequency band
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3.6.2 Radiation Pattern

The log spiral exhibited lobing in both the azimuth and elevation planes

for the no debris case. The antenna gains taken from azimuthal patterns

(Figure 3-16) are as follows

Frequency BAz Gain over A/4 Monopole

Wc db Comments

90 450 to 90° 4 for P in= , R = 53 ft

90 00 N -16 and no debris.
Reference for 9Az is90 -450 -1 A

true north.

The elevation patterns for E v, and % indicate a bean.•idth of approximately

200. Under debris loading, the followirg effects were noted in the radiation

patterns ai 90 MW.

(a) In general, the vertically polarized electric field

component Ev, remained the same or increased significsntl.

(Thus, debr--s loading appears to enhance Ev.)

(b) In general, the horizontally polarized electric field

component E%, decreased -- i.e., the energy being

converted in'to vertically polarized component, E .v

(c) Beamwidths of the E and EH components in elevation

are not affected significantly by .t~oris; i.e., BW is

20 with and without debris.

(d) No azimuthal lobing was observed at monitoring stations.

The null in patcern at station 1 (under no debris case)

was filled in under the debris loaded condition.
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The effect@ of debris loading on the log spiral versus frequency are

shcwn in Figure 3-17. These results are for field intensities Masu:ed at

station 1 and at an elevation angle of 18 degrees. This figure clearly

shovs the increase in the vertically polarized E field intensity (9v) with

debris loading. It can be seen that under a full cover of debris, the

gain of the log spiral is approximately I to 2 db over a A/4 monopole fr.=

86 to 118 Wc. At 90 Mc, the vertically polarized component increased

approximately 3 db with a half cover of debris, and 7 db with a full cover

of debris over the no debris case.
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SECTIGO 4

LINEAR SLOT

4.1 LINEAR SLOT ANTENNA BACKED BY A RECTANGULAR CAVITY

Slot type antennas as used in the microwave field, provide an antenna

which can be mounted flush with the ground and therefore can be made ex-

tremely hard, capable of withstanding very high overpressures. Basically it
is possible to use a long slot in a conducting screen which is placed on the
ground surface and separates the lobsy ground from the lossless air. By

exciting the slot by a current source which lies in r%- interface tetween the
two media an electric field is set up across the slot, producing a radiation

field. An antenna of this type has been analyzed by J. Galejs . The

radiation efficiency of the slot is very low (less than 1'10%) due to the high
ground losses. Therefore this type of slot antenna is not seful for the

application at hand. However, much higher radiation efficiencies are possible
14

in a slot antenna backed by a cavity, as has been shown by J. Galejsa.

The basic configuration of the rectangular cavity-backed linear slot

antenna is shown in Figure 4-1. The upper surface of the cavity (length x.,

width yo) is flush with the ground surface. The depth of the cavity is zo.

A horizontal slot, parallel to the longer side of the cavity (xo), is placed

in the upper surface. The slot width is d, and the distance from the edge is

Yc" The slot poeition in the upper surface is arbitrary; i.e., the coordinate

of the slot center (yc ) can vary from d/2 to yo2:

d -Y
-E !ý c .' T-

Of particular interest are the positions

dd slot at one side of cavity

"yc Y- slot ir middle of cavity
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IX

x

The source is applied either across the slot in the midcd'- (at x . or by

a vertical E probe in center (or to one side) or by a loop at one side of the

cavity The electric field is excited across the slot in the y-direction.

The cavity acts as a waveguide which is shorted at one end, operating In the

fundamental TE 1 0 mode. The direction of propagation is eithet in the z-

direction or v-direction depending on the excitation and position of the slot.

The predominent components of the E field are E and E.,respectively. One

propagating mode is obtained when xo < A < 2 x if the cavity is filled with

air. When the cavity is filled with a Jielectric of relative dielectric

constant, Cr? the guide wavelength is reduced to

A
0

r - YA_

c

with

AA

In n

2x 0 2

For the TE o mode, Ac 2x and A - . The cutoff wave-

length is given by %fj7 = Ao/2xo; A0 = r 2xo In order that the TEl 0

mode tan exist the operating frequency must be greater than the cutoff fre-

quency fc; i.e.

c c ff 2 - - = f = -, %er

c
f ~is the cutoff fre~uency in the air-filled cavity. WhIenl the LavitV

co 2x
0

is filled with a dielectric material with a dielectric constant of . e

cutoff frequency is reduced by 1/ •/cr Thus for a given cpe,. frequenc;

the cavity cross section cmn be reduced to (1 -2



4.2 DESIGN OF ANTENNA

We consider two designs which yield optimum efficiency. In one case the

slot is at the edge of tho cavity, in the second configuration, it is in the

center. In order to get optimum efficiency the cavity is designed to operate

at a frequency which in above the first cutoff frequency, so that the TE o

mode can propagate. When the slot is in the center the direction of propa-

gation is in the z-direction. Optimum efficiency of the cavity would be ob-

tained if the cavity depth could be made one fourth of the guide wavelength

A . Considering a frequency of 10 Mc (wavelength of 100 feet in air), a

quarter wave depth would be 25/ F - 15 feet using a fill material w4ith a

dielectric constant of 2.8. However it is possible to achieve good efficiencies

with conaiderably smaller cavities which are designed to operate close to

resonance.

The design of such a cavity is as follows: The condition for propagation

f *th T•I0 mode is:

C
Ao a f < 2xo0 4

Choosing a design fraquency of f ulOMc, we get xo0>c /f0 2 -•T 1r-r 9 /i0 2 r

-50/1rVi feet. The length of the cavity xo must be greater tha•i 50 feet

for air, and greater than 50/'! f 2_--.8 a 30 feet for asphalt (Er = 2.8). We choose

x0 = 60/Vr - 36 feet (or 60 feet for air).

The width y0 and depth x0 are chos n so that the cavity is resonant at the

design frequency f. M 10 Mc. The terminal susceptance B of the slot measured

bet*.een two points in the middle of the slot is then zero. For a certain slot

width there is a combination of y0 and z0 which makes the cavity resonant,

Table VIII (for at; air-filled cavity) shows data for various cavity widLis y

which yield a resonant cavity. The slot width is small (1/4 foot). The slot

position is either in the middle _f the top surface (y. = Yo/ 2 ) or at one end

(yo a d/2). The table shows that resonant ca3vities car be obtained with

cavities of depths of less than 5 feet. The cavity volume is always smaller
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TABLE VIII

CAVITY DATA VERSUS CAVITY WIDTH yo/Ao AIR FILLED CAVITY

zo/x Cavitý Vol. BW/f (8W/Vol1) X10 5

x 10 0

YO Y Yo d Y o d Yo d Y o dA Y 2 r 2i T 2
0.42 0.05 - 12.6 - 0.16 - 1.3 -

0.40 0.055 0.016 1,.2 3.85 0.17 0.036 1.3 0.95

0.30 0.08 0.04 14.4 7.2 0.18 0.08 1.3 1.1

0.28 - 0.05 - 8.4 - 0.09 - 1.1

0.20 0.12 0.09 14.4 10.8 0.19 0.12 1.32 1.1

0.10 0.10 0.17 12 10.2 0.16 0.12 1.33 1.2
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if the slot is on the side but the efficiency is also less. An estirmte of

the efficiency is obtained by considering the relative bandwidth of the

cevity which is tabulated In Table V!IT. Thp bandwidth ncar resonance is de-

fined as BW = f2 " fl, where the susceptance iBi of the slot is twice the

conductanee G at f and f There is a maximum of bandwidth for a cavity

width y0 approximately 0.2 Ao . The maximum bandwidth is greater if the slot

is in the center of the cavity, and also the bandwidth per unit volume is

greater in this case. We find, therefore, that within the range of par~meters

considered, the cavity with the slot in the center appears to offer a better

util 4 zation of the cavity volume and therefore may be somewhat more economical.

The bandwidth of the slot can be increased by increasing the slot width.

At the same time the depth of the cavity must be increased to obtain resonance.

But the percent iitrease in bandwidth is greater than the percent increase in

volume so that the bandwidth per unit volume is increased as the slot is made

wider. The maximum obtainable bandwidth for a resonant cavity (air filled)

with a slot width of 1/4 ft is 12% with a volume of 10.8 x 103 ft 3 ( Table VIII,

A1zt an ý;a a!d,;). As the ;lot -. idth in !ncrzaseý to 2 feet the maximum
bandwidth increases to 30% and the volume doubles. Thus we have the situation

that the volume has to be increased if the slot is increased, and as a result

a greater bandwidth is obtained.

When the cavity is filled with dielectric material all dimensions of

the cavtty arf. reduced by 1 ,tr. The slot length is therefore reduced and

radiation conductance, which is determined by the slot area, is reduced. This

reduction of GR can be compensated within certain limits by increasing the

slot width; i.e., by maintaining a constant slot area. Furthermor?, the Q of

the cavity is reduced if it is filled with dielectric material due to the di-

electric losses. In air the Q of the cavity is determined by the radiation

conductance and the ground losses, which are small. The Q of the dielectric

cavity is determined by the radiation conductance and the total loss conduct-

ance. The QL resulting from the losses is determined by the dielectric fill

material, as when ,-sphaltic concrete is recommended. Practical experience

with asphalt-filled antennas Indicates that the QL is in the range of 50 to

70.



4.3 EFFICIENCY CONSIDERATIONS

The efficiency of the slot antenna is determined in the same manner as

has been used with the annular slot antenna, using the basic relation between

bandwidth and radiation power factor p that is valid for every tured circuit

or cavita:

P

where AV/•o is the relative bandwidth of the cavity which is only loaded with

radiation conductance.

The efficiency

PQL

1

. QL

The efficiency that is obtained with a bandwidth of 10% and azy a Q, =

50 is therefore

_ _ _ _ _ =0.83 or 83-

011
0. 1 x50

and wi.th a bandwidth ot 2'; ie., ; -0.02

1 1
1 =• or 504.

+ 0.02 (950)

We can now proceed to design the cavity for an operating frequency of

10 Mc. The cavity is filled with asphaltic concrete to obtain the necesrary

hardness. The Q of thae cavity due to 'Losses is taken as QL = 50. The depth
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of the cavity is chosen at about 5 feet, since this is a depth which will

yield a bandwidth which is noý far removed fronm the ma,:irmurn obtainable band-

width, while on the other hand, it kceps the volume and hence cost within

practical limits.

Design A. The slot is in the center tv, the cevity as sh-wn in Figure

4-2. The dimensions of the cavity in air having a depth of 5 feet are taken

from Table VIII end compiled in Table IX. The dimensions are then reduced by

I / r/-= 0.6 for asphaltic concrete-fillea cavity and the slot width In-

creased to 2 feet in order to cbtain optimum bandwidth.

Design B. The slot is at the end of the cavity (See Figure 4-3), and

the slot width is taken equal to the cavity depth. In this manner a folded

cavity is obtained. The wide slot gives a z-comporent (vertical component),

of the electric field at the slot edges. This field can propagate in the

y-direction. To obtain optimum efficiency the width y0 , which is not actually

the depth of the cavity because y is the propagation direction, should be

approximately 1/4 wavelength. The design data are listed in Table X.

These two antennas provide high efficiency with a comparatively low

volume (120 cubic yards).

4.4 SLUMARY

The rectangular slot backed by a rectangular cavity is very suitable for

use as a hardened antenna, capable of withstanding severe nuclear weapons

effects. The size of the antenna designed for a frequency of 10 Mc is in

the order of 18 x 36 feet and the depth need not exceed 5 feet. yielding a

cavity volume of 120 cubic yards. The bandwidth of this antenna is in the

order of 10V to 151, but with u suitable tuning and matching network at the

fek, point it may be cperated over a broad frequency range of approximately

2:1. There will be changes in the operating mode as the frequency is increased

and the cutoff frequencies of the higher cavity modes are exceeded. This will

cause changes in the radiation pattern and var'ations in the terminal im-

pedance which have to be further examined. The radiation pattern of the slot

operating in the dominant made is similar to that of a vertical loop. It is
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TABLE IX

Air Asphalt

Cavity length x0  60 ft 36 ft

Cavity width y 30 ft 18 ft

Cavity depth z0  8 ft 5.0 ft

Slot width W 1/4 ft 2 ft

Cavity Volume 14.4 x 103 3.25 x 103 cub. ft
cub. ft

Bandwidth &W/o 0.18 0.16

QL 150 50

Efficiency 95% 89%
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TABLE X

Air Asphalt

Cavity length x0  60 ft 36 ft

Cavity width y 30 ft 18 ft

Cavity depth z0  4 ft 5.4 ft*

Slot width w 1/4 ft 5.4 ft*

Cavity volume x0 Y0 z0  7.2 x 103 3.5 x 103

cubic ft cubic ft

Bandwidth 0.08 0.09

QL 150 50

Efficiency 92? 824

The depth was increased from 4/yjr = 2.5 ft to 5.4 ft in order tc increase

the bandwidth and efficiency.
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figure : shaped on the ground and vertically polar 4-ed, thus providing

directional radiation (see Figure 4-4). It is p-ssihle to obtain omni-

directional radiation by using a square cavity (same depth) and providing two

slots at right angles, crossing at the center of the cavity. The two slots

are fed separately at the center by two transmission lines with a phase shift

of 900 between the two feed voltages.

The construction of the cavity-backed slot antenna is simple. The walls

of the cavity are made from heavy copper mesh, and it can be filled with as-

phaltic concrete of high dielectric quality and high strengti; thus a linear

slot represents an extremely hardened antenna in the HF band. The upper sur-

face of the cavity with the slc" 's covered with a layer of asphalt of at

least 12 to 13 inch thickness, t provide protection against thermal radiation

effects.

4.5 EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATIONS

4.5.1 Scale Model

The scale model of the linear slot antenna used in the experimental pro-

gram is shown in photograph Figure 4-5. Design center frequency for the

antenna was 90 Mc. The model, details of which are given in Appendix B,

utilized a telescopic feed probe centrally located within a rectangular back-

up cavity and provisions were incorporated for varying the slot aperture.

Glass blocks in the back-up cavity were used to support the top cover.

Debris loading of the antenna consisted of the placement oZ debris on a

wooden platform 6 inches above the plane of the antenna aperture which as in

the case of the log spiral simulates the isolation which would be provided by

an asphaltic blanket in an actual antenna.

Two cases of debris loading were considered

(a) uniform cover over one half the aperture (condition 20, HC)

(b) uniform cover over the whole aperture and designated full cover
(condition 19).
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4.5.2 Input Impedance Considerations

a) Tables XI and XIi. Figures 4-6. 4-7, and 4-8surnmarlze the input
impedance and VSJk1 from 75 to 100 Mc. Appendix C contains a detailed
summary of the experimental setup and impedance roll-back techniques
used at Sylvania for measurement and calculation of antenna Input
&t pedance.

b) Experimental investigations indicate tast the input impedance is not
critical to slot aperture variations in toe ordLr - 6 to 13 inches.
' I•.�it was F f%,-vti•n of the feed orobe position when the probe
was centrall.y located.

c) Without debris, for VSWR -, 2:1 (no tuning cr matching network!
Bandwidth = 84 to 91 Mc, -r about 10 percent for 88 Mc.

d) With debris, VSWR (from 84 to 91 Mc) increased to 10:1.

e) With appropriate tuning and matching network, can achieve the follow-
ing performance with and without debris:

without debris, VSWR < 2.5 to I from 75 to > 100 Mc
with condition 20 HC debrii, VSWR <, 2.5 t, 1 from 75 to '>100 Mc
with condition 19 Fr debris, VSWR • 3.4 t. 2.5 from 75 to 85 Mc

VSWR 2.5 t j 1 from 85 to > 100 Mc.

4.5.3 Field Intensity Measurements

(a) Radiation Pattern

The azimuthal radiation pattern at a fixec elevation angle of 18

dgrees as a function of frequency is shown in Figure 4-9, and exhibits that

expected from such an antenna (i.e., a tigure-eight pattern in azimuthal

olane). Appendix C contains details of experimental setup used to perform

the field intensity measurements.

(b) Gain over an actual ' monopole.

f Gain 9Az for max.

76 M 1 db 70°0 from plane of antenna
85 Mc 2 db 90° from plane of antenna

90 Mc -1 db 125 from plane of anrenna

(c) Antenna Bandwidth

Field Intensity versus frequency at Station 1. which is approximately

90 to the plane of the linear slot, is sho•-n in Figure 4-10, indicates the

following characteristics.
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(1) Without Debris, antenna exhibits gain treater than a A./4 monopole
from 78 to 92 Mc with peak field intensity occurring at 85 Me.

(2) With conditioi 20 HC of debris, the peak in the field intensity
versus frequency curve shifts to 90 Me. in general th: ,-'c ureO
field intensity decreased approximately 2 db from the no-debris
case Cmiaring the linear slot field int%-nsity with that of the
monopole, it is seen that debris degradation is approximately 0
to 2 db from 78 to 92 Me.

(3) With condition 19 FC of debris, the peak it, Lhe field intc,.-iitv
curve shifts from the nc-debris case to 90 Mc. In general, the
measured field intensity equals that of the A/4 monopole from 76
to 86 Mc, was greater than the monopole from 88 to 97 Mc, and
reached a peak value 4 db above the monopole at 90 Me.
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TABLE XI

NORMALIZED ANTENNA TNkU!t IPEDANCE (Z., 50 ohms)

No Condition 19 Condition 20
Freq. Debris Debris Debris

Mc zA/z Z/Z ZA/zo
R X R X R X

7, •"" -1 .7 1.0 -2.9 1.4 -2.6

80 0.5 -1.11 0.85 -2.7 1.4 -2.6

85 1.08 -0.62 0.70 -2.41 1.22 -2.55

90 1.7 -0.5 0.55 -2.00 0.75 -2.1

95 2.5 -1.15 0.49 -1.70 0.61 -1.91

100 1.7 -1.9 0.45 -1.38 0.48 -1.71
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TABLE X11

VSWR ANTENNA INPUT (Z., 50 ohms)

Freq. No Condition 19 Condition 20
hc Debris

750 9.0 10.0 6.9

On 4 7 i0.0 6. Z

85 1.81 10.0 7.0

90 1.9 9.1 7.8

95 3.3 8.2 8.0

100 4.2 6.7 8.8
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SECTION 5

THE WIRE SLOT ANTENNA

5.1 INTRODUCTION

The Wire Slot Antenna (WSA) consists of a vertical wire slot mounted

above a conducting plane. (Figure 5-la.) The two vertical wires form two

vertical monopoles which are connected by a horizontal wire serving as a

feed line for the second grounded monopole. The other monopole is directly

connected to the coaxial. feed cable.

Me two monopoles are the principal radiators of the vertically polar:sad

fields. The cavity is excited by the monopoles and apparently acts as a

resonator which contributes essentially to the radiation field. This combin-

ation of a pair of vertical monopoles within a cavity or trough in which they

are placed, constitutes the mathematical model on which the following analysis

is based.

5.2 ANALYSIS OF THE WSA

The basic dimensions of the WSA are as follows:

w a distance between the t:wo vertical, wires (monopoles)

h w height of the wire slot or height of each monopole above
the ground plane; i.e., depth of cavity

a,b s length atid width of cavity

Wr consider first the current distribution and input impedance of the antenna.

The two monopoles are connected at the top by a horisontal wire of length w,

parallel to the ground plane, which act@ as a transmission line feeding the

second monopole from the top, whereas the first monopale is fed from the

base-end; i.e., from the bocton. Thus we have the following equivslent

circuit in Figure 6-lh.
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The grounded radiator carries the current I . This current varies0
sinusoidally along the lenRch of the line, since the attenuation along the

line is negligible, sad the far end of the line is grounded, so that a standing

wave along the horizontal wire is obtained; i.e., I a 10 coo Ox. The current

maximum 1o is at the grounded end and the input current at the feed point is

= I cor ON + 2h) with 2 =

Since O(w + h) > , the current reverses its phase at the point=2

x= , so chat both I and I are flowing in the same direction (upward);
2 in o

i.e., they are in phase. The lead through connector at the feed point has

a certain capacity Ci which shunts the feed cable. Parallel to this eaFncitor

is the transmission line which has the impedance Z0 . The ýharacteristic

impeda;.ce is that of a wire of radius r at height h above a metal plane.

Thus

Z = 138 logLo
o 10 r

For

2h 1 00, Z, 280 ohm
r

which correlates reasonabiy well with the measured impedance of the model

(315 ohms). The reactance of the shorted line is j A tan P(w + 2h)

- j Zo tan Of = jXin, I = w + 2h. The resistive part of the input impedance is

determined by the radiation resistance and loss resistance of the antenna.

Of particular interest are the first series and parallel resonances of the

antenna. These occur when

tan = 0 ; = Series Resonance

and

1 Parallel Resonance
° , -2Ci
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The model WSA antenna has following perameters

w - 1.55 m ; h * 0.25 w v+ sh - 2.05 m

Series resonance frequency f= f 1  76Mc; M= 3.95 m

Parallel resonance frequency fpM f 2 = 925 c ; 2= 3,24 m

Characteristic Impedance Z 315 ohm

Effective length toI. M1I e 2W -.9
x1 e3.95 e

3= .9 1 .98 m ,

e 2

which is quite close to the actual length

f a 2.05 m.

Electrical length te= 2 1.98 =1.23 or 22'00
2 3.24

1 1
Capacitance 1C 1Z • .

Caaiac02 Ci =Z 0 tan 92( 1 e 315 tan 220" 264

o 2.

Capacity C D!4 18 6.5 ppF
1 264 185 (w)
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5.3 RADIATION PATTERN AND RADIATION RESISTANCE

The radiation pattern of t*o vertical monopoles which are fad in phase

and are separated by the distanct w is obtained as the product of the pactern

of a single monopole, and the group pattern of the two mnopoles.

ED = 60 1 F (x) X G(0, 4,)

D = distance from antenna

* = elevation angle

4= azimuuth angle measured from plane of vire slot

1 - current in the grounded monopole
oI

1in p 1 0 ; p = cos =

The pattern function of one monopole is

F m(x) = P1 cos 0 (c ,er perfect ground)

The group pattern function for the case of equal phase in both radiations is

+ p) 2 
- 4p sin 2 ( &_ cos g Cos 0

The maximum of G is at 0 0', = 90o, Gmx = G(O°, 90°) = (1 + p)

The minimum of G in the ground plane is at *= 01 /t= 0 0

G '= G(0°,O) = ý(i +p)2 _ 4p si2 & )
min 2

The ratio of the square of the field intensities on the ground plane

= 0), at the azimuth angles i = 90° (maximuum) and It = 0 (minilmum) is

I2 IG(O°.90°) 2 4p sin2  1
K G(0°,o°) "l+ p)92
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11te radiation resistance of a single short monopole of height h over

perfect eirth referred to the eurv-nt I is

o I 4o(Ph) .4ox 4U2 (T 2 - 16oW1 Q

The effective height is equal to the actual height in this case, since

the horizontal feed wire acts as a top load for each of the monopoles, so

that the current is practically uniform on the antenna.

The radiation resistance of the group referred to the current 1° in the

grounded vonopole is

Rrg - Rro[1 + p 2 + 2pS]

S is a function of (N) for the case of equal phase of the two radiator

currents. It is determined by the mutual coupling between the two monopoles.

The current 10 in the grounded radiator, to which the radiation

resistance is referred, is given by the total input power PT and the total

resistance in the circuit, 1-4hdch is tihe sum of the radiation resistance Rr

and the loss resistance R..:

1o 2 ( R + RL) =T'

R1 can be estimated from the QL of the *" -nsmission line:

QL for the half-wavelei.- th line

WZ
RL_ 2QL with QL = 150 and Zo - 315 ohm

L

=r!L 15 - 3.3 ohm

This is approximately the loss resistance of the model antenna.
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The efficiency of the antenna is

R17 R .+rL , The radiated power is Pr =1 2 R r.

rX + RL 0 tg

Thus,

and the field intensity on the ground is

,Bh( ',1 =o ___=________.

In the direction 0 u 0 ; V• = 900 (broadside direction) the field is

DE (0,0o)9 (;7 = o,9o) r 7R,,

2 + 2p 2pS

and in the endfire direction 0 00 ; ( d t

G(0,0) 9.5 &(l+p)2 - 4p sin2 (w/2)
DE (0,0) m 9.5 h (0S0211 + pT+ 2ps , •+ p

a DE (0,90)/K

D9(0,0] a K as indicated above.
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The field intensity of the single top loaded vertical monopole over

perfect ground is obtained for p = 0. and G(#,ip) = 1. The current I of the2 o
monopole is i R r P

0 ro r

Thus

DE(0) 604f0 ri ro = 9.5 Volt for Pr = 1 Watt

The field intensity ratio of the monopole pair to the single monopole

for equal radiated power is in direction 0; 4 : 900

L(19D) go002
I z-G- C (Directivity of lISA in the

(E)mono J l÷p + 2pS broadside direction)

and in direction # = 00 ; -'= 00 or endfire directitif,

L (ED) 0 0 12 (ED) goo 1 2 1

(E)mono I(-D mono K 2
2 2

2 .(I + P)l 2

(l+p + 2pS) K
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Table XIII lists relative field intensities and radiation resistances

as calculated with the preceeding expressions for the conditions of the

"model antenna:

TABLE XIII

•mp 0
f Mc meters W/X O cos Of 360°(i)

65 4.60 0.336 1610 0.944 1210

70 4.28 0.362 172°0 0.991 1300

76 3.95 0.393 1870 0.993 141.40

80 3.75 0.413 197°0 0.957 1490

85 3.53 0.440 2090 0.873 1580

90 3.33 0.465 2220 0.743 167°

95 3.16 0.491 234°0 0.593 1770

f Mc 2S 1+p 2 + 2pS R R Rro rg rs ohm G

65 0.5 2.36 4.65 11.0 2.95 2.0 db

70 0.35 2.33 5.40 12.6 3.2 2.3 db

76 0.11 2.09 6.3 13.2 3.3 2.8 db

80 0 1.92 7.0 13.4 3.5 3.0 db

85 -0.15 1.63 7.9 12.9 3.7 3.3 db

90 -0.30 1.33 8.9 11.9 3.9 3.6 db

95 -0.40 1.11 9.9 11.0 4.3 3.6 db
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TABLE XIV

(ED) 0 ° Io D T 12("T••" K 20 log K LTERoolLDT -o.
(ED)9 0 CM-'onoJmono]

76 3.11 9.9 db 2.8 db 2.8 - 9.09 - 7.1 db

90 5.8 15.3 db 3.6 db 3.6 -15.3 a -11.7 db

f 1 Z *QL •r oh""CI 0 rs ohm

76 312 0 315 0 3.3 n 150 13.2 3.3

90 264 0 315 0 4.0 n 150 11.9 3.9

Q is an assumed value that characterizes the losses in the WSA. For
a -VSA imbedded in asphalt, Q, is approximately 1.0.
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Table XIV contains the essential data at the two resonance freq%,encies

t tor the rmnnopole pair, without consideration of the back cavity or trough.

*- Considering the two resonance frequencies the following facts are observed

for the theoretical monopole pair model. The pattern is roughly a figure 0c

shape at both frequencies, with the maximum broadside to the plane of the

wire slot. The minimum radiation along the ground, or at low .lev'ttion

angles, is in the plane of the wire slot. and the ratio Emax/emin-E(90 0 )/E(0O)-K,

at series resonance (f . 76 Mc, K * 9,9 db) the ratio is smaller than at

parrallel resonance ( - 90 Mr, K a 15.3 db). This means that the pattern

pulls in more at 90 He than at 76 Mc. In both cases the broadside field

intensity of the wire slot i:i greater than that of the omnidirectional

monopole. The increase in field intensity is larger at 90 Mc (3,db) than

At 76 Mc (2.7 db), Thera is not much change in tho radiation resistance

of the wire slot at the two resonance frequencies.

5.4 DISCUSSION OF MEASURED FIELD INTENSITY (WSA)

Analyzing the measured patterns and input impedances of the WSA the

following observations are made and summarized in Table XV.

The input impedance Smith Chart plot Figure 5-2 shows clearly a series

resonance irequency at 76.3 Me and a parallel resonance frequency at about

92 Mr. The purely resistive impedances at theme frequmncies are 5 ohms

and approximately 2600 ohms rospertively. The aminuthal patterns are

difterent at the two resonance frequencies. At 70 Me the pattern is

alnw)At circular, but at 90 Mc tho pattern has the expected figure etd shape,

Measurements over a flat ground, instead of the cavity, showed an increase

in field intensity and radiation resistance at the resonance frequencies,

Thhl, XV sunmmaries certain results of measurements used for comparison with

the theory (since the pattern is slightly sprated, average values for

E(90'3 ) in the broadside direction were used for this comparison).
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TABLE Xv

MEASUIRED DATA (AVERAGES)

WIRE SLOT ANTENNA IN TROUCH

Froquonctom M(0 in9)

WS 70 Mc, 72 dh 70 db -7 dh -7 db 0 db 5 ohm

Mono 79 db 77 dh

Ws 90 Mc 60 db 81.5 db *4,5 dh -10 db +14.5 db 2600 ohm

WIRK SLOT ANTENNA ABOVE FLAT GROUND

Irrqumndu L " rIAO 0ht in(Fat)

70 Me f 6., db - 0.5 dOb ohm

90 MO * 3,fl dh t A db 2500 ohm

lI
I
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5.5 EVALUATION OF WSA PERFORMANCE

Comparing measured and theoretical data, as derived from the monopole

pair model, without cavity ,ffects, yields the following evaluation at the

two resonance frequencies.

a) Parallel Resonance, f a 92.5 Mc

At the parallel resonance frequency the theoretical and measured

pattern shapes of the wire slot agree well, as shown in the table below

The a eas d

0 a A + 3.6 db + 4.5 db

Date at - 11.7 db - 10 db

foo UN1.d

K * - 11.3 dh 14.5 db

The ratio K(90),/r(O) is almot the same in both cases. Also the directivity

0 and the ratio 9(0)/L, agree witihin measurement accuracy (; 1 db).

From this agreenmnt of the patterns the conclusion is drawn that the

monopole pair model is a reasonably good representation of the wire slot

at the parallel resonance frequency. In particular this indicates that the

currents in the two vertitcal losg of the wire slot are in phase, that the

current raLio Yl/lI a 1,/1, - p - 0.74, and that the apace phase angle Pw

is determined by rhe physical separation w of the two radiators. The

pattern is mainly generated by these two currents and the horizontal wire

doom not have ani appreciable effect on the vertictl compouent of the far

flild patterns,
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From the agreement between calculated and measured pattern, and directivity

G it is concluded that the radiation resistance at the parallel resonance

ofrequency of the WSA is as calculated in Table XIV. R = 11.9 ohn. Thisrg
radiation resistance is referenced to the base current (1 ) in the grounded

0
monopole. The total radiated power is, therefore, P = 1 2 R .r o rg

The input resistance and efficiency of the WSA at parallel resonance

are calculated with the aid of an equivalent circuit. (Figure 5-lb.)

The radiation resistance R is placed at the end of a transmission line of
rg

electrical length Ofl = 2200. In series with it is the loss resistance

which represents the sum total of all losses in the antenna. At the input

of the line, where the feed cable is connected, the current I1 is flowing.

No attenuation is assu-_d on the line, thus

Il = I O COS f = p 1 = - 0.766 I1

The line at its input terminals represents an impedance

z 1 = J Z° tan f + (R + IL)
Cos2of

The inductance of the line is in resonance with the input capacity C, which

is formed by the lead-through connector. The input impedance at parallel

resonance is ohmic and given as:

Xz2 Z 2 tan2ofC 2

in RR g R j

z 2
F1 (rg + RL ) os0

0 - 2600 ohm

since Z in was measured as 2600 ohm.
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Hence

Z 02 s in 2 315 2 x 0.143 2

r + 'LM 2600 2600 15.8 oh.

L 15.8 - Rr = 15.8 - 11.9 a 3.9 ohm

This is in close agreement with the estimated loss resistance of

4 ohm, using a line QL of 150.

The efficiency is then

R
q ... = !!A' - 0.75 or 75 percent.

Rrg+ RL~ 15.8

Measureuents of the WSA over a flat ground screen without a cavity, as

shown in Table XV, illustrate the influence of the cavity. Over flat

ground the directivity in the broadside direction is increased by approxci-

utely 3 db. However the radiation reststance is hardly changed and the

efficiency is somewhat increased.

b) Series Resonanceof a 76 Mc

The situation is different at the series resonance frequency (76 Mc).

We find that the radiation pattern is pra-eically circular, that the field

intensity of the wire slot is considerably lower than that of the monopole,

and that the input impedance is quite low. This different behavior as

compared with the predictions based on the model is attributed to the

influence of the cavity.

Comparing the measured and calculated patterns shows that the field

intensity ratio of the wire slot in the endfire direction (ýP = 00) and

the monopole agree in both cases. However, the broadside' field intensity

is at the same low level as the endfire field intensity, indicating a circular

pattern and low efficiency, since the broadside field intensity is nmuch lower

than that of the monopole. Table XVI shows the comparison between theore-

tical pattern and measured pattern.
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TABLE XVI

Theoretical WSA Measured WSA

E(• -"7.1 db -7 db
EM

G E(90) =+ 2.8 db -7 db
0 Eh

= 9.9 db 0 db

From this discrepancy of the patterns the conclusion is drau-n that the

currents and fields excited in the cavity produce a far field which is also

figure w shaped with opposing phase so that the total radiated I eld has a

circular form. The radiation resistance is therefore equal to that of a

short vertical onmidirectlonal monopole. The radiation resistance of one

of the two vertical radiators of the wire slot is 6.30]. This radiator

represents the reference monopole to which the wire slot antenna is compared.

The field intensity produced by the WSA is 7 db below the reference monopole.

This is due to a reduction of the effective height of the WSA and is

apparently caused by the opposing currents in the cavity or trough walls.

The radiation resistance R of the W$k referred to the current in one of the
rg

two radiators is therefore reduced by 7 db from the original value of 6.3 ohm:
R = -'- = 1.3 ohm. The measured input impedance is Z = 5 ohm.
rg 5 in

The equivalent circuit representing the losses and radiated power is

the same as used before in the case of parallel (Figure 5-lb) resonance.

The line length is now one-half wavelength. The line is terminated with

Rrg , which is now very much smaller than in the case of parallel resonance,

and by the loss resistance RL, which has approximately the same value as

before. Since the line is X/2 long, the line impedance at the input terminals

is equal to the terminating impedance: Z1 = R rg+ RL. The capacity Ci has

practically no effect at this frequency since its reactance is high compared

to Z,. Thus Z. = R + R. = 5 ohm (measurtd). This yields RL= 5-R = 5-1.3 =3.7ohm.
in rg L rga
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The efficiency of the lISA at the aeries resonance frequency is

R
17 ~ aL-- J 0.25 or 25 percent.

'Rg + P- 5

Measurements of the WSA over a flat ground screen at the series

resonance frequency as shown in Table XV indicate the significant influence

of the trough. Directivity under these conditions is increased by 6.5 db

so that the broadsiue field intensity is approximately equal to that of

the X/4 monopole. The radiation resistance for the WSA over a flat ground

plane is computed to be approximately 5 ohms resulting in an antenna

efficiency of 60 percent. This calculation assumes a reduction of the loss

resistance to S ohms due to the elimination of the trough.

The radiation pattern for the WSA above a flat ground screen exhibits

directivity and conforms to theoretical predictions.

5.6 WIRE SLOT PUIMDWTAL INVESTIGATION

5.6.1 Scale Hedel

The scale model of the wire slot in a trough is shown in the photo-

graph of Figure 5-2. Appendix B contains additional details as to the

design and construction of the model antenna. The frequency for which the

total perimeter of the slot (i.e., width + 2 (height), or w + 2 h) is a

half wavelength at approximately 76 Mc.

The antenna consists of two vertical sections (or k/16 in height)

which act as vertical radiating monopoles connected by a horizontal feed

line. An insulator is utilized to isolate the input terminal wherever

the second vertical radiator is grounded to the trough screening.

Input impedance and field intensity measurements were mode under the

following conditions of debris loading:
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(a) Condition 1, uniform debris cover over one-third
of the wire slot and trough. This simulates the
loading of one of the vertical monopoles.

(b) Condition 5, debris cover centered over one-half
the wire slot trough. This simulates the loading
of the complete wire slot antenna; i.e., the 2
vertical monopoles and horizontal feed line.

(c) Condition 12, uniform debris cover over the entire
wire slot trough.

The debris covers discussed above were placed on a 3/4" plywood platform

which covered the entire wire slot and trough. Debris as for the other

model antennas had the following characteristics in the tetit frequency range.

a debris - 3 x 10 mho/m

t debris - 3.5

5.6.2 Irnnut JMpedancg.Mossuretontv

Figures 5-3, 5-4, 5-5 are Smith chart input impedance plots from 75 to

110 Mc. From these curves, the following characteristics are observable:

(a) The input impedance of the wire slot in a trough versus
frequency appears to follcw the same pattern with and
without debris, however with debria loading, it tends to
spiral in a clockwise direction and shrink toward the
origin of the Smith Chart.

(b) The antenna exhibits two frequencies at which the input
impedance is resistive; i.e., approximately 76 Mc where
th. antenna is series resonant and at 92 Mc where it Is
antiresonant. These frequencies are shifted dcm approxi-
mately 3 percent with debris loading.

(c) In air (without debris), the above resonant frequencies
are related to the frequency (f ) for which the wire
slot perimeter (w + 2 H) is a Alf-wavelength; i.e.,

f meries resonance w 1.05 fd

f antircsonance - 1.25 td
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Figure 5-3. Smith Plot of Inpul Impedonce vs Frequency.
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Figure 5-4. Smith Plot of Input Impedanco vs Frequency'.
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Figure 5-5. Smith Plot of Input Impedance vs Frequeocy.
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It should be noted that the antiresonant frequency to
dvtPrmltnd hy the resonance of the input: tonrinal
capacitancw with the wire plnt loop indot4noe, rhum
the above factor of 1.25 will depend upon the wire slot
confriurktion. Approximate limits of this factor are
1.1 to 1L4.

(d) B•andwidth o2LLh& W slot AUtp - Without Debris
For input VSWR r. , 13W 1 4 percent at 78 Mc. BW - 15
percent at 90 Mc wi..ch, so will he shmnri in the next
section was approximately the centor rvequency of the
optin•um hand of operation extndinig from 83 to 95 Mc.
(i.o., where the wire Plot exhihits !tiatinim gain
over a X '4 monopolo.)

(e) AjadJ .LhLL2LCh*-Jirv Slot &U.nnol - With condition 12
full covor of d'6r Is, U- R-ti----ondition, bAndwilth
and optimum band of operation are not Aignilfcantly
changed over the no dbhrio cael. Thus for

Input VSWR < 2:l1

RW ' 4 perceant at 76 Me

OW - 15 percant at 00 Mc

Optimunm Band of Operation ow 15 to 00 He

SA."U21 ~jngcnity MeasurementsI

(a) Baliation flattgrjj

The aninmithal radiation Patternr at a fixed slovation
angle of 180 at 78 And 90 Wc together with a A,4
monupolp (at 90 Mr) are shown in Friluro 5-f. Pattorna
measured w'r, amn expected for this antenna, Avrraging
the mrasurod field Intensity in the broadside direction
(0a * 0O0) hetween the a0mi.muth ang&ma 700 to 1350, the
RtAO of tho, wire, itlot Antenna compiared to the monopole
is as ollows?



13It QOp700

/ ,0
A I 4

0411

~IdI

.,,'.V4

ro i 5 6 el olo n n t muh l t i s Sl wo\1 nd 9 c n onp4 at 9/ M &.
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Average Field InLeitLLy'

frequency Nano Wire Miot Odin

76 mi 77 db 70 db -7 db

g 90 me 77 db 81.5 dh ÷4.5 dh

(b) U 1 4t nWenaiti vyrsus FroaugIwM - With and Without Debris

The field Intensity versus frequeocy at station 1,
located approximately 900 (ite., broadside) to the
plane of the wire slot is shown in Figure 5-1. It
is oeen that. the wire slot exhibits $&ait in this
particular direction over a A/4 monopol. from 80
to 115 W~.,

These values for field intensity are useful for
determining the variations with frequonoy and the
effects of debris on the wire slot .auo.na.

Under renditton 1, the entire rtirve of field Intensity versus frequency

Is shifted tip In frequency and raisid approtriutely I dh over the no debris

cae. tlUnder conditions 5 and 12 the field intensity in reduced in the order

of 8 dt, at the antiresonanco frequency and degraded approximately 2 db at

eth e morle resonance point, These results are sunrArised in the thilte
S he I ow I

Monopole Field Intonalty also averlAed rrovi * An of 70 to 135
P in"' nIw
R•iriuo , 53 foot
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THEORETICAL

84MONOPOLS 9

12 NO DI$ \.OND NO. I

I,,%

/6 N 0 WINE SLOT

TAO N COND NO. 1

WIFE SLOT

62

60 L
10 74 13 07 M 90 94 93 "•7 106 110

FREQUINCY IN MC

FIgure 5-7. Field Intern6ty vs Frequncy - - Monpole and Wire Slat with and without Debrli.
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Wire Slot*
Frequency Field Intensiry Debris Degradation

Mc No Debris Full Cover -

76 72 db 70 db - 2 db

90 86 db 78 db - 8 db

100 78 db 71 db - 7 db

For P = 1 awin

Range = 53 ft
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4.7

SECTION 6

BURIED WIRE ANTENNA

6.1 INTRODUCTION

At the low end of the HF band, in the frequency range from 2 Mc to about

6 Mc, the wavelength is long, so that large structures are required to obtain

reasonable efficiencies. In addition there is the problem of high loss fac-

tor (tan 6 >» 1) of debris which may cover the antennas, causing considerable

degradation of efficiency. In order to reduce costs antenna structures have

been developed which have a small volume, and which can be directly embedded

in the ground to provide the necessary hardness. A linear wire antenna

naturally uses up very little physical volume and has been used submerged in

the earth.

The basic element of this type of antenna is an insulated wire which is

buried in the ground parallel to the surface of the earth. The length of

the wire can vary. The burial depth of the wire is determined by the hard-

ening requirements.

The earth in which the antenna is placed is a lossy medium which causes

considerable losses of the electromagnetic energy. A bare wire imbedded in

the earth would have very high losses. The attenuation constant of a current

flowing on the wire would be as large as that of the surrounding earth, An

insulated wire provides an efficient way of reducing the attenuation on the

wire and of establishing a linear current distribution in a lossy medium.

Two types of current distribution can be distinguished. If such a wire is

center-fed, and is insulated at the extremities, it will have a sinusoidal

current distribution, provided its length is not too large. This is the

standing wave type antenna. The traveling wave type antenna uses a traveling

wave current distribution, which is obtained by terminating the wire in such

a manner through a resistor, that no reflections take place at the ends. The

fields immediaiely surrounding the entennA excite rhp interface ground-air

immediately above the antenna and produce a field above and on the surface

which then propagates in the upper half-space in air.
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The theory of operation of the buried antenna deals with two major

problem areas. The first category involves the propagation along the antenna

wire, the second category involves the coupling of the energy of the buried

antenna into the air-medium above. The following sections will deal with

the theory and application of buried wire antennas, dividing the subject into

the two categories of standing wave antennas and traveling wave antennas.

6.2 BURIED HORIZONTAL WIRE ANTENNAS WITH STANDING WAVE CURRENT DISTRIBUTION

This section deals with buried horizontal half-wave dipole antennas of

various configurations. The dipoles are open ended so that a standing kave

exists and the current along the antenna has a sinusoidal distribution.

The radiation pattern and efficiency of single dipoles and dipole arrays

buried a few feet in the ground have been investigated, The arrays include

the linear array, the Z-type array (both directional), the grid array ard

the circular array (both omnidirectional).

6.2.1 Impedance Properties of the Buried Dipole Antenna

The antenna wire can be treated like a coaxial. cable when the surround-

ing earth represents the outer conductor. The axial propagation characteris-

tics can be described by the propagation constant r • a + Ijt alonp the wire,

and the characteristic impedance Z0 of the insulated wire. a is the att:tnu-

ation constant. The phase constant

2yr (1 A A0

c 0 C C

describes the wavelength A c on the wire, and k a 2ir/A0 deQnrites the, wave-

length A0 in air for a given frequency f.

a and p are a function of the wire diameter a, the insulation diameter

b, the skin depth 8 of the earth surrounding the wire, the dielectric con=

stant cr of the wire insulation, and the burial depth h. Typical values of

(v and ý3, together with other data, are tabulated in Table XVII for the fre-

quency range 2-30 Mc, using the following data:
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Burial depth: h - I m

CONDUCTING EARTH Conductor diameter: 2a U.05 m

Insulation diameter: 2b 0.010 mn b/a 3 3,A

Dielectric constant

of inuulation: r 2,25

Earth conductivity: d 0.01 mho/m

Earth dielectric constant: t -6

Loss tangent of earth: tgi - p * pol.

30dAo./ A /10

Skin depth in earth: . . " jr"
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TABLE XVII, SINOLE SLEMINT ALONE

f MC OLM1 0n ~/X c 1% ~/~ 2' n'RI

2 150 1.15 3,45 21,8 0.066,O 1.

4 15 2.51 3.38 ti.l 0,070 24.2

10 30 1,50 3li0 4.55 0,0'70 24.0

20 it 1i, 3.18 2135 0.071 23.4

10 10 0.92 3.12 i,•i 0.070 22.4



the buried dipole has a length X= /2. The wire wavelength 13 deter-

mined by I,/k - k 0/\ c The table shews that the ratio of air wavelength

to wire wavelength is approximately 3.3 and does not vary very much

with frequency. Thus the wavelength on the cable is approximately 1/3

of the wavelength in air. The column % C/2 gives the length of the

half-wave dipoLe, which is the basic antenna element.

,I/V- ai•(r,/2rT) indicates the attenuation over (Xc/2-r) of wire

length. This quantity also does not vary much with frequency and is

approximately 0.07. The attenuation on the wire is low due to the in-

sulation of the wire from the grOund. If the wire were directly im-

bedded In the earth the a/1, ratio would be approximately 1, just as it

is in the earth,

The input impedance at the feed point in the center of the wire

is purely resistive, it the wire length is made approximately •,/2.

Rin is approximately 23 4 and does not vary much with frequency, if the

length is made % /2 for each frequency. On the other nand.the input

impedance of the dipole behaves quite similarly to that of a dipole

in air if the frequency is changed and the length is kept constant.

Both resistance and reactance vary widely, as long as that more than

one or two wavelengths are on the wiL-. The fluctuations of impedance

decrease as the frequency is increased and the wire is 2 - 3 wavelengths

long and more. This provides a pussibility to make the antenna broad-

banded.

The data in Table XVII pertains to a single dipole buried in the

ground. These data charge if the dipole is used in an array, due to

mutual. coupling of elements. The mutual coupling is detrimental to

the antenna efficiency •ince it increases the input impedance of each

element. However, the mutual coupling de.-reases rapidly with increased

spaclng betwuee wires and becomes negligible for spacing between ele-

nents of mor. that, 3 skin depths. On the other hand mutual coupling

beromes ,,Vinifi ant .-s the spacing becomes less than one skin depth.

A good approxirut. tior ot the mutual couplinq effects for a large loosely

coupled array if. obtained by considering each element as if it were in

an inf inltv, array o- uniformly spaced elements, which are fed 'jith
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TABLE XVIII. SINGLE ELDE4DT IN ARRAY

fmc %om 6[ml PA• - % a/. %C J2L ml (a/P) 0 Rin[ CD

2 150 3.55 3.45 21.8 0.10 35.6

4 75 2.51 3.38 11.1 0.10 35,6

10 30 1.60 3.30 4.55 0.09 30.8

20 15 1.12 3.18 2.35 0.085 27.8

30 10 0,92 3.12 1.61 0.081 26.0
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equal currents. Table XVIII Ahllws Lhi data of one element in an infi-

nite array. Only Y and Rin are different fromn the values obtained for

a single element alone. The change of if and therefore of A (wavelenth

on the wire) is small under the stated conditions.

6. 2. 2 Radiation Charcteriest.cs and Eff ciency of Single Zlement

The cojpling of the RF energy from the buried antenna into the

upper half-space is accomplished by the near zone field of the buried

dipole. This field at. the interfoce produces a field .i the losoless

air half-apa,?@ which is quite similar to the field pro&iued by a hori-

Zoht~l dipole at the interface air-ground, the only difference being

an exponential term o Y 1h which multiplies the field of the buried

dipole and causon an exponentiai decay with burial :'epth h. (The

radiation field of a horizontal dipole ovec a losay hlf-pacae accord-

ing to K.A. Norton 6 is as folloW1w.

Thie far zone fielda of i horizontal dipole at the interface as

well as those of a buried horizontal dipole have horizontally and

vertically polarized components. Using a eylindrical coordinate nyvl-

teem (,,,z) with the origin at the interface, the 4z axis vertical

pointing upward, and the M-coordinate meiauved fr"om the dipole axis,

the three components of the far Zorne field are an fullowat

r C 4-,o0 a n L refractive iriex
It

F -

EI neql1giblc,

In the direction of thr( 4ipole atxdS (0 0) both Lz arnd E are maxi-

murn, ii the direuction perpendicular to the dipolh (0 - rr/2) bxoth -()m-

ponents are zero, (see Fiqure 6-1).The azimuthal pattern on tht. qround

plare is; given by the cos d funct ion, i.e., it is firiure 00 shaped
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AZIMUTH PATTERN (HORIZONTAL) ELEVATION PATTERN (VFRIICAL0

y

t

A T #

y

RADIATING FLEMENT

I AT

NOTE; f IS VERTICALLY POLARIZED C.OMPONENI OF FAR FIELD

1 IS HORIZONTALLY POLARIZED COMPONENT OF FAR FIELD

Figurp 6-1. Radiation Pattern for a Single Buriled Hortz-ontal Dipole.
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with the maxiinimU In the direction of the diFQle axs., Since the Z

poIn r I zed. Above th, ground tr,d eE 16 is no lorjer ri- gligible aiid the

- eld therefor-, his a hoi •soAt ca1 orriponnt.. *Tis beomts.ii apparent from

nn isi~potion of th •elevat ion pitttern. in t he vertical plane (0 - 0)

I he' r1tvnlt on Pat tern 1 e~14 -~ ~li 'Mre, Is no apprer13I ble EAd
''urtpulw,'rdt in the, 0 ý 0 pLan'e, arid the fiold its thorLetvrn polarized In

thir plo|na I . , Ve't-t kalily polor).:~ . In the vertical plane perpendl-

c-ultir to thv d ipolt, axii, (of '- r./2) therr its only an t - component In-

dicati nl hortzon(tal potirization. E6 itn thin plane varien with min t

of the, vlovvet Ion anqgle phnd In zP-ro on t htq qrrind and mxim.r'um in thin

Vtti OA I elI rtem! I Mn. 11w pttern h~am (t'ro-ul&r rtheipe aA PKw in .Flqure, 8-1.
'nd the' fit id ir s hori.zontal.ly polarized in thim plann.

C .mparinj the' radiat ion pat.tern a" desoribed with that of a Hmall

vort It-oi loop ant• ni one re~adily mrve t1'it both are identclal. The

ntr-i' o'urrntm fs lowing t.roi: one nidt? of tho dlpole to the oppomite •ide

tole'ther with the current on the anti~nna wire give thlo *f fec.t. The
dir,-t ivlity gain of tho horlzorntal buried d:Ipole im therefore 1.75 db

with ra:speot to an isotropic ridiator over lperfect, ground radiating

irto a hettiphere, and 4.71) db wi.th rempewt to an isotropic radiator

in free mpa.'e whimh rstdi._Ate into the full 4phare.

N. Is inleresting to cornparo the far-zor, field of a horizontal
flpol•" nt th,, intertac'r, ztouind-air with thefar-zoinc, field of a mhort

v,,itIeil,. di plo e At tlie Irntvr I.,'-, The rediat on pat ar a.44"'hown •n

Figure 6.2. 'This dipole produces on thc ground a 'ertical field cxmponenL

E -C

and a radial field component

r , n - 2 ZE ' n2

The ratio ot the fiP d components is determined by the ref ractive

index n between qround and dir:
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4- I-C58,

ELEVATION PATTERN
z

0

AZIMUTH PATTERN

y

E IS CONSTANT FOR A PARTICULAR ELEVATION,

Figure 6-2. Radiation Pattern of a, Short Vertical Monopole Ovmr Perfett Ground.
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v z n2

The field below the interface has also two components. The radial

component, being parallel to the interface, is the same as above the

surface. The vertical component

v•-Z

V E-z

and

vE+z n

V -Z

Comparing the radial component of the vertical dipole (v E) and

the z-component of the horizontal dipole (F+ ) shows that

HE+z v cos A = B cos

n

1 cos CO

HEr yHEz ro- = Ez cos 1

and

E cos i
H Ez 2 HE+z v r

ni n

The result is that the vertical field component (.f-E+Z) of the horizontal

dipole is equal in strength to the radial vomponent (vE ) of the vertical
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dipole times cos o. But this radial component of the vertical dipole
is less than the vertical component,, (vEz) of the vertical dipole by

the factor Aln - 1/n since In21 > 1. The refraction term ini - /n2
is a result of the boundary conditions at the interface. If n2 is very
large, as is the case for low frequencies and high soil conductivities,
then the field of the horizontal dipole is greatly reduced compared with
the field of the vertical dipole. On the other hand, at high frequen-

cies n E2 - (Cg dielectric constant of the ground) and the refractiong
term is

iLI 5Z= g for Eg = 5

Su•marizing the preceding considerations the following result is ob-

tainedt

For all practical purposes the ground wave field from a buried.
horizontal dipole is obtained from the ground wave field of a verti-
cal dipole above the interface by multiplying the field components
of the vertical dipole with the pattern factor coo 6 and the depth

factor e° h (due to the burial depth), and applying the refraction
term Aln - i/n2 to the vertical component.

The refractive index n is the ratio of the propagation constants

of the ground and air

2
2 Y1n -_ g J cra/u = G - JP)

Yo

p = tqý is the loss tangent of the soil in which the antenna is im-
beddEd.

6o0.
3 =

Wo0g Eg
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4 The skin depth 5 which determines the attenuation due to burial depth

S~h of the dipole, is given by

J-7 21 and the loss through burial db)

The efrationter I 4- II/ InI

for a burial depth of I m are listed in Table XIX for the frequency

range 2 - 30 ýL, using 0 = 0.01 mho/m and Eg=6 h qaeo hs

Ig

iquantities are given in db since this determines the launch efficiency
i of the antenna. Adding the refraction loss and the exponential loss

Sthrough burial gives enis the miimum loss of the
Thburied dipole. nte actual loss will always be somewhat larger than
this minimum loss due to small ground losses in the immediate vicinity

of the insulated antenna wire. This will be discussed in the following

section.

The total minimum loss depends on the frequency, the soil con-

stants, and the burial depth. At a certain frequency there will be a

* minimum loss as can be seen from the table. This is around 20 Mc for

1 foot burial depth and amounts to approximately -13 db, and it occurs

between 15 and 20M c for a burial depth of I m, amounting to approxi-

imately -18 db. These numbers represent the absolute minimum loss which

one buried dipole can have under the given conditions (soil C = 0.01

mho/m, E = 6). Clearly this is a very low efficiency. But one has
! to consider that this antenna is extremely simple since Pt is only

one insulated wire of comparatively short length. Also the efficiency

can be increased by arraying a number of these dipoles as well be

discussed in the following section.

6.2.3 Buried Dipole Efficiency

The launch efficiency of the horizontal buried dipole an.enna is

conveniently defined by comparing the ground wave field of this antenna

with that of an ideal short vertical monopole above the interface.
The vertical monopole is chosen as comparison antenna because its
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TABLE XIX
REFRACTIVE BURIAL LOSSES

2 RefractiveJn2 20 Burial Loss and Burial Loss
fmc 20log b l ft h1r h-i ft hwl m

2 6(1 -j1S) - 1 9 .5,db -0.75db -2.4db -20.3db -21.9db
4 6(1 - j7.5) -16.6 -1.1 -3.5 -17.7 -20.1

10 6(1 -J3) -12.9 -1.7 -S.4 -14.6 -18.3
20 6(1 -J2) -10.5 -2.4 -7.7 -12.9 -18.2
30 6(1 -ij) -i,.4 -2.9 -9.4 -13.3 -19.8
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radiation characteristics are similar to the horizontal buried mono-

pole. and also the polarization is vertical or. the ground fk- bLth

antennas. The vertical fields of the buried antenna and the vertical

monopole above the earth are compared when tne antennas are fed with

the same power. This defines the launching efficiency of the buried

antenna as

JEzhJE v

The ideal vertical monopole of short length :, with triangular

current distribution, has an input resistance equal to its rsdlatton

resistance of 40-"2 (C^) 2 . The ground wave tield of such a monupols is

I D * 3rr4P . F

where P is the input power in watts and F the ,ground wave attenuation

factor. Using this the launch efficiency of the buried horizontal

dipole is

(2) ni~ 22~4i -if~L e2h/'I

"/2
f($) -k cos a I(x) elkx cos 0 dx

0

f(U) is the pattern-length factor

h is the burial depth

I is the antenna iýxse current0

is the length of the buried dipole
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Rin is the input resistance of the buried dipole

I(x) is the current distribution of the dipcle antenna

12. is the refraction ter7,. as discussed in the previous
n section

The refraction term and the exponential term are the main contributors

to the efficiency. in addition one has the lf(1)1 2 /Rin term which
depends on the antenna length. Rin for a single element alone is dif-

ferent from Rin of one element In an array. In the latter case Rin

is larger, due to mutual coupling between elements. However, the

increase is small if the elements are more than 1-1/2 skin depth spaced.

In Table XX and Table XXI the efficiencies for a single element alone,

and a single element in an array respectively are listed. The effici-

ency of an n-element array is obtained by multiplying the element-in-

array efficiency with the number of elementst

•array = n1 array x n

In the tables, also, 'lO is listed. ni0 is the efficiency of the ele-
-2h/5. The over-

ment due to all effects except the exponential term e

all efficiency is

I ýIo x e-2h/

and for the array

11 array r110 array X e

The efficiency of the buried dipole is the gain (in this case the
gain is negative and therefore represent a loss) compared to an ideal
monopole or small vertical loop over perfect ground. Since the latter
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TABLE XX . EFFICIENCY OF SINGLE ELEMENT ALONE

Burial Overall
Loss Eff.f mc 0 1o 1

2 0.145 -22.3 db -2.4 db -24.7 db

4 0.148 -19.2 -3,5 -22.7

10 0.152 -15.4 -5.4 -20.8

20 0.157 -12.7 -7.7 -20.4

30 0.160 -12.2 -9.4 -21.6
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TABLE XXI. EFFICIENCY OF SINGLE ELE4ENT IN ARRAY

Burial Overall
Loaos Eff.

fmc -A 0  i10 array h1- 1n1 array

2 0.145 -24.1 db -2.4 db -26.5 db

4 0.148 -20.9 -3.5 -24.4

10 0.152 -16.4 -5.4 -21.8

20 0.157 -13.3 -7.7 -21.0

30 0.160 -12.9 -9.4 -22.3
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has a gzin of 3 + 1.75 = 4.75 db over an isotropic radiator in free

space (radiating into the full sphere) the gain (or loss) with respect

to this isotropic radiator is

gdb = _14b + 4.75 db

6.2.4 Buried Dipole Array

In order to improve the efficiency, and also to change the radia-

tion pattern, an array of dipolas can be used. The simplest arrange-

ment to improve the efficiency is an array of closely spaced identical

parallel dipole elements. In the lossy ground the mutual coupling

between parallel array elements is negligible if the distance between

ther, is larger than 2-3 skin depths. As long a3 t+- •rray width is not

greater than about 1/4 air wavelength, the radiated pattern in air is

essentially that of a single element. For n identical elements with

negligible coupling, therefore, the gain due to arraying is directly

proport.onal to n. The essential thing is that, in the case of negli-

gible coiupling, the input resistance of each element in the array is

the same as it is for the element alone. Therefore, if n elements are

fcd in parallel the input power to each element wiill be i/n.PT %'PT

total input power to n elements). The current in one element I1l is

then I, - F74-R-n. The total radiated field is proportional to

nI, = and the radiated power is proportional to *jPn/Rin or

n times larger than the radiated power of one element for the same

input power.

As the array width increases when many elements are used, the

radiation pattern will change and the realized pattern gain will be

somewhat less than n.

As an example con:3ider an array of 27 elements arranged in 3 rows

of 9 elements each, as shown in Figure 6-3. For a frequency of 10 Mc,

an element spacing of 25 = 3 m. and a burial depth of 1 m, the elemek.

length would be 4.55 m, and tne total area 20 x 24 m. The array would
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have a gain of approximately -21.8 + 10 log 27 a -21,8 + 14.3 - 7.5 db

compared to a vertical monopole, )r -7.5 + 4.75 a-.6 db with respect to

an isotropic rediatcr. The efficiency can be increased by decreasl-g

the burial depth. Decreasing the burial depth to 1/2 r. would decrease

the burial lcss by about 2.7 db, so that the gain with respec, to the

isotropic radiator would be approximately 0 db.

The radiation pattern of this array is that of a single buried element;

i.e.. it is figure o shaped on the ground.

To reduce the number of feed cables, the array shown in Figure 6-4 can

be used. Three elements are connected in series and arranged in Z shape.

Only the middle element of each Z is connected to a feed cable. Thus the

number of feed cables is reduced to 1/3.

A unidirectional pattern can be obtained by placing a second array
at a distance of 1/4 air wavelength behind the first array and feeding

it with a current which is 900 shifted in phase with respect to the

first array. This gives a slight increase in directive gain since the

back radiation is eliminated.

Generally speaking all the arraying techniques of linear antennas

in air can be applied. Instead of combining single elements into an
array, it is preferable to combine gLc"ups or elements into arrays. It

is necessary to space the groups at distances of %,/4 to %s/2 of the
aii wavelength to obtain radiation pittern changes. This is so because

each antenna element excites tne ground vertically above it, so the

phase differences between these secondary ground sources is equal to the

phase differences in the elerne, t currents. The pattern in space is
now generated by the superposition of the ground sources according to

their space phase shifts which are proportional to d/\o. The air

wavelength is, however, much larger than the wavelength on the antenna
wire. Therefore,

d d %c d ro %C I
T where 3-'
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6.2.5 Omknidirectlonal Patterns

To obtein an omnidirectional nattern one can use tv' elemenzs. or two

groups of elements. positionei at right angles and fed with quadrature cur-

rents. This Is shown in Figure 6-5b using two folded dipoles. The feed

arrangement producing thi 900 phase shift with a ouarter wave line is in-

diceated in Figure 6-5c. For equal currents in both parts the azimuzhal

patter;l .> •,ix,,, and .hle ,-levatiuti pattern is semicirculr'. This Is then

an isotronic radiator radiating equally strong in all directions of the

upper hemisphere. If a totli of 2n elenents are --;red, n el-wents in

each group, then Lach group has 1/2 of the total input power and its

gain is n/2. The total gain of the antenna with 2n elenents is there-

fore n; i.e., equal to thf element number of one group. This means a

loss of 3 db in gain.

Another, more efficient arrangement is a circular array w:th dipole

elements arranged in a radial position on a circle of about 1/2 air

wavelength diameter or larger, as shown in Figure 6-6 The elements are

fed so that the currents in all elements at a certain moment flows in

the direction awny from the center of the circle. Then the currents in

opposite elements (such as A and B) flow in opposite directions and

therefore have a space phase shift Cf 1800. If the diameter of t'.e

circle is one half air wavelength then the fields of the two eleaments

add on the ground surface, but cancel in the vertical direction to the

plane. This type of array is a circular array with all element cur-

rents in phase. T"he radiation pattern is given by

E - J (kr cos c)

where E is the elevation angle, k = 2-rA, and J, is the Bessel function

of the first order. The pattern is omnidirectional in azimuth. The

polarization is vertical. The rertical radiation pattern is deter-

minec. by Jl. and varies as the radius r of the circle is changed. If

kr = 2-r/1& = 1.84; 2r = 1.84 Xo/r = 0.585 \o' according to the first

maximum of Jl, then maximum radiation is along the ground plane (for

S= 0Q ) . The pattern is shown in Figure 6-1. If kr -2-rA/ = 3.83;

2r = 3.83 X /- = 1.22 \o, according to the first root of J1 9 then their

is no radiation alorg the ground and the maximum radiation occur.: at

an elevation angle of 617, as shown in Figure 6-7 (right side).
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o. FOLDED DIPOLE - DIRECTIONAL

I -

b. CROSS FOLDED DIPOLE PAIR - OMNIDIRECTIONAL

c. FNED FOk CROSSED PAIR

Figure 6-5, Feed Arangememn$ for Ornnidirectionol Pattern.
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CENTRAL FEED POINT

SELECTID COMPAr-CTFD BACKFILL
FFCC CABLES '4 FT BtLOV.' C:OUN1L' LLtVEL,

DIAMFTrR 86 FT

BURIAL 4 FT

Figure 6-6. Buried Horizontal Dipoles - Circular Array.
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•kr =3.0

kr 2 = 5.33

Figure 6-7. Radiation Pattern for Circular Array.
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A maximum at 300 elevation can be obtained by choosing 2rrAO = 2.13,

2r = 2.13 & /_ = 0.675 %O0

An advantage of this cizcular array is that the radiation in the

v-.'ical direction is always suppressed. This elimination of the vert-

ical radiation, which is lost energy, results in an incr',ase of direc-

tive gain in the vertical plane in the order of 2 db eoco.pared with

an isotropic radiator.

The field strength in the direction of maximum radiation is 0.582

x n x E where E is the field produced by a single element with the

same current. The total radiated power is 0.582 n • Pot where P0 is

the power radiated by one - nt. Puit this total power is radiated

into a smaller space an'e xw,aich yields a gain of 2 db as mentioned

above, The total power •atn is therefore

gIT = 10 log (0.582 x n) + 2 db

= 10 log n - 2.4 + 1.9 = 10 log n - 0.5 db

The reason that the total radiated power is 0.582 x n P instead

of n x P0 is that not all elements contribute equally to the fied in

a particular direction. The elements which are perpendicular to that

direction do nzt contribute at all in this direction. As an example

design data for a circular array for a frequenzly of 10 Mc are given.

The same number of elements (n = 27) is chosen as was used for the

grid array before, so that the designs can easily be compared. For

a frequency of 10 Mc the element length is 4.55 m. The diameter of

the circle is chosen as 2r = 2.13?0 /r = 2.13 x 30/r = 20.5 m for a

frequency of 10 Mc (wavelength 30 m) . In order to provide sufficient

spacing for the 27 element a Z-type arrang-rent of the elements is

chosen as shown in Figure 6-4. Three elements are connected in series,

and the middle element is fed by a feed cable. Thus 9 Z-groups are

obtained which are placed on the periphery of a circle of 20.5 m diameter,

allowing a spacing of 2rsr/9 = 20.5 x r/9 7.15 m between groups. The

gain is calculated as
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g -21.8 + 10 log 27 - 0.5 = -7.5 - 0.5 = -8 db

compared to a vertical monopole or -3.25 db with respect to an isotropic
radiator,

The maximum number of elements that can be used on the circle is
determined by the mvinim-=v allowable spacing betwe•en elements, this being
about 1.5 6 (5 = skin depth).

Thus n = 2mr/1.5 5 - 2D/^. With D 0.675 X we have0

S~1.4 X°

0.675 40 4.85 Ajo

for c = 0.01 mho/m since t 0 /2w q1130 oko
At high frequencies n is not very large. If f = 30 Mc, %0 = lom,

6 = 0.92 m and n = 15. More elements can be used by increasing the
diameter of the array or by placing the elements on two circles. In
t•,is manner one can also change the shape of the vertical radiation
pattern. The radius of the sAe'ond circle can be ch.>sen according to
the second maximum of J which occurs at kr = 5.33. 2r = 5.33 X 0/= 1.7Lo.
If the elements on the second ring are phased in opposition to those of
the first ring, a radiation pattern is obtained which suppresses radia-
tion elevation angles above 60°. The pattern of this type is showr
in Figure 6-7 (left side).

In conclusion, the circular array is an efficient means to obtain
omnidirectional radiation. It is more efficient than a grid type array
with the same number of elements with the two sections fed in q irat-iire.
It also has the advantage of suppressing vertical raeiation. The vert-
ical radiation pattern can be shaped to meet specific requirements, as
for instance the enhancement of low angle radiation or on the other

hand, suppression of ground radiation.

6.2.6 Feed Arrangements of Buried Dipole Arrays

In arrays a large number of dipoles have to be fed with currents
of equal phase. One can feed these dipoles all in parallel, or one
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can arrange a number of dipoles in series and feed the rermaining groups in

parallel.

In the first case each dipole is center-fed with a syrmuecrlcal cable of

equal length to the transmitter. ()me can also use a coax cable ob feed cable

and feed unsymmetrically. Since the input resistance of the half-wave dipole

is about 20-40 ohms one has a mismatch condition if conventional feed cables

of 50 to 100 ohms are used. The mismatch can be reduced by using a number of

dipoles in series thereby increasing the input resistance. A folded arringe-

ment of 3 dipoles has been suggested for this purpose, as shown in Figure 6-5a.

The total wire length in this configuration is about 3 c/2. By folding the

wire in this manner the currents in the three legs of the antenna are in

phase and therefore act like three separate dipoles. The input resistance is

about three times higher than the input resistan:e of a single dipole, bring-

ing it up to about 60 to 120 ohms, if the spacing is sufficiently large.

Using a twirax cable with 2 x 50 = 100 ohms impeaance accomplishes a

good match between antenna and cable and eliminates the necessity for a

matching network., In addition, the number of feed cables is reduced to 1/3.

The use of this folded Z-type dipole as antenna element instead of the single

Xc/2 dipole is therefore preferable.

6.2.7 Summary, Buried Dipole Antennas

The buried horizontal insulated wire antenna of the standing wave type

is a structure of simple design which can be made very hard by burying it in

the ground at a depth of several feet. The basic antenna element consists cf

an insulated wire fed by a twin-coaxial cable or a coaxial cable without any

riatching circuit between antenna wire and feed cable. Thus the basic structure

is simple. The main cause of failure through weapons effects appears to be

rupture of the cable or antenna wire when severe earth movements occur.

The launch efficiency or gain of the buried dipole antenna is, however,

very low, not eyceeding -15 to -20 db for one element in the frequency range

of 8-30 Mc and even lower in the 2-4 Mc range.
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Thb" reason for this is. that the antenna wire is buried ±n lossy ground.

The gain of the antenna can be increased by arrayin a number of ele-

m•.ents, since the artay gain is proportional to the number of elements

in the array. The number of elements required to obtain reasonable

gains is substantial and tmay range from 10 to 50 (in round numbers),

and areas ranging from (\1/4)2 to ()o/2)2 are required, depending on the

desired gain.

There are trade-off possibilities between hardness and gain. As
the burial depth is decreased, hardness is reduced, but the gain in-

creases. In the extreme cases the antenna wires would be either deep

underground, or at the suzface of the ground. In the .atter case the

gain could be 2 to 10 db higher, depending on frequency and soil con-

ditions.

Arrays can be fornued in many ways. Similar techniques as are em-

ployed in air zan be used to combine the buried dipoles. Elements

can be arrayed parallel to each other and thus yield increased gain

in the direction of the dipole axes. Groups of parallel elements can

be spaced by % /4 and fed in quadrature, thus yielding a cardioidal

radiation pattern, with directivity in one direction. Groups of paral-

lel elements can be positioned at right angles and fed In quadrature,
thus yielding an omnidirectional array. Single elements can be arrdnged

on a circle to give either an omnidirectional pattern or directional

pattern depending on the phasing of the antenna currents. These are

only a few e.-amples of arrays, and other combinations exist and give

the possibility of shaping the radiation pattern.
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6,3 BURIED TRAVELING - WAVE ANTENNA

This section deals with the fields of buried horizontal-wire antennas

of various configurations using a traveling-wave current distribution.

Attention is given to space-wave as well as ground-wave radiation, since in

the HF range the ground waves are heavily attenuated and one is particularly

interested in radiation directed to the ionosphere at higher exevation angles.

The radiation pattern and efiiciency of four basic types of traveling-

wave antennas buried a few feet in the ground have been investigated. They

are the single horizontal wire, and the zig-zag antenna (both dirpztional);

the square, and the circle antenna (both omnidirectional in the ground plane).
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6.3.1 Characteristics of Bauic Current Element

Hasserjian and Gu~lave shown that in the far field abcve the ground,

the field is identical for dipoles below the ground and at the interface

between the conducting ground and the losoless Lialf-space above it, except

for the exponential term e h/ multiplying the field of the buried dI'pole

(h is the depth and 8 is the skin depth). (Figure 6-8.)Thus Norton's results

for the dipole at the interface can be applied. The far field pattern of the

horizontal dipole at the interface is similar to that of a vertical loop

at the interface, with the horizontal dipole lying in the plane of the loop.

The far field has two components, E1(horizontal) and E (vertical). These

are given as

EK - min c sin 0 I (1) (I)

K- -cos # 1 (1)

This is the familiar pattern of a magnetic dipole or small loop. The azimuthal

pattern on the ground plane is given as the cos # function; i.e., it is

figure-eight shaped with the maxlmm in the direction of the dipole axis.

The polarization on the ground is vertical, there is only an Ef component,

E being zero. Above the ground E1 is no longer negligible and the field

therefore has a horizontal and a vertical component. The maxi=zmn of the

horizontal component E is in the direction perpendicular to the dipole axis.

The field intensity in the far field zone of the horizontal dipole

located at the interface can be obtained from the field of an ideal vertical

monopole above the interface by multiplying the field components of the

vertical wonopole by the pattern factor C and applying the refraction

termin -I/n to the ver>ical component. The effect of the burial depth
is taken into account by the depth factor ea
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BURIED DIPOLE AND
LOOP ORIENTATION

TO OBSERVATION POINT

---- CURRENT ELEMENT

F;pure 6-8. Orientation of I8asec Current Element.
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The refractive index n is the ratio of the propagation constants of

ground and air:

2 -y.,2 E JQ/Wf • e (I - JtgOO) (2)g0 =• o g

with
a 600,o

og g

and the skin depth

- conductivity of ground (mho/m]

ea rel., dielectric constant of groundg

For low frequencies and high conductivities (al/wo )» e the refraction
0 9

term reduces to

This is the form used by Haseerjian and Guy in their analysis of LF Subsurface

Antennas. Thus the far field intensities for the buried horizontal dipole

current element, assuming perfect reflection on the ground in the far field

zone, are as follows

D dE 60 OIni 71 (k cos 0) 1 (I)df e*jkD e-h/(

De JkDo dEC Z 6t% C4 I (I)df e+jkd K

and r-

d 0 n 2_1 (k sin i sin 0) 1 (I)df e"D e-h/8
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De' o dE0 = 60 C0 I (t)dt e+Jkd K

The equations for the two field components can be combined in one:

DeJkDo dE 60 C I (()df e~jkd K (4)

where

k = Ao = wavelength in free space
0

D =D - d ,d I cos cos F I cos Y

D = distance from current element to observation point,
D = distance from a reference point to obsecvation point, and

0

C is the pattern function of the infinitesimal buried current element

It is either CO = k cos 0 or C = k sin c sin 0 depending on the field

component one wishes to consider. The factor K comprises the refrAction

term and the exponential depth term. It is the same for any horizontal

element at the same depth. Since the fields of the antennas investigated

will be compared with the field from a single horizontal element at the

same depth, we shall disregard K in the following calculations.
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6.3.2 Half-Wave Dipole, Center Fed, with Standing Wave Current Distribution

The fields of the various antenra configurations will be cnmpared with

the field of a huriet'. half-wave dipole as shown in Figure 6-9.The current

distribution on the open-ended dipole is assumed sinumoidal. The attenuation

constant a for an insulated, buried dipole is generally very .,Hall so that

the error made by setting a - 0 is very smlq. Thus

W(x) = o coso x withf P X
C

Ac = wavelength on the insulated antenna wire. The dipole is fed in

the center, whikh is also the reference point, 0.

Using Equation (4), we get (with d w x cos I cos K x co )

DeJkDo dE - 60 C I (x)dx (5Jkd)

M 60 C 1I0 coo Px dx ejkx coo y

disregarding the factor' K et mentioned above. 'rhe field on the ground

(c - ol, which we shall use for comparison purposes, has only an c component.

Thus, with C. - k coo 0

(
De JkDodE ((o) 360 (k ceoo 0) 1 acoo x dx 9jkx coon (6)

and

De' kDo EC(o). 60 I° fd(€,o)
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47 (~ SINGLE DIPOLE

CENTER FEED
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(b) FOLED DIPOLE

__ _____CENTER FEFD

(c. CROSSED FOLDED DIPOLE
- DOUBLE FEED/ IN QOU RATURE

Figure 6-9. Single and Folded Dipole.
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with *•/with k cos . xc/4 d jk x coso (7)

0 X c/4

2p- Cos C0O (Cos p)
1-p

whereA
k c wavelenath on antenna
S= Z wavelength in free space

0

c

fd(O,o) as given by (7) is the pattern function of the half-wave buried

dipole. The factor K has been omitted since it occurs in all of the field

patterns of horizontal buried wire antennas. In the following we shall

determine the relative efficiency n of the horizontal buried traveling wave

antennas with reference to the half-wave, standing-wave dipole. For this

purpose the ground-wave field intensities in the direction of maximum

radiation will be compared. The efficiency ratio of the traveling wave

antenna and the horizontal half-wave dipole is defined as

I DEtJ 2  (80K Iot 2 1fT(T ,o)f 
(8)

1 D-d1 ' (60K 'od 1fkd(#,o)ll (8)

where

fT(O,o) is the pattern function of the traveling wave antenna in tne
ground plane.

fd(O,o) is the pattern function of the half standing wave dipole, as
given by ('1)

I ot is the reference current of the traveling wave antenna

Iod is the reference current of the half-wave dipole.
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These currents must be determined for equal power input in each of the

antennas: Thus

2 2

1 oT zo = 110 R i = Input power (9)

2
1 oT1  

R 

(ni1od1
2 - Zo

where Rin is the input resistance of the half-wave dipole, and Z is the

characteristic impedance of the traveling wave antenna. These quantities

have been calculated by Hasserjian and Guy17 (p. 234, eq.(12)-(15).

For small a,

R = gp 151 =gp 7.5w
2

in 2

For -• -2

Z 60§ I nn b (1)o Erk a frp a

Neglecting a

Ba I n b 8a In b
2 a - lrkp a

r

Thus

Rin (12)

z T
0

!he attenuation constant a practically does not affect Z., if it is small,
0•

but it does affect R The a in (12) is the a that obtains for the dipole.

Inc ,Y for the traveling wave antenna and for the dipole may be different,
,xcau~e of mutual coupling, which is different in the two cases. -

if ',vcral - dipoles are used.
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oT is the attenuation constant used for calculation of FT(0,o). With (7)

and (6) and o - a the efficiency ratio is
(541 Ift(*3=,olt 2 (1-p2)2

f% T 4po 0s 2 (1-p) (13)

Sis the aximuth angle indicating the direction of miximm ground-wave

field intensity of the traveling wave antenna.

In practice the folded dipole is often used. This is a configuration

with three parallel half-wave elements separated by one or more skin depths

of the soil in which they are imbedded. (Figure 6-9b). The pattern function

f d(,o) and the input resistance are both multiplied by a factor of 3 in

this case, and the ittenuation constant is increased through mutual coupling

by a ftctor which can be as high as 2 to 3 If the spacing between wires is

lees than one Akin depth. In this case the efficiency value is

if = -u , using the appropriate ad.
9 3

The omnidirectional antennas will be compared to an omnidirectional

dipole arrangement consisting of a pair of folded buried dipcles that are

fed in quadrature with two cables.

In this case the RF power is split into two equal parts so that the

resulting efficiency ratio,

" 2 11'--3 1.5

This is the efficiency ratio of an onwidirectional antenna compared to an

ounidirectional dipole antenna condisting of two crossed Z-type elements

fed in quadrature.
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6.3.3 The Single Horizontal Insulated Buried Straight Wire, Center Fed,
with Traveling Wave Current Distribution

We consider a straight wire of length 2b, terminated at both ends with
its characteristic impedance, and fed in the center (Figure 6-10). TLe current

distribution along the wire is that of a traveling wave

I(x) 1° e'r1xj . 10 0'(a + - Jp) I xI

wit'¾ the propagation constant on the buried wire , . a + JO. a and A have

been cal•rulated by Hasserjian and Guy 1 7 for the buried insulated wire. The
far field pattern of the buried horizontal current elemnt taking the efer-

ence poitt in the center at the feed point, is given (Equation 4) as

DeJkDo dE a 60 C I (x)dx e+Jkd

= 60 C 1 0"-rixi *jk x coo rdx (14)

with

d = x coo c cos = x coo v ; omitting K

The far field of the whole wire is

JkD 0 b
De E = 60 C I f e -(a + JO)IxI eJkx coo Y dx

-b

= 60 1 f (•,)

where
+b

f T(,E) = Cc f e"(V + JO)IxI eJkx cos ydx
0* -b
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-b

R= Z 4- X •

Figure 6-10. Straight Wire Center Feed.
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is the pattern function. The pattern of the c-component or 0-component is

obtained by using C. or C., respectively. Evaluating the integral yields:

b e-[•+ J(.-p cos v)] Ox
FoH f e dx

oi
0

br 4 + J(1+p cos Y)] Ox
+ f e dx

0

f ,e[A+jB]x d x + fe(A+J IXdx (15)
o

[ A+jB]b/2

= 2 e sinh (A+JB)b/2SA+J B

[A+JI]b/2

+ 2 e A+JB'I sinh (A+JB')b/2

F°H eAb/2e jBb/2 Ab Bb Ab BbT 2 h - -n ih os T + J cosh sinT]
Th. 2 A+JBT2 2

eAb/2ej j'b/2 Ab BAb Ab Bb+ e [sinh - cos - + J cosh L sin - I (15a)
+ A+jB 2 2~cs 2-i-- 21a

with

A + JB = - " J(1-p cos v)]P (15b)

A + J =-[ + J(l+p cos Y)]J -

cos y= cos cos 0 A
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The field pattern for various lengths of the antenna has been computed,

using the following data:

f = 10 Ic 0 0.01 ,hoi/m X z 30 m
0

a - 0.051 * 0.691 u 0.075

0%
XI

k€ a 9.09 a P -L 0.303
0

TheIE.1- patterns are plotted in Figure 4 and 5 for total lengths 2b of the 9.

antenna of 1,3,5,7, and 9 half-antenna-wavelengths:

2b a2m, A in 7 9
c 4'4'4'4'4

b is the length of one side of the antenna,

A is t'e wavelength on the antenna wire.

The asimuthal patterns are a>-11haped and syumetricn!. to the * * 900 line.

The maxiJm field intensities and efficiency ratios are tabulated below:

60 K

1/4 0.781 0.205

3/4 0.806 0.220

5/4 0.649 0.141

7/4 0.708 0.168

9/4 0.735 1.180

4 0.643 0.139

The input resistance of the traveling wave antenna is 2 Z in this case,0

since a balanced feed at the center is used. The efficiency ratio is there-

fore 1/2 no using (13). It is evident that the efficiency cannot be increased

by increasing the length of the antenna beyond 3/2 A . Actually the efficiency
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at a length of 1/2 wavelength is almost as large as that of the 3/2 wave-

length antenna. The longer antennas have even smaller efficiency than the

half-wave antenna. A configuration which yields higher efficiency with

increasing length is the zig-zag antenna, which is described in the

following section.

The elevation patterns are shown in Figure 6-12. The short antennas have

a semicircular pattern; the longer antennas show some lobing.

The pattern of a long straight wire antenna (b = 4A C) is shown in

Figures 6-13 and 6-14 for two cases: feed point on one side, and center fed. The

center-fed arrangement makes the pattern symmetrlcai to the * = 900 axis,

whereas the feed on one side gives more field intensity in the forward

direction than in the backward direction. Considerable lobi.lg occurs with

these long wire antennas,

Conclubion

Straight wire antennas with traveling waves have low efficiency compared

to the half-wave standing wave dipole. Long wire antennas, have lower efficiency

than the shorter antennas and also have a lobing pattern. The input impedance

is practically independent of the frequency, as it is for all traveling wave
type antennas. The straight wire antenna is therefore, disadvantageous

compared te other traveling wave antennas.
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6.3.4 Zg&-Zaj Antenna

The Basic Antenna Configuration And Feed Arrangement

In order to got a figure-eight directional pattern, a number of half-

wove elements are arranged in ladder fashion yiellinq a zig-zag array

(Fr...- 8-15). All elements have the length 2b a and are buried in a hori-
2

zontal position a few feet in the ground. Theco are two groups of el. nnts

which are designated as H and V and are perpendicular to each other,, To

obtain symmetry an even number of V-elements and an odd number of H-elements

is always ured, The feed point of the array is in the middle of the center

H-element. The end elements, either H or V as the case may be, are terminated

with a resistor equal to the characteristic impedance of the antenna wire.

The resistor is grounded at the other end. Tn this manner a traveling wave

curr.nt distribution is obtained on the antenna and the input impedance at

the foeed point is equal to the characteristic impedance of the antenna wire.

The Currenj Distribution

The current on both sides from the feed point decays according to
a (f a distance from feedpoint) since it is assumed that there is no

reflection at the end points of the anterna and therefore a traveling current

wave exists. At equal distances on both sides from the feel point the currents

ore identical in maenitude, phase and direction. The positive direction of

current flow ts indicated on Figure 6-15,

The currents in the center of the H-elements are

*x e*-h4b * , l".,fl -n•¢C 18

nm oH r oH h c oH .ncA6)

n a 1,3.3
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Figure 6-15. Zig-Zag Antenna - Orientation.
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where the propa ation constant rF a + jo; P

IORif. the current at the feed point in the central R-element, which is

chosen as the reference current. The currents at the centers of the

ive~lman" are:

1W IO (2n-1)2b . ION-(2n-l) / oc!2

a - 1,2,3 (17)

The Field Pattern

The patterns Saeraed by the H- and V-ele mntu are calculated separately

and then combined to give the pattern of the array. The axis of the azimuth

angle t is chosen such that it is perpendicular to the line connecting the

centers of the elements, as indicated in Figure 6-15. The pattern function of

the center element is the same as that of the straight wire, as calculated

in Section 3, ,quations (14) and (15);

leOa - Ci "on Foil

The coordinate system in the present case is rotated by 450, and the

following relation exists:

% + H 45°

where % is the azimuth angle with respect to the H-elements.

Thus ro e +bs- jkx cos
FO at IaX . di (18)

o b

with coo YH U cos % cos e a cos (t - 450) con t

and b --E since the length of each element is 2b a
4,2
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The integral FoH is given by (15), using

SB H (i- p con Va)O (19)

B' - B'H= (1 + p cog Y H

In the same manner C. is given as

CHa a k cog #H - k cos (* - 450) (20)

CH=z k sin ( sin 0. a k sin f sin (4- 450)

The field pattern of one of the H-elements is

b

where the upper sign is for the unprimed elements and the lower for the

primed elements.

DH = - H corn E sin 4 - x cos E cos 5- 0

kD H u-neH - k x cos Y ; con Y W con cos (E c450)

dH is the distance between two centers of elements.

dH 2b 42 S

kdH cos C sin p= J 2 cos c sin H4

with p = k =c7= A

0 -ne c n n or unprimed elements (21)

(e H~ 1  f or primed elements
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with xc

c/ 4 e IS dx ý22)

- @/4. . jkz cos o x
T aw xc/4-f edx

"-€/ 4

The pattern of the array of 1-eleu-to is the sun of the individual

Patterns:

gag + Ran + E UK (23)
In=1 nml

"23lis the umber of the H-elaments, not counting the center element.

n-i
"CH "on I'ON+ aG nH1 (24)

with
Joe -Joe
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The field pattern of the V-elements is obtained similarly. The pattern

one of the V-elements is

b _rx +JkD v
E e e d (25)

flb

ere the upper sign is for the unprimed elements, end the lower sign for

e primed elements.

D = (2n-1) d cos c sin P + x cos e coB (+ 450)
V V

kD =- (2n-l) 9 + k x cos Yv
V V

d 4 b4=f4 I (28)

kd cos f sin 1 = cos E sin 4 = 0 -

v 2v -2

cog Yv con c cog ( $+ 45 )

C - k coa (* + 450) C V =k sin E sin + 45°) (27)

J(2n-1) 8 F

us E =n - Cv IoH e"(21)G e v(2 1 v )unprimed elements

e F1'/ primed elements

(28)
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with

Fc/,4 I' eikx coS Vý
Sc/- r e- dx (29)

x C 4 -x Jkx coo, Y

F' - J a f dx (30)v
c/4

The pattern of the array of V-elements is

E E (E1
rnxi nv nl v (31)

21ý is the namber of the V-elements

"-c(2n 'l)kc/2 (2n '1) 0 F + • F)

S"a(2n 't)X c/ ,

fl I
Cv O°H -I ny (32)

with
Git e(2n-) -J(2n-l) F(

vvG e Fv + • F v
v (33)

The field pattern of the zig-zag antenna with 2NH H-elements and 2Nv
V-elements, and one center element in the H-direction (a total of

2 (NH + N) + 1 elements) is the sum of the individual element paLterns,

since all patterns have been referred to the same central reference point.
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V -C(2l) 1
z C •FO G nH (34)

N- E",.n"I ) Ici

-CVL e " .Gnv
ni=l

The field intensity at distance D from the center of the array is obtained as

E CD - 60. I oH z Cp

E D a 60. 1 i (35)4.P oH z ,)

V
The current IoH at the feed point is w since a balanced feed is used,
V is the synmmetrical voltage across the feed terminals, and Zo the characteristic

impedance of each leg of the antenna; i.e., the characteristic impedance of

a single buried insulated antenna wire.

The basic integral of the straight wire elemoent is

b b
F r -I' •*'Jkx coo Y dx, a *(A+j B)x dx (36)

-b -b

or fb e(A+JB')xdx
-b

F T-AB sinh Ab cos Bb + j cosh Ab sin Bb (37)

F is the same expression using B, instead of B.
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C

As,= - (1 + p cos v)• (38)

A + JB - + J(l - pCoo Y)]% (39)

A + JB' a - + jUL + p Cos )

Then

FnH using v H (40)

Fil' F" using Y H

Fv IF using Y V

F v F+ usingY V

Field patternaIz,, have been computed using the same data as used for

the straight wire antenna.

f - I0 HC A 0a30. M a 0.01 mho/m

S- 0.051 * • 0.691 u - 0.075 ; p - 0.303

The plots are shown on Figures 9 and 10 for 3 elements and 9 elements, each

1/2 wavelength (A ) long. The azimuthal pattern is figure-eight shaped,

however there are no sharp nulls, The maximum radiation is at iP - 0, per-

pendicular to the line connecting th. centors of the individual elements,

The pattern shap" Oove not materially change as more elements are added,

but the field intensity increases. The elevation pattern in practically

semicircular. There is no lubing in the vertical plane,
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The efficiency ratio am a fhtnrivon of the number of eloionts to tabUlated

holow And plotted In Figuki .-1.

N
N H N V T E1 K

0 1 3 ,43 ! 1
I 1. ,•,} 1114

1 2 7 1.40 2.06

2 2 1 .00 2139

2 3 2 .4 2. a0itim, Itst

3 3 13 2.75 2. e 0.67 1,

3 4 15 31 3.03

4 4 17 3131% 3.10
A 5 10 3,66 3,26

21 3.15 3 3

A hablnttd fopd In tised, thorefore the Inpukt impidarne is It2o and nio is

"multiplied with i1. Thto efficiency ratio Incrosops first llnoarly with

the number or viwmento but l%*vva off am the numbor of elemnnto N ,

(me.•f turv. 6-18), The e. otettioy In always emumlen than te tff1ictetny of
an grvoy of tatanding wIVo A v 2 dipoleS with the samie numibh' of element.,

'rho )', 1,l-e Antvnna ha e girl AmInuithAl pattprit whlih to ltiur-o-l.iht

0 h~iprd ndm l omvrlotrivoll to th' l, - got-) aiI, Th1. shatp Io m smentially In.

dIt p~ldcitlit oI 1110 11twiml r iti p1Pililoln , nlih r vrr ivei ivy iltie re'•aee with the

Ituli,1-1ki, Il Itf t, hu. t I % aI ys Awsr Ihart he. I I 'wo tlty Il l liprrespOVlonldiingi

d t I flY i' r hn it'-waVVo d pitilpo k . 1N'1nl 1t wave#) Th I put I, 1l dan10 11 to villi Aliant

gIit hid i ,tidI n on irli¢ ,q•'tv,', ,t i numhe.h r of P. le.muoomt Hitowevor the pattorr

I'hl-11 io It% ohapoi wit. l 'ieqlVori, y, Otivue to Liht low O ri.vric envy the u me. uiNum . a
il thl. •ig-Za allnt'il 111 In I eel to mU : Iti 4 'h 4,4•*• n •.ri • s ttlia t Input Impedonve

IN ot npr al~l~'~ in't',

I)it P.
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6.3.5 PRhomhbc| AL' -11

Rhombic antennas in air give a high-gain unidirectional pattern. The

pattern changes with frequency. but the Input impedance remains prictically

vokLstmit, so char tho antenna has a wide bandwidth. Similar results can be

obtained with a buried, horizontal rhombic antenna. The theory of the buried

rhombtc antenna is similar to that of the rhombic in air. The difference

between the two casen ia that the wavelength on the buried rhombic is

considerably reduced, and that the elenwnt pattein iq changed. Taking theme

fictR Into conpideiation the theory of the rhombli nntrnvia in air can he

applied, The length of the legs of the buried rhombic antenna will he shorter,

according to the wavelength reduction factor p which varies approximately

from O.25 to 0.35, And the apex angle will be different from the air case.

Thuu the overall length of a buried rhombic antenna will be ahout I 4 to

1 3 or that In air. Considerable officiency improvement compored to chi,

half-wave dipole #hould le possible.



6.3.6 Square Antenna

An otmidirectional antenna can be obtained from a circular array of

elements which are fed with currents of equal magnitude and a phase which is

proportional to the azi=Lth angle of theL element such that a total phase

shift of 36On° (n=1,2,3) occurs between the first and last element on the

circle. This principle is used to develop an omnidirectional buried wire

antenna in the following manner.

An insulated cable is bent into a circle and terminated at the end with

a resistor equal to the characteristic impedance of the cable. The length

of the cable (the perimeter of the circle) is made equal to an integer

number of cable-wavelengths. In this manner a traveling wave on the cable

is obtained and the phase shift between beginning and end of the cable is a

maltiple of 3600. This would produce omnidirectional radiation If there

would be no attenuation on the antenna cable. Generally there will be

some attenuation on the cable; if it is sufficiently small, then the pattern

will still be almost ownidirectional. This case will be treated in the

next section.

Instead of using a circle one can use a square and obtain a similar

effect, however the departure from the ideal omnidirectional pattern will

be larger than in the circular case.

Feed Arranaement and Current Di.tribution on Sguare

The feed arrangement is shown on Figure 6-19. An unb lanced feed from

a coax cable is used. The cable has the same characteristic impedance as

the insulated, buried antenna wire. The end of the square of wire is

adjacent to the feed point and is terminated with a resistor which is also

equal to the characteristic impedance of the antenna wire. Thus a traveling

wave is produced on the antenna and the input impedance at the feed point

is also equal to the characteristic impedance of the antenna. The total

length of the antenna wire is equal to an integer multiple of the antenna
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Figure 6-19. Square Antenno - Orientation.
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1 - • •

wavelength X . Thus the phase shift along the antenna is a multiple of 3600C

The length of each side rf the square is 2b 2mA C. The smallest length

of one side of the square is 1 = 2b = 2mA (a = 1/8) to prodrtce a total

phase shift of 3600. The four sides of the square are designated as V, V'

and R, HI. The currents in the four sides are

-rb
lov =10 I 100 (reference current) (41)

*OR 0 e enb t e . c -j4rm

I I •-r4b T a' • C e"JSWM

oH 00 00

2b is the length of one side,

0 a current at feed point.

The positive direction of the currents is indicated by the arrows.

r a a + ju z Propagation constant; b m * c: A
SA

The Field Pattern

The patterns of the V-element pair and of the H-element pair are calcu-

lsted separately with reference to the center of the square, and then added

to obtain the pattern of the square with traveling wave current distribution.

The field pattern of the two V-elements is

E = C i . e"Ix . 'v dx (42)

C o Jkb coov
v 00 -H o
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and b +JkD

E' ---C I' V e- e v dx (43)ov V OV -b

C - 1 I e- '•b +Jkb coo y FL,Sov

with

D = b cos f cos 1k - x coB t sin ipv

= b cos YH - x Cos Yv

and +b Jkx c

F e"1 e dx (44)ov -OV -b

! = +b -Jkx cos oVSF, ] e"rk e Vdx

-b

The field of the V-element group is theot

E =E +E

V ov OV

c, C 0 I Jkb -rb +Jkb con V'H

=C I G
V 00 V

Similarly the field pattern of the two H-elementl is

rk+Jkb coo ) vEOH CHI eI re Fkoi (40)

and

rot - -Jkb con vE' CH Ioo e' e V(
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mince

DH - - b cos E sin x'- Cos C Cos 4

b - b vo v - x coo YH

with rx +Jkx co YH

YOH 0 10 dx (48)
.b

S- .J k x c o o v .R

OH, .rx dx

The field of the H-eLement group to then

H * oH + 'oN (40)

0 C l .1a- b 1 .Jkb coo yv YH..-r4b "Jkb coo v, YO

a CH 100 1-fb GH

The paLtern of the square istv +

af4*) yCC ;v H ' 0H (50)

with reference to the current loo at the center of the first elemont.

The integral* F0eer Fe', 'o, FH' are the basic intserals of the

straight wire as derived in the previoum section

F • b' (A+jI)x dx ; or J *(A+JBI) dx
-b -b

with A - -v; and 8 " (1 p coo r )n
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Sb jkx cos •

F - V dx - F+ using v (51)

•F 0 JxclY dx F using y
b

S-jkx coo ?

F ? dx - P using y

SoV -b

- jkb co o y jkb coo Y

a,, jb V r eov . bovH (52)

+jkb coo Yv r4b -Jkb coB Yv~~~O H" oH* ON

rThe basic lemnt pattern in this came are

St- k @in P Cv 4- •k in t cos o (53)

C * IC coo; C - k sin i sin IP

Iht', angle v and "H arv dorind *a

L"1 )' , n , (54)

s• 2H3



The field intensity at distance D from the center of the square is

obtained as

E fD a 60 100 *f( (, a 60 I 0-rb e f(( 1(,) (55)

ge O 60 10af * (,10 a 60 1 0a" b af0 1(,)

The current Io to the input current at the food point. The current 1 at
the center of the first element is i0 a o "rb. The feed current I1 W

since an unbalanced feed is used. V is the unbalanced voltage at the fred

point against ground, and Z0 the characteristic impedance of the butted

insulated antenna wire.

field patterns ofa f( (,t,*) for 2 have been calculated using the same

data as for the saraihtA wire and Zi•-Zag antenna. The length of one side

of the square to " and t , so that the total phase shift around the antenna

is 3600 and 7300, respectively, The azimuutha, patterns are in figure 6-20,

the el#vation patterns in Figure 6-21. The azimuthal pattern for the first

caie (f side length) is almost circular, the maximum and minimum values

of f1 (O,Vv) being

f((O,0I0max 0.769 at VO - 600

a 0.757 at , m 26800 Average

(•(Oik)n W 0,072 at , - 190U tý (o,1a) 0.72

a 0.663 at iP - 350"

The fluctuation is 0.72 t 0,046 or ± 6,7 percent,
A

Inspecting the second case( msid lengLh) shown that the azmiut'al pattern

is no longer omnidirectional. but very Itregular, and the field ..ntenslttesA

are lower In every direction than in the - came. This patturn is therefore.

of no interest. The squaro with a total length of one wavelength Ac, pro-

ducing 360 0 total. phase shift it optimum. A similar result it obtained for

the circle, am will be shown in the following section.
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Il~ 1eoff f r Ipncy of hth. otw-witv I vnt xquArt' ul 11 he' conpa red to thAt oft

dCVOLIv~ed h,1 dV'd tN&OUI pmir. lii.. .it temmirt in (-i t he Pop~t.9 IN~ 0, 07.11

:5 .hp~rpp to att nuAion? of the' foldrd d~ipol I, taknkn twice an large: f orhe

taO.15due totmrutul couplint1 effocts which do not exist in the #iquaro

71 whwr.v all four iildoso arip A apAtrt , Tho percwnt power lomm in thc' torminating

t(o5totor to

-2(v A -I2f 22

ThIhA t'npr~j Af can hre4almod by usingi m~ to.mnatingI~1 ttw;.'rk wbhi I doeil nott

u~lk' a rou i tor, an*d iConnecto t hst Ltorminai withl tho toodpoillt III thi a

ma-inolr only the lonaqes al~ong the~ Antteni wiro nvod by Isuppli ed by the Nourtce.

The~ cderioc~y for the NO~ C.-sie Its 4v followp,,

*~ ~ 0,722 m 2.04 '~0.46 o~r 46 pervent.

W~ t.;w. t.~N~al Ls, 2 j, 0. 7 i 5 or 7 5 percent

Thum tho v#ftlcihoty ill incruiasud hy ahmi.t 0i porc'nt~ If the terminatlommn

In #It A inatod. Other wmys of 1.ricroduing the offivionvy are Mac{uss d Irl the

v q~ I
9 I i I ý0 o irt ant )1111,rI'l. W ave I ongt h, Thr t luv LUIL on of'IL 1 d into nmity on

th-, Artjwd p!,11 As ehoUL 7 perce~nt..~ rh oftcivify of t.hIm ant euna vairlemo

Irtitt¶ 45 to. 75T pertetnt of that of' a croamed ftolded d kroIe polIt. The' highe~r

isjt't IJ~itdlned~ when the tmtgninal Iurim through a terminal t ing rterimtr'r Is~

.1Vol drd(



G~, ,irciu Anternit

The feed *ranitinlent to the vmane as that of the mquarp (riure fi-22),

An unbalanced feed from A onax cahle to unodJ The end of the cir•,• or wit#

is adjacent to the feed point and to terminated with a restitor to produce

a traveling wave. The totAl lenath of th, dintonna wire to equal to in IntoeKr

multiple of the antenna wavelength A,,, mo that the phame shtft stiong the

antenna is a mtultple of 360",

The coordinate syatom is indicatedi on Figure 0.-22, Thai atimuthai aiilr•

ia 4, the elevation angle to C. The loiop to In a horliontal llamie, ht-ried

a fow feet below the ground, The reed point IN at 4- 0. the eurrent rlowo

counterclockwise around the circlv, The current a$t any point, tin tho circir

I - 1 0 rr* r , l

The anlto 0 determinvo the pnmittioi af point 1' omv the cirelu. Thm rar field

from the current element has two componantas, a vertical component KI And a

hot isontal component K,

41K b - 00 It 1(f) d( e*• CO (VO)

dK, I) . * dO k I(i) dUl PJkD air, 4 Roli II

0 1 P the dilstance (rone pol||It P on the cilrt' i to lth, far ft•|Id poin t.t

I0 to Lho dillance from thot nteiILr air thi, cirviv,

D to D r sIn (0-,$) cvom ,,

Thin wira. olme'nt dt - r dli

3H9I I I
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The relatton between the angles 4, t, and 0 is:

* - ;1 A.a 0 - 0a0 - A

Thu ~ a (O~ ~ 21r .rre Jkr min(O-0) co c t
Thus t D a- (60k 10) 0 f t-06 (0-0t) C~r ~ ren0O o r dO (7

s (5' )

- (60k 10 sin t) 0. "r° 11kr -in (s-i) (o- trd(?
0

The followini symbols are used: 2f r * n X r " . Lff

A1 * 60 k1o (58)

A2 * 60 kL sin I

n- 1,2A3 ie, the perimet. r of the circle is an integral nutmbor of wave-

tengIth# A

rr. 6V + JO) n" + J) n -n + jn m +. n (50)

kr r 1t n p

n I I(I I I l I



Using these s•mbols the integrals ar(

S•.• •"- 0 -J[nO-z ,in(O-0)) dO ,0

E D-f cos (0-0) e-8

2ve

si (R-e -ae -Jtno-z Sln("-)] dO

The two integrals are similar, with the exception of the cos (o-•) and

sin (0-0) term•n. The E( component will be evaluated.

With a ntew variable 4' - (i7 + 0) we get

+ cos Ie aa i J[n$* + •in • di

Tho integral can be written as

.IF #&0' con ý (con n11C.' 4. injf nvP.] oJ d (62)
if

41 el~j(n+l)ý + ei(nIN * ja sinl d1 P

For the 4:'%se a a 0 , the f~a•tor P I and the remaining inhtegral |.s tho

A Utl) 0 f two Repsael functlons, Iltncip

j (~),, ( ~" t

n /

•I TII~I, for 0 j ;a nd •a ,~ I we ohtaiwt

A nI
E T tp2 Jn+l(z) + n.()(3)

,,•, • ~Ar,,q'J 5'2 •21i 'n•'

A -2

+7 9 n

20



The magnitude of E is

JEff 601 Tp 2. (2) (64)
0 3 nl

Since z -np coo I is independent of i, the pattern is omnidirectional in

azimuth.

The case of finite attenuation is treated in the Appendix A. The

result i#:

+f 5 (65)

A nn+' (.,)n s-Jn(ff+O) . Fo(Rn + j Sn)

with 1 -2.w- a - ÷ .... (66)

and Brn - Rn + jS (6)

The pattern function Is

Cf (O,) - B npW "jn(w+O) 0 (Rn + JSn)

For the case n 1 l, with the perimeter of the circlo equal to one wavolenRth

R and SL are given as



R.} "-•''0 P ) 11 a~t c•l•"loo~ 20P I 2 slllin 2 0•

a +4

+ J(F) I + 2*a 2co + gLin .20 a a •o - 4 in 0
22 42+2 a 4n+ +

+ (Z) a coo (;m-3)2 + (2-m-3) Iin u 2tu-3- (69)
. e-' 3 2m-I 1' 2 2(m.312

ZM.. *,m.IJ+. +I) min, (2tr+1),0

a2 + (Linl) 2i

+ a+ O"O

+ 2m co o I(m-O)0 . 2(m-) an -2 t-a:1 11 + 4-

a + 4(m-1)

+ " q.. 2 (L_ 3 1 0+ ) + 23(m+,, in. 2(m,4-1+
A 2 + 4(M41) 2

4 . 4eI

+ tj 2 (Z~) g u j

I a 2' 4

4 sin jg- + IO

,4 , (1tit

2'

+, mtr (•n+ 3),+• <2+, : .,'

I --



Formulas (53) and (70) have been numerically computed, using the

following peromters

n a 0.O01 f. 10 me h -3 m0

a • 0.051 P a 0.60 A -9.0 M
N 0.05 p W A . " 0.303

The It patterns are plotted on Figures 6-23 and 6-24. 're azimuthal pattern of

ly in almost circular, with maxi=Am fluctuation of 2.48 t 0.105 or L 4.25

percent. The avera&e field intensity on the ground (i s o) is

I11 - laso p 1.40 6 60 lo x 0.751

Thoex are two maxima and two minima of field intensity, which are not equal:

# 9 max I min

400 2.37

140a 2.58
2300 2.40

310 2.56

The elevation pattern of i|(! in the # - 0 plane is practically sbmicircular,

the mtAUimu fluctuation is 2.495 t 0,015 or t 0.6 percent.

The imaginary part 81 ti always small, since a11 terms are multiplied

by a, which in generally a small quanLtity (a << 1). The main n.ontribution

to the real part R1 is from the terms with J0 (a) and 2 (a), since these are

the only cerms which have a part which is not multiplied by a.

For a w 0 we have

(8)n+l R n " Jr-l (a) + j ,( - j 'n(s) (71,)
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Thus for small attenuation the field pattern for the vertical component E

is wainly determined by J n'z). The pattern is nearly omnidirectional in
n 2w

azirmith, independent of n, as long n =2 is an integer, since z is

independent on +, c

The elevation paLttrn depends on n sinCe

z = k r cos t =np cos t is a function of f.

Using the approximation for R which obtains for aK<. tL, fieldn

intensity on the ground is octained as

Aln

E D =- B ',72)

C 1.
= (-1)n A F

(-) n n Fo(RI + j S)

disregarding the phase factor e-jn(T+O)

With

S= 0 R -. 2n J (z)
n n z n

we get A n

E D (_1) I i2n - F J (Z) (73)
E0z o n

(_I~ 601 02vn F oJ n(np)= (-1)n' 60 I0 1 o0 3np

For cos f = 1

F l-e 2 n1s (74)
o 2nzs

This is the same result as was obtained for a 0 except that the factor

F is now added.
2
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The nattern function is therefore

J (np cos f)f (•I,e) = 2 if n F (75)

Equation (73) gives the maxisxxm value of field intensity E . since
the effect of artenuation on the antenna wire on B rn R n S was neglectnd.

But the fornslla is useful to determine the effect of the diameter of the

circle; i.e.. the effect of n and the general effect of attenuation a = u.

The field intensity E decreases as n is increased. E has its greatest

value for n = 1. The perimeter of the antenna is then equal to one wave-

length X and the radius r =
c 21r " 2a'r

The effect of attenuation is mainly determined by F 2a-o 2ira

This factor describes the decline of field intensity with inzreasing attenu-

ation a. This is due to the fact that the current along thu antenna decreases

when attenuation is present. For no attenuation (a = 0) the current remains

constant and F has its maximum value F 0 1. As a increases T-he averageo 0

current on the antenna gets smaller and F decreases,0

There is another effect caused by attenuation. The energy which ib

dissipated in the terminating resistor at the end of the aitenna depends on

the attenuation:

P 1 2 = ° = -4I°a

This energy is lost in the resistor. The higher the attenuation the lower

the lost power, because the current in the terminating resiscor is lower if

the attenuation is high. Only the difference between input and output power

is used for radiLtion. This difference is

I2 2~l -4'aPa = Pin - P r 1 Z - 1 e Z

12 Z (l-e- 4va

20 O
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The current corresponding to PA is then

i (76)io Z 0 -- ••g(7

and the field intensity for this case is

E D • 60 2n (77)

This is a case where no power is lost at the output of the antenna, so

that only the power lost thrcugi, attenuation along the antenna is supplied to

the antenina. In this manner the field intensity can be increased by the
1 2factor K - , and the efficiency is increased by K . Following is

f _l-e 2-a

a tabuiation of F 2 and K2 for various values of a:
0

I e -47ra 1--4a& K2l Fo2 Fo 2 K2

0.05 0.532 0.468 2.14 0.74 1.58

0.075 0.389 0.611 1.64 0.64 1.05

0.10 0.285 0.715 1.40 0.55 0.77

0.15 0.152 0.848 1.18 0.42 0.492

0.20 0.081 0.919 1.09 0.325 0.354

0.25 0.043 0.957 1.04 0.254 0.265

The column e- 47a gives the current at the end of the antenna relative

to the current at the input. K2 indicates the possible increase in efficiency
2

for the no-resistor case, and (F K) the total field intensity factor.
Practical cases for a= range from about 0.05 to 0.15. Thus efficiency

increpses from 20 percent to over 100 percent are possible. It is also

evident that the increase in efficiency becomes very small when a > 0.15,

so that the no-resistor method is not longer worthwhile.

Another method to increase the efficiency is to use multiple turn

loops. In order to keep all the turns in the same horizontal plane a spiral
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A

can bt, employed. Using N turns of approximately equal diameter (d

the field int-nsity is

E D 0 2~1 3
1() F -2aff -4a~r -6air -2a~r(N-l)1

E D 2560- 2r IoJ(p) F° [I + e-2a+e-a+e-b4_...e-aN1)

- 120 r IoJ 1 p) F 0 -ei2faN 120 7T I J(p)F X

For example, with a = 0.075 and N = 4 the field improvement factor

-0.61T1 -e _.85

X - 0.15 - 85 2,26 (79)
1-e-01WT7

and in the limiting case N - w

1 1X = 0.157 = 37 • 2
1 -e

However if the turns are close together the attenuation will increase
through mutual coupling between the turns. If the separation between the

turns is one skin depth then the attenuation is approximately doubled. The

following tablP lists the efficiency improvement, which is proportional to
2

(FOx) , for N = 1,2,4, for a = 0.075 and a = 0.15

a F X (FOX) 2  X (FOX) 2  X (F X) 2

0.075 0.8 1 0.64 1.62 1.66 2.26 3.27

0.15 0.648 1 0.42 1.39 0.81 1.6 1.08

N= 1 N=2 N= 4

This shows that the relative efficiency improvement when using 2 or 4 turns

with a = 0.15 compared to the efficiency of one turn and half the attenuation
0.81 1.08

(a = .075) is 0.64 - 1.26 and 086 = 1.69 respectively. The efficiency

ratio in this case is, according to (13) and (8),

S no 2 %d IfT(0MI°)1 2
02= 1.5 - 3 fdOo 2 (80)

2 7- T T If d(0,1) I
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where f (0,o) 2- cos (I p)
1-p

Using the typical data (same data as before) p 0.303 we obtain
0

fd(o.o) .= 0.593

A typical value of for a single wire is 0.075. For the folded dipole

with a separation between wires of one skin depth the attenuation is doubled:
Od

- 2 x 0.075 = 0.15. Thus the efficiency ratio is

17 = 1 a 0.15 f T(Om po) [ = 0.893 fT2m o S0.5932 T f f O o

The average value of ground field intensity of the circle antpnna

for a = 0.075 and p = 0.303 is

fE E = 60 1 x G.751

Thu' f ,o) 0.751 and

2
7o = 0.893 x 0.751 = 0.5

If the antenna is fed from both ends, so that the resistor loss is avoided,
2

the efficiency is improved by 1.64 (see table page 58, K = 1.64 'or a = 0.075)

the efficiency ratio is th4&wi

'20 o.5 x 1.64 = 0.82

Conclusion

The circle of one wavelength perimeter is superior to the square

antenna of the same perimeter. The azimuthal pattern of the field intensity

on the ground has a fluctuation mf + 4.25 percent. The efficiency of the

circle antenna varies from 50 percent to 82 percent of that of a crossed
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folded dipole pair, the higher value corresponds to the case of no loss in

the terminal resistor. By using more than one turn the efficiency ratio

can be further increased to an amount about equal of that of a folded

dipole pair.
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6.3.8 Field Pattern of Circular Antenna with Finite Attenuation

The Integral (62) in Section 6.3.7 for the case of finite attenuation is

split into four parts.

The E field t.;omponent is given as

ED In -a( + ) -jn({ + 0) AnBr -- A-1jLC r

Sr'= 2e cos (n-l)V/ e z sin diP

+i ea#'Pcos (n+l) i, ejz sin ' d'P (A-Z)
O+Ir

.4- rf ea'P sin (ni+l)4' ejz sl ' d'k

O-IT IPj i

+f ea' sin (r-)14 eJ sin dV/

These integrals are expanded with the use of the Jacobi-Anger formula:

e j = J (z) + 2 J (z) cos 2m iP
mi 2m

00

+ j 2 J-3 (z) sin (2m-l) 'P (A-3)
m=l

Evaluation of these integrals give the following result:
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B = e- 8(/7+40) e°•n(vI+4) B
r

Se e -a al
B r e 2a ro

-e-jn(7+0) 7 e 2a B (84)
B--e I rn

= (-I)n e-j (i ) if F (R +j S

with l-e 2a7r 2 (85)

Fo 2air 2 6 + (

and

B zR +j S (86)rnl n n

R and S are as follows:
n n

B
The real part of (-- ) is (87)

a

-l)n+l R + J(z) a cos (n-i)0 + (n-1) sin(n-l)#

0 ~~a 24(n -1)2

a cos (n+l)0 + (n+l) sin (n+l)1
+ a 2 +(n+l) 2

a coo (2ni-n)# + (2m-n) sin (2m-n)'\

2m- (Z) 2 2m=l a +(2m-n) 2
+/a cos (2m+n-2)0 + (2m+n-2} sin 12m+n-.2)0

a +(2m+n-2)2
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L cOO (2n-n-2)O + (2m-n-2) sin (2m-n-2)0'

a +(2rn-n-2)

+ (a cos (2m+n)O + (2m+n) sin (2m+n)2 2) ]

+ • Jm(z) a cos (2m-n+1)0 + (2m-n+l) sin (2m-n+l)t
M=1 a 2 +(2m-n+l) 2

a cos (2m+n-l•) + (2m+n-1) sin (2m+n-1)0+ 2 ."2

a + (2m+n-l)

+ a cos (2m-n-I), + (2m-n-1) sin (2m-n-l)O

a2+(2m-n-1)2

a cos (2m+n+1)0 + (2m+n+l) sin (2m+n+1)4,
a a2 +(2m+n+l) 2

B
The imaginary part of (-a) is

a

) n~l S + (Z) a sin (n-1)0 - (n-I) cos (n-I)8
a ( a 2 +(n-1)2

a sin (n+1)0 - (n+l) cos (n+l)#

S2a +(n+l)2

- z a sin (2m+n-2)2 - (2m+n-2) cos (2m+n-2)0in)J2 1 ~(z)22
M a +(2m+n-2)

+ a sin (7,m-n)O - (2m-n) cos (2m-n)o2 2
a +(2m-n)

a sin (2m+n)f - (2m+n) cos (2m+n) +

a +(2m+n)2
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+ a sin (2m-n-2)0- (2m-n-2) cos (2m-n-2)O

a +(2m-n-2) 2

+ Ja sin (2m+n-110 - (2m+n-1) coo (2m+n-1)t

M-l 2m a 2 +(2m+n-1) 2

a sin (2m-n+l)f - (2m-n+l) cos U2m-n+L)0

a 2+(2m-n+1)2
Sa 

sin (2m.•n+1lf - (2m+n+1) cos (2uin+1)0

a2 +(2m+n+l)2

a sin (2m-n-1)f- (2m-n-1) cos (2m-n-1)0

a2 +(2m-n-1)2
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SECTION '7

SUMMARY OF ADDITIONAL HF ANTENNA CHARACTERISTICS

7.1 LETTER-RACK FLUSH SLOT ARRAY
18

Two configurations were studied for the letter-rack flush slot array --

one consisting of an open pit structure which would serve as a debris pit and

the second technique involved the embedding of the complete array in asphaltic

concrete.

A summary of the antenna characr-ristics together with antenna con-

figuration and design parameters fc, 4.

a) Configuration - See Figý., -7-1 and 7-2 for 10-20 Mc array.

b) Bandwidth - No tuning- 15 percent.

c) Useful Frequency Range -,-2:1 for a 5-slot array.

d) Efficiency n - At any particular midband frequency, anticipated
efficiency will be that of the linear slot antenna
(midband frequency is point at which single slot in
array is optimized).

e) Radiation Pattern - Directional, same as linear slot.

f) Directivity, D > 1.76 db compared to an ibotropic antenna aboveperfect ground at midband frequency.

g) Gain = nD, > 1.35 or 1.3 db.

h) Hardness-

(1) When embedded in asphaltic concrete, antenna
carries a hardness rating of class D.

(2) For open pit structure serving as a debris pit,
hardness rating is class A.

i) Cost*
(1) When embedded in asphaltic concrete, a slot

array in 9-16 Mc (or -10-20 Mc) region would
cost approximately $43,000; in the 16-23 Mc

*Cost figures in this section are "best estimates" at this time
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region cost estimates are $28,000; and from
23-30 Mc, the 5-slot array cost estimates are
$17,000.

(2) For open pit structure, a 5-slot array in the
9-ib K.;: (or--L6-2W- mc,• r•g:"-ý-,uld cuar

$155,000 due to the elaborate foundation and
construction costs; in the 16-23 Mc region
cost estimate is $95,000; in the 23-30 Mc region
coat estimate is $54,000.

J) Effects of Debris - Same as the linear slot antenna.

k) Polarization - Vertical on the ground.

I) Advantages - Same an those of the linear *loe.

.) DisadvantaEes -

(1) For the structure embedded in asphaltic con-
crete. Debris will not allow operation at the
computed high efficiency.

(2) Open Oit structure represents a costly antenna
of very low hardness rating and does not appear
to be a promising configuration in the HF band.

n) Areas Requiring Further Investigation -

(1) Optinmn techniques for feeding the individual
slots in the array.

(2) Optimization of array paremeters for maximum
bandwidth, and their effects on antenna
efficiency and directivity.

o) Further Coments on the Open Pit Structure - There appear to be
two practical ways of constructing this antenna.
Technique No. I involves a rather large foun-
dation and the stretching of a series of cables
to make up the cavities for the radiating
elements. Under high thermal loading from a
nuclear blast, these cables will yield and
stretch. An initial tension must be applied
to the cables of such magnitude that after
thermal loading there will still be enough
residual tension to keep the cables from sagging
excessively. The ability of providing reason-
able assurance that the cables will have
adequate residual tension will severely limit
the over-pressure rating of this antenna to
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class A. Foundation costs (exclusive of cables,
pret-e•rsiuting devices, etc.) would probably be in
the order of $100,000 in 10-20 Mc range.

The additional costs of the cables and thermal
Sp ot!v!.! f?- t6- cables is estimated to be
$55,000 bringing the total cost of a 5-slot letter-
rack antenna (in the 10-20 Mc range) to approximately
$1.55,000.

"Technique No. 2 utilizes a series of concrete walls
with steel surfaces (together with a peripheral
foundation) to make up the cavities of the letter-
rack arrangement. This type of structure carries a
hardness rating of class A and is limited by the
failure of the concrete walls separating the slots
in the array due to cantiliver action. Foundation
costs alone for a 5-slot array in the 10-20 Mc
region would probably be in the order of $167,000.
Based upon our preliminary investigation of the
open-pit letter-rack antenna, it is our opinion that
suc a configuration is not practical in the HF
bend. The letter-rack antenna, when embedded in
asphaltic concrete, represents a hardened antenna
in class D. Its electrical performance in asphaltic
concrete can be predicted froy the performance of a
single linear slot (since a letter-rack antenna
consists of an array of linear slots) which was dis-
cussed in an earlier section.

7.2 LOG PERIODIC STRUCTURES

The log periodic monopole (LPN) array was found to be applicable as a

hardened antenna (class B) from 12-30 Mc. The basic limitation of this

particular structure is the neight of the longest monopole in the array,

which at 12 Mc would be approximately 20 feet high. Increased hardness

ratings (class C) can be achieved for arrays designed in the 25-30 Mc band.

Typical configurations are shown in Figure 7-3 and 7-4. A dielectric sleeve

3 feet high is shown at the base of each monopole to minimize the effect of

debris loading on the performance of the LPM array.

Appendix D contains a detailed discussion of the Log Periodic Monopole

array together with the necessary curve used to design a particular array.

A summary of the significant characteristics is given below.
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For Vertical. Monopoler in Air -

(a) Configuration - see Figures 7-3 and 7-4.

(b) Bandwidth - From hardness consideration, the limit on this
type of antenna is 12-30 Mc for a hardness rating
oi 8 and from 25-30 Mc, hardness rating C is pos-
sible.

(c) Efficiency - -75-80 percent for individual elements.

(d) Radiation Pattern - Main lobe of beam, E-plane 300, H-plane 600.

(e) Gain - w8 db.

(f) Hardness - 12-30 Mc design - class B
25-30 Mc design - class C

(S) Cost - 12-30 Mc (8 element) - $130,400
25-30 Mc (5 element) - $57,900

(h) Polarization - Vertical on the ground.

(i) Effects of Debris - Small at the low end of band, and high
in vicinity of 30 Mc where the short 4' monopoles
would be covered with debris.

(J) Advantages of LP Structure in Air -

(1) High efficiency and broad band operation.

(2) Debris effects appear to be low at 12 Mc and
more severe at 30 Mc.

(k) Disadvantages of LP Structure in Air -

(I) Represents an antenna of low hardness rating,
class B, C.

(2) Cost of structure is very high compared to
hardness rating.

7.3 OTHER COINFIGURATIONS

The characLeristics of five additional antenna techniques -- the Surface

Wave types, Hula Hoop, Spherical, Prolate Spherical,and Helical antennas which

appeared to have less desirable properties as hardened HF antennas such as

size, low hardness rating. and poor cost to performance ratios are discussed in

Appendix E.
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